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dYce^eceQ\V_bQ@bY]U=Y^YcdUb±UhSU`de^TUb
UhSU`dY_^Q\SYbSe]cdQ^SUc±d_`b_VVUbS_]]U^dc_^dXU
9Y^dUb^Q\QVVQYbc_VQ^_dXUbS_e^dbiUc`USYQ\\i_^UdXQdYc

cU`QbQdUTRiQdY]UTYVVUbU^SU_Vc_]U! X_ebcQ^TQ
V\iY^WdY]U_Vc_]U!(X_ebc2iS_^fU^dY_^Q^TW__T
TY`\_]QdYS`bQSdYSUS_^SUb^cQbUcXQbUT_edcYTUdXUWQjU
_VSQ]UbQcQ^TUfU^dXU^dXb_eWXTY`\_]QdYSSXQ^^U\c
9^]Q^igQic@bY]U=Y^YcdUb:ecdY^DbeTUQe_V3Q^QTQ
\Y[Ucd_RUTYVVUbU^d8Yc`Ubc_^Q\Q``UQ\cdU]cVb_]dXUVQSd
dXQdXUTU`QbdcVb_]cd_TWiRUXQfY_ebQ^T`bUcU^dcXY]cU\V
QcQ]_TU\_VS_^fYfYQ\Y^V_b]Q\YdiDbeUdXYcT_Uc^µdQ\gQic
g_b[QcXUTYcS_fUbUTTebY^WXYcfYcYdd_9^TYQY^" !(
gXU^XUS_]RY^UT`__b`_\YdYSQ\ZeTW]U^dgYdXQ^_fUbT_cU
_VgXQddXU`_\YdYSQ\\iS_bbUSdSQ\\´Se\debQ\Q``b_`bYQdY_^µ
9^TYQYcY]`_bdQ^dd_DbeTUQeQ^TXYc<YRUbQ\@QbdiV_b
bUQc_^cgUSQ\\f_dURQ^[`_\YdYScDXUbUYcQXeWUR_Ti_V
`U_`\U_V9^TYQ^_bYWY^cUdd\UTY^3Q^QTQgX_cUf_dUcQ^T
ce``_bdQbUY]`_bdQ^d9^`QbdYSe\QbdXUbUYcQRYWCY[X
S_]]e^YdiY^Q^TQb_e^TFQ^S_efUbQ^TD_b_^d_dXQd\Y[Uc
d_cXQ`UYdc`_\YdYSQ\QSdYfYc]Qb_e^TYcceUcdXQdQbU]_bU
Y]`_bdQ^dY^@e^ZQRdXQ^dXUiQbUd_3Q^QTQDXUf_SQ\
ce``_bdUbc_V;XQ\YcdQ^QbUY]`_bdQ^dY^dXYcS_^dUhdcY^SU
dXUi±fUbi]eSX\Y[UdXU9bYcXTYQc`_bQY^dXUE^YdUTCdQdUc
±S_e`\UdXUYbbU\YWY_ecQ^T`Ubc_^Q\YTU^dYdigYdXQ
iUQb^Y^WV_b`_\YdYSQ\bU\UfQ^SUY^dXU_\TS_e^dbi6_bQ
]Y^_bYdi_VCY[XcXQ``Y\icUdd\UTY^3Q^QTQQ^TgYdX^_
Y^dU^dY_^c_VUfUbbUdeb^Y^Wd_9^TYQ;XQ\YcdQ^S_]RY^Uc
^_cdQ\WYQb_]Q^SUQ^TQcU^cU_V`eb`_cUDXYcYc
e^TUbcdQ^TQR\URUSQecUTYQc`_bYSS_]]e^YdYUcQbU_VdU^
Vb_jU^Y^dY]UQ^Te^QR\Ud_Q``bUSYQdUdXURYddUbdbedXdXQd
dXU\Q^TdXUi\UVdRUXY^TXQc]_fUT_^
DXYc±Q\_^WgYdXdXUcdbQ^WUXQRYd_V>_bdX1]UbYSQ^
\YRUbQ\cQ^TbQTYSQ\c_VU]RbQSY^WdXU]_cdbUQSdY_^Qbi_V
bU\YWY_ec]_fU]U^dc±]QiUh`\QY^gXie^TUbDbeTUQe
9^T_3Q^QTYQ^bU\QdY_^cXQfURUU^SX_``i9^TYQTYT^_d
Q``bUSYQdUdXUVQSddXQddXU
3Q^QTYQ^@=XQTQ
8]SXPXbX\_^acP]cc^
;XQ\YcdQ^QSdYfYcd±^_gQ
CadSTPdP]SWXb;XQTaP[
=Y^YcdUbY^3Q^QTQ±Y^
?PachU^aaTPb^]bfTRP[[
dXU_VVYSYQ\TU\UWQdY_^Y^
e^cTQP]Z_^[XcXRbCWTaTXb " !(9dXQcdQ[U^QTY]
fYUg_VdXUVQSddXQd
PWdVTQ^Sh^U_T^_[T^U
3Q^QTQS_^dY^eUcd_\__[
8]SXP]^aXVX]bTcc[TSX]
Y^Te\WU^d\iQddX_cU_VYdc
SYdYjU^cgX_dbiQ^T
2P]PSPfW^bTe^cTbP]S
VUb]U^dfY_\U^SUY^9^TYQ
bd__^acPaTX\_^acP]c
1^T^_gUhQc`UbQdUTRi
CWT[PaVTa`dTbcX^]cWPc
DbeTUQeµc_fUbQSdYfYc]_^
]TTSbb^\TPccT]cX^]XbcWT 9^TYQ^]QddUbcYdXQcd_\T
dXU3Q^QTYQ^8YWX
\X]SbTccWPcQT[XTeTb
3_]]YccY_^UbY^4U\XYdXQd
2P]PSPWPbPbPhX]
YddQ[UcQfUbiTY]fYUg_V
X]U[dT]RX]VTXcWTacWTR^dabT Ydc@bY]U=Y^YcdUb]Q[Y^W
WbQdeYd_ecS_]]U^dc_^
^UPVaXRd[cdaP[aTU^a\bX]
X_g9^TYQcX_e\T_b
8]SXP^acWT\P]]TaX]fWXRW cX_e\T^_dXQ^T\UdXU
_a^cTbcbbW^d[SQTWP]S[TS VQb]UbcµcQWYdQdY_^Y^^_bdX
9^TYQ=QiRU9^TYQµc
QhcWTPdcW^aXcXTb
6_bUYW^CUSbUdQbicX_e\T
XQfUcY]e\dQ^U_ec\i
Uh`bUccUTXYccQdYcVQSdY_^dXQdDbeTUQeTYT^µdQ\c_S_]]U^d
_^dXU_edS_]U_VdXU7bUQdUb8iTUbQRQT]e^YSY`Q\`_\\c
DXQdDbeTUQeSb_ccUTTY`\_]QdYSR_e^TcY^S_]]U^dY^W
_^Q\\UWUTXe]Q^bYWXdcQRecUcY^9^TYQTebY^WdXUVQb]Ubcµ
QWYdQdY_^Yc^µdY^T_eRdGXQdcdbY[Uc]UQc]_bUY^dUbUcdY^W
YcdXU]Y^TcUddXQdQ\\_gc]Q^iGUcdUb^S_e^dbYUcd_
`bUce]UdXUiXQfUQ^Y^Q\YU^QR\UbYWXdd_`b_VVUbWbQdeYd_ec
S_]]U^dc_^dXUY^dUb^Q\QVVQYbc_VQ^_dXUbS_e^dbi9Q]^_d
bUVUbbY^WXUbUd_SYfY\c_SYUdiWb_e`cQ^T_dXUb^_^_VVYSYQ\
_bWQ^YcQdY_^cdQ[Y^WQ^Y^dUbUcdY^]QddUbcbQ^WY^WVb_]
QWbYSe\debUbUV_b]cY^9^TYQd_dXU`\YWXd_VB_XY^WiQcY^
=iQ^]QbDXUcUQbU`Qbd_V^_b]Q\TU]_SbQdYS\YVUQ^TQ\c_
XQ``U^cY^9^TYQ_^]QddUbcQcfQbYUTQc9cbQU\µcQddYdeTU
d_gQbTcdXU@Q\UcdY^YQ^cQ^TdXU`\YWXd_V]Y^_bYdYUcY^
@Q[YcdQ^Q^T2Q^W\QTUcXDXU`b_R\U]ccdQbdcebVQSY^W
gXU^SYfY\c_SYUdiS_^SUb^c_^]QddUbcY^f_\fY^W_dXUb
S_e^dbYUccdQbdQVVUSdY^WTY`\_]QdYSbU\QdY_^c
DXU\QbWUbaeUcdY_^dXQd^UUTcc_]UQddU^dY_^YcdXU
]Y^TcUddXQdRU\YUfUc3Q^QTQXQcQcQiY^Y^V\eU^SY^WUYdXUb
dXUS_ebcU_VQWbYSe\debQ\bUV_b]cY^9^TYQ_bdXU]Q^^UbY^
gXYSX`b_dUcdccX_e\TRUXQ^T\UTRidXUQedX_bYdYUcDXU
RU\YUVY^]Q^iGUcdUb^S_e^dbYUcdXQddXUYbTU]_SbQSiYc
Y^XUbU^d\ice`UbY_bd_dXUV_b]c_V7_fUb^]U^dY^dXUc_
SQ\\UTDXYbTG_b\TYcbUSebbU^dDXYcYcdXURQcYc_VdXU
5eb_`UQ^E^Y_^µc`b_VUccUT]_bQ\ce`UbY_bYdiQ^TdXU
bUQc_^gXiYdVUU\cYdY]`UbQdYfUd_]Q[U`Qdb_^YcY^W
cdQdU]U^dc_^;QcX]YbQ^TdXU^UgSYdYjU^cXY`\Qgc1\_^W
gYdXdXYcYcdXUQcc_SYQdUTRU\YUVdXQdGUcdUb^7_fUb^]U^dc
cX_e\TecUUS_^_]YSQccYcdQ^SUQcQ^Y^cdbe]U^dd_dgYcd
dXUdQY\_VDXYbTG_b\T7_fUb^]U^dcQ^T]Q[UdXU]RUXQfU
9^TYQ^_\_^WUbVYdcUYdXUbdXUcdUbU_di`U_bdXUWbY]
bUQ\Ydi_VDXYbTG_b\TTU`bYfQdY_^9dT_Uc^µdcUU[US_^_]YS
QccYcdQ^SUQ^TQYTVb_]dXUGUcd_bVb_]3XY^QQ^T
SQ^^_dRURe\\YUTRiUS_^_]YSTY`\_]QSi=_bUd_dXU`_Y^d
9^TYQXQcQb_RecdTU]_SbQdYSSe\debUgXUbURidXUUhSUccUc
_VdXU7_fUb^]U^dSQ^RU`edbYWXdecY^W`eR\YS_`Y^Y_^dXU
`_\YdYSQ\`b_SUccQ^TgXUbU^USUccQbidXUZeTYSYQbiDXYcYc
QbUQ\YdidXQdYcY^ceVVYSYU^d\iQ``bUSYQdUTRidXU`_\YdYSQ\
TUSYcY_^]Q[UbcY^dXUGUcdDXUiY^deb^QbU]_fUTRi
`\UQTY^Wc_VQcUSdY_^_V9^TYQ^3Q^QTYQ^cgX_XQfU
Y^V\eU^SUY^dXU`_\YdYSQ\cicdU]RedQ\QcgX_cU`UbSU`dY_^c
_V9^TYQQbUg_UVe\\i_ed_VTQdUDXUYbY]QWY^UT9^TYQYc
_VdU^dXUS_e^dbi_VbUSebbU^dcX_bdQWUcRebUQeSbQdYS
]eTT\UcQ^TWU^UbQ\c\_dX
DXU>Ug9^TYQdXQdYcReRR\Y^WgYdXU^UbWiQ^TYccU\V
S_^VYTU^d±c_]UdY]Ucd_dXU`_Y^d_VRUY^WQbb_WQ^d±Yc
c_]UdY]UcQcdbQ^WUbd_dX_cUgX_U]YWbQdUTY^dXU!)' c
_bUQb\YUb9^]i_g^Uh`UbYU^SUdXUbUYcQ\c_QTYcSUb^YR\U
TYVVUbU^SURUdgUU^dX_cUUQb\YUbUS_^_]YSbUVeWUUcVb_]
c_SYQ\Ycd]Ycbe\UQ^TdX_cUgX_XQfU\UVd9^TYQY^dXU`Qcd
TUSQTU^_dd_UcSQ`U`_fUbdiRedd_bQYcUdXUYb\YfY^W
cdQ^TQbTcUfU^]_bU?edgQbT]YWbQdY_^Vb_]9^TYQXQcY^
VQSdcXYVdUTVb_]e^c[Y\\UT\QR_ebd_aeQ\YVYUT`b_VUccY_^Q\c
DXU\QddUbSQdUW_biS_]RY^UdXUYb^UgS_e^dbigYdXQ`bYTUY^
RUY^W9^TYQ^d__DXUiQ\QcQbU^_dQS\Qcc_V`U_`\UgX_VYd
Y^d_DbeTUQeµcdQbWUdQeTYU^SU

he fifth round of talks
between farmer unions and
three Central Ministers failed
to break the impasse after
around five hours marathon
meeting at Vigyan Bhawan on
Saturday over the farm laws.
The Government has
sought time from unions to
present a concrete proposal
and suggested another meeting
on December 9, a day after
“Bharat Bandh” called by the
farmers’ unions.
Farmer unions’ leaders
were adamant that the
Government should repeal the
farm laws. They also rejected
the Government’s offer to
amend contentious provisions
of the new farm laws.
During the meeting farmer
leaders sought the Government
to reply in “black and white”
that whether it will repeal the
laws or not. The farmer unions
went on a silent protest (maun
vrat), holding up placards and
sought a reply in “yes” or
“no” on their key demand of
repealing the three new farm
laws. They also threatened to
walk out if the Government is
not willing to scrap the laws.
According to farmers, the
Government could not put up
a satisfactory solution to the
farmers demands and the delegation clearly communicated
that the protest will continue if
the Government doesn’t repeal
the three laws.
The Government has made
it clear that it won’t repeal the
farm laws but is ready to amend
the clauses as per their
demands, while the farmers’
leaders said they need a solution or commitment. After
that the Ministers informed the
farmers that they will come
back with a concrete proposal
after internal consultations.
December 9 is the next
meeting date proposed at 11
am. Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar, however, said the Government
wanted some firm suggestions
from the 40 farmer leaders present in the meeting on their key
concerns and hoped that a
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gnoring India’s strong
Iabout
protest against his remarks
the ongoing farmers’
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resolution would be reached
with their cooperation.
“We discussed all aspects
(of the Acts) in detail and we
were eager to find a solution
which that did not happen. We

wanted some firm suggestions
from farmer leaders, but couldn’t get those. We will meet again
on December 9. It would have
been easier if they had given
those suggestions today itself.
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eople have a right to
demonstrate peacefully and
authorities should let them do
so, spokesperson for UN
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres has said on the farmers’ protests in India.
“As to the question of India,
what I would say to you is what
I’ve said to others when raising
these issues is that people have
a right to demonstrate peacefully, and authorities need to let
them do so,” Stephane Dujarric,
Spokesman for the SecretaryGeneral, said on Friday.
Dujarric was responding to
a question on the farmers’
protest in India.
Turn to Page 8

group of 36 cross-party
parliamentarians has written to UK Foreign Secretary
Dominic Raab asking him to
make representations with his
Indian counterpart, S
Jaishankar, about the impact on
British Punjabis affected by
the demonstrations by farmers
against new agricultural
reforms in India.
India has called the
remarks by foreign leaders and
politicians on protests by farmers as “ill-informed” and
“unwarranted” as the matter
pertained to the internal affairs
of a sovereign democratic
country.
Turn to Page 8
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We will wait for their suggestions. Agitating farmers
should leave path of protest and
engage in dialogue. The
Government is ready to listen
Turn to Page 8

stir here, Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau again
backed the agitators and said
his country will continue to
“stand up for peaceful protests
and human rights.”
His reiteration came
hours after his envoy to New
Delhi Nadir Patel was summoned on Friday and served
a demarche. India said earlier remarks by the Canadian
Prime Minister and some of
his Ministers could impact
the ties between the two
countries.
Seen as a rebuff to him in
the current backdrop,
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar has pulled out of a
Canadian-led global meeting
on corona pandemic next
week, sources said here on
Saturday.

India informed Canada
that Jaishankar will not attend
the Canada headed Covid-19
foreign Ministers grouping
meeting. He had taken part in
the
11th
Ministerial
C oordination Group on
Covid-19 in November which
was the first time India officially took part in the meet.
A release from Canadian
Foreign Ministry that time
said, “Minister Champagne
(Canadian Foreign Minister)
welcomed
Minister
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar of
India to the group, noting the
recent developments in India
and emphasising the critical
role India plays in addressing
global Covid-19 vaccine and
pharmaceutical needs.”
Other members of the
grouping include Brazil,
France, Germany, Italy,
Singapore and the UK. The
grouping will meet to formulate strategies to fight Covid.
Turn to Page 8
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he much awaited selection
T
process of the 69,000 teachers of the Uttar Pradesh Basic
Education department was
completed on Saturday after
appointment letters were handed over to 36,590 assistant
teachers in the presence of
Chief
Minister
Yogi
Adityanath.
In a programme held at the
official residence of the chief
minister, Yogi Adityanath

handed over the appointment
letters to six newly-recruited
teachers, while the others were
given the letters in programmes
organised in districts.
“It is our pledge to provide
jobs without any discrimination and with transparency
and today, another achieve-

ment has been added to the
government’s commitment.
This (appointment of teachers)
had been completed way back
in January itself but some people kept creating hindrances for
their personal interest and
slanderous politics.
Turn to Page 8
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wo coronavirus vaccine
candidates — Serum
Institute’s Covishield and
Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin that
are in the phase 3 trials —
could be eligible for emergency use in India by January
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ours after Haryana Home
Minister Anil Vij tested
positive for the Covid-19
despite taking a shot of Bharat
Biotech’s vaccine candidate
around two weeks ago during
its ongoing Phase-III trial, the
Union Health Ministry clarified on Saturday that the efficacy of the vaccine can only be
determined 14 days after the
second dose.
It said that the Minister has
so far received the first dose
only. The Hyderabad-based
pharma company too echoed
similar justification.
“Covaxin is a two-dose
anti-coronavirus vaccine and
Haryana Health Minister Anil
Vij, who had volunteered for its
phase-three trial, was given
only the first dose,” said the
Ministry.
Vij had offered to be the
first volunteer in the phase
three trials for Covaxin, an
indigenous potential vaccine
against Covid-19 being developed by Bharat Biotech in collaboration with the Indian
Council of Medical Research
(ICMR).
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The Ministry said, “The
antibodies against the infection
build up in a human being only
after a specific number of days
pass after the second dose of
the vaccine is taken. This is a
two-dose vaccine. The minister in question has taken only
one dose of the vaccine.”
The Har yana Health
Minister too said antibodies
start to develop after administration of the second dose,
which is given 28 days after the
first shot, and there is no protection during this period. The
67-year-old Minister was given
the first shot on November 20.
Asked about his condition, Vij said he has sore throat,
fever and body ache. “But overall I am okay,” he said.
Turn to page 8
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2021, Dr Randeep Guleria,
Director, All India Institute Of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS),
Delhi, has said.
Sources said that emergency approvals for inoculation
of vaccine can be given to
overcome the pandemic.
Guleria’s statement comes
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he Moderna Covid-19 vacT
cine, which the company
says was recently demonstrated to have 94 per cent efficacy,
causes the human immune
system to produce potent antibodies that endure for at least
three months, a study showed
Thursday.
Writing in the New
England Journal of Medicine,
researchers at the National

Institute for Allergies and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID) —
which co-developed the drug,
studied the immune response
of 34 adult participants, young
and old, from the first stage of
a clinical trial — said the antibodies, which stop the SARSCoV-2 virus from invading
human cells, “declined slightly over time, as expected, but
they remained elevated in all
participants 3 months after
the booster vaccination.”
Turn to Page 8

against the backdrop of the
United Kingdom (UK)
approval of the Pfizer Inc’s
coronavirus vaccine.
Guleria is also a member of
the national task force on
Covid-19 management. He also
said that coronavirus vaccines
which would be available for
emergency use in India by
next year will first be administered to the vulnerable and the
frontline workers engaged in
the battle against Covid-19
since the beginning of 2020.
Experts in the sector too
have maintained that vaccines
will be available only after the
drug regulator, DCGI, is convinced of its efficacy against the
Covid-19.
Turn to page 8
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Lucknow (PNS): Ajay Kumar Singh, an IAS
officer of 1998 batch, died after suffering a
heart attack in Varanasi. He was deputed by
the Election Commission as election observer for the UP Legislative Council elections
from the graduates and teachers constituencies in Varanasi. Singh suffered a
heart attack at around 9:30 am on Friday
while on his way to the counting centre and

was taken to a hospital where he died on
Saturday, Varanasi’s District Magistrate
Kaushal Raj Sharma said.
An officer of the 1998 batch, Singh was
posted as secretary in the National
Integration department and UP Human
Rights Commission of Uttar Pradesh.
His wife, Neena Sharma, is a senior IAS
officer posted as secretar y in the

Infrastructure and Industrial Development
department. She reached Varanasi on
Friday. Singh was admitted to Shubham
Hospital near the Circuit House, the district
magistrate said. Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath along with other
officials observed a two-minute silence during a meeting here, Additional Chief
Secretary (Home) Awanish Awasthi said.

rime Minister Narendra Modi is all set to virtually inaugurate the construction of the first phase of Agra Metro
P
Rail project (AMRP) on coming Monday.
The inauguration ceremony will also be attended by Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath.
According to officials, the total cost of the Agra Metro
Rail project is estimated at Rs 8,379.62 crore and in the first
phase, Sikandra to Taj East Gate corridor will be constructed. Chief Minister Adityanath will be monitoring the project and the Metro traffic on this corridor is expected to begin
in December 2022.
In the first phase, the 6-km-long primary section of 14km Sikandra-Taj East Gate corridor will be constructed. It
will have six Metro stations.
While Taj East Gate, Basai and Fatehabad Road Metro
stations will be elevated, the Taj Mahal, Agra Fort and Jama
Masjid stations will be underground.
The 15.4 km-long Agra Cantonment-Kalindi Vihar corridor will have 14 elevated metro stations at Agra
Cantonment, Sadar Bazaar, Collectorate, Subhash Park, Agra
College, Hariparvat crossing, Sanjay Place, MG Road,
Sultanganj crossing, Kamlanagar, Rambagh, Foundry Nagar
and Kalindi Vihar.
The aim of this Metro project is to ease the movement
of lakhs of locals and tourists coming to the city of Taj Mahal.
Besides benefiting the 26 lakh-odd locals of the Taj
city, the Metro will also prove to be a better option for movement to over 60 lakh tourists who visit Agra every year by
providing a state-of-the-art mass rapid transit system
(MRTS).
All the stations of the AMRC have been planned in such
a way that all the four major railway stations, bus depots,
colleges, main markets and tourist destinations are well connected for the easy movement of the locals as well as the
tourists. ‘The Agra Metro will provide an environmentfriendly, comfortable and hassle-free means of public transport and it will also make it easy to travel to world famous
tourist destinations like Taj Mahal and Agra Fort’, said Uttar
Pradesh Metro Rail Corporation (UPMRC) Managing
Director Kumar Keshav.
He added, “Its biggest advantage will be in tourism development and it is a major challenge for our team to construct
a Metro corridor in the heart of the city and make the Metro
available within the stipulated time frame.”
It may be mentioned here that the UPMRC has set a
precedent by constructing the Lucknow Metro rail well ahead
of the schedule. The construction work of the Kanpur Metro
is also being carried out at a fast pace.
The foundation stone of the Agra Metro Rail project was
laid by the prime minister through a virtual programme in
May 2019.
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xpressing satisfaction over two
crore Covid tests being conE
ducted in Uttar Pradesh, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Saturday said that there should be
complete vigilance against the novel
coronavirus infection.
He also said that in view of the
present situation, the number of
ICU beds should be increased as
per requirement and public address
systems should be used to spread
awareness about COVID-19.
The chief minister, who was
presiding over an unlock review
meeting at his official residence
here, also directed officials to motivate the people to wear masks and
wash hands regularly, adding that
social distancing should also be
adhered to.
“There should not be any laxity in providing treatment to
COVID-19 patients and it should
also be ensured that the patients do
not face any problems in getting
admitted to the hospital,” he said.
The chief minister said there

should be vigilance at all levels to
prevent the COVID-19 infection
and the Integrated Command and
Control Centres should be operated actively. He also directed officials
to maintain contact tracing and
surveillance systems.
It may be mentioned here that
till date, about 14 crore people in
UP have been contacted through
surveillance and focus testing has
been conducted on them. This has
proved to be very helpful in controlling the spread of COVID-19.
During the meeting, the chief
minister and other officials present
there paid tributes to late IAS officer Ajay Singh and expressed their
condolences to the bereaved family members. Singh, who was on
duty as an observer during counting of votes for Council polls in
Varanasi, died on Friday after suffering a heart attack.
Besides Adityanath, the meeting was attended by Chief Secretary
RK Tiwari, Infrastructure and
Industrial
Development
Commissioner Alok Tandon,
Agricultural
Production
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Lucknow (PNS): Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath on Saturday
launched the Mera Covid Kendra
app that will facilitate people in finding a Covid testing centre.
The app, which can be downloaded in a smartphone from the
Google Play Store, will give the location of a Covid testing centre within a periphery of 5 km besides giving information about all the testing centres in the district.
“We will certainly win our
ongoing battle with COVID-19 by
remaining cautious and vigilant. I
remember when the RT-PCR test
was conducted for the first time in
King George’s Medical University
(KGMU) on March 23, then only 72
tests were done that day and today,
with our team working in all kind
of circumstances, we have completed two crore tests,” Chief Minister

Yogi Adityanath said. “Now we are
conducting 1.5-2 lakh tests on a
daily basis out of which 40 percent
are RT-PCR tests and today, UP is
conducting the highest number of
Covid tests in the country. In addition, everyone is admitting that UP’s
COVID-19 management is inspirational,” he added. “From World
Health Organisation to NITI Ayog,
UP’s policies have been appreciated by all. We not only paid attention
to testing and health infrastructure
but also succeeded in protecting the
livelihood of the people in the
COVID-19 times,: the chief minister said.
“The Mera Covid Kendra app
has been prepared by the
Department of Medical, Health
and Family Welfare. About two
months ago, an app for getting the
report of Covid test online was also

launched and till date, over 30 lakh
people have received their reports
online,” Additional Chief Secretary
(Health) Amit Mohan Prasad, said.
All the Covid test centres have
been geo-tagged and from time to
time, the field workers of the Health
department and the district administration will be adding new testing
centres online, he added.
“At present, there are details of
1,260 free-of-cost Covid test centres
on this app. Those who do not have
a smartphone can visit the website
of the Health department —
www.dgmhup.gov.in — and see the
list of the testing centres,” Prasad
said. Besides showing the location
of the testing centre on the map, the
app will also give details of the lab
technician, contact numbers of the
supervisor and the opening and
closing timings of the lab, he added.

C ommissioner Alok Sinha,
Additional Chief Secretary (Home)
Awanish Kumar Awasthi,

Additional Chief Secretary (MSME
and Information) Navneet Sehgal
and Additional Chief Secretary

(Health) Amit Mohan Prasad.
Meanwhile, 1,940 fresh
COVID-19 cases were reported in
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he first batch of Covid-19 vaccine is likely to reach the disT
trict in January next year, according to additional CMO MK Singh.
He said the prerequisites for
Covid-19 vaccination were currently being taken care of. Singh
pointed out that Covid vaccination
is different from the routine
immunisation drives.
“This vaccine cannot be stored
where we keep the vaccines given
to children and pregnant women,”

nisation, also there is a district vaccine store from where the vaccine
is sent to specific units where
ANMs give the same at the session
sites. However, since a large number of people will be vaccinated
against Covid, we will incorporate
pharmacists, lab technicians and
staff nurses from government as
well as private sectors,” he said.
Singh said that as per the
guidelines received from the government, health workers would be
administered the vaccine in the
first phase, police staff and LMC

he said. He said they have the database of health workers — both in
private and government facilities
— who will be administered the
vaccine. Doctors, staff nurses,
paramedical staff and class IV
employees (both permanent and
contractual) will all be vaccinated,”
Singh said. The additional CMO
said the vaccine would be stored
at the District Immunisation
Centre at Aishbagh and renovation
work there would be completed in
the second week of this month.
“In case of the routine immu-

workers in the second phase, people aged 50 years and above in the
third, and those below 50 years
with co-morbidities in the fourth.
Meanwhile, a senior official at
the CMO office pointed out that
Aliganj, which has a positivity rate
of 4 percent, is the area from where
maximum coronavirus cases are
emerging. “One possible reason
could be that the geographical area
is vast and it also has a lot of
offices, banks, markets and coaching centres. Also, more test are
being conducted in Aliganj than in

other areas,” he said.
The official said rural areas
have the least Covid positivity rate
as compared to urban areas. He
pointed out that in urban parts of
the district, there are lesser number of cases in Aishbagh.
“Earlier, Aishbagh was among
the places with maximum cases
but not any longer. On some days,
Aishbagh even sees cases in single
digit,” he said. Talking about Sadar,
which once saw a spurt in coronavirus cases, he said the area is only
getting sporadic cases now.
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s many as 256 persons tested
positive for coronavirus in
A
Lucknow on Saturday while 344
patients recovered, taking the
recoveries to 68,684. There are
3,393 active cases in the district.
The fresh cases included 32 from
Gomtinagar, 27 from Indiranagar,
18 from Rae Bareli road, 16 from
Ashiyana, and 10 each from
Mahanagar, Cantt, Alambagh &
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Vikasnagar. Across the state, 1,940
persons tested positive, including
60 in Kanpur, 225 in Ghaziabad,
141 in Gautam Buddhnagar, 114 in
Varanasi and 132 in Meerut, taking the UP tally to 5,53,012.
There were 23 deaths across
the state, including four in
Lucknow, two each in Kanpur,
Varanasi & Sonbhadra, and one
each in Prayagraj, Ghaziabad,
Gautam Buddhnagar, Gorakhpur,
Meerut,
Moradabad,

Shahjahanpur, Farrukhabad,
Fatehpur, Amethi, Auraiyya,
Mahoba & Shrawasti, taking the
toll to 7,900. Besides, 2,230 patients
recovered, taking the recoveries in
the state to 5,22,867 while there are
22,245 active cases.
Meanwhile, a 40,000-litre liquid oxygen tank was installed at the
Covid hospital of Ram Manohar
Lohia Institute of Medical Sciences
on Saturday. Testing of the tank will
be carried out on Monday and it

will be functional by Tuesday,
according to spokesperson Dr
Shrikesh Singh. This tank will
supply oxygen only to the Covid
hospital because there is a
separate oxygen tank in the nonCovid area.
Dr Singh said the expansion of
beds is expected to be completed
by December 15. “This 133-bed
facility will be converted into a 200bed centre with 150 ICU beds” Dr
Singh said.
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joint team of Hazratganj police
and cyber crime cell claimed to
have nabbed a person who had
duped several persons of over Rs 30
lakh on pretext of facilitating them
jobs in different government departments. The accused was identified as
Prashant Mishra of Dalippur Tower
in the area and is a native of
Lakhimpur Kheri. The police recovered a loaded country-made, its cartridges, fake appointment letters,
seven ATM cards and Rs 4,000 in
cash from his possession
The arrest was made after a person, identified as Girija Shanker
Mishra, lodged a case of fraud against
Prashant on Friday. According to the
complainant, the accused had taken
money from Girija Shanker’s wife and
10-12 others for getting them clerical jobs in Education department &
UPPCL, and also as block development officers.
The police said the accused
would send fake appointment letters
to gullible people and threaten them
at the gun-point when they demanded their money back after coming to
terms with his con job.
Sources said several gangs of
fraudsters have mushroomed in the
city under the patronage of low-rung
cops. “In this case, the accused had
been running the racket for a long
time but police were clueless due to
some inexplicable reasons. After a

Lucknow (PNS): Two women were
deprived of mobile phones, cash and
other belongings in Ashiyana and
Manaknagar areas in the last 24
hours. In the first incident on
Saturday, a 28-year-old woman, identified as Ranjana of Kanuasi locality
in Krishnanagar, was returning home
from a beauty parlour in Manaknagar
while her brother was waiting for her
at some distance when she was
struck by the miscreants. By the time
Ranjana could raise an alarm, the
miscreants had disappeared. “The
miscreants snatched my purse which
had Rs 2,500 in cash, an ATM card
and a mobile phone,” she told police.

case was lodged, the police swung
into action probably fearing criticism
for their laxity,” one source said.
Meanwhile, the Vibhuti Khand
police arrested a youth on the charges
of blackmailing a girl by threatening
to make her morphed photos go viral
on social media. The accused was
identified as Sandeep of Bahraich.
The police said the accused got
some photos of the girl and
WhatsApped her after morphing
the same. He later threatened to make
the photos go viral.

Earlier, in Ashiyana, bike-borne
unidentified miscreants snatched
the mobile phone of a woman when
she was returning home on Friday
night. The woman, identified as
Anshu, was near NABARD office
when three miscreants targeted her.
“They snatched my phone and fled
the scene. There were Rs 4,000 in my
mobile cover,” she told the police. The
police sought to hush up the case
soon after the victim lodged a complaint. However, mediapersons came
to know about the incident on
Saturday. Interestingly, the media cell
of Lucknow police had details only
about the Manaknagar incident.

3843

A 51-year-old woman was
found dead at her house on Friday
night. The deceased was identified
as Maina Sonkar of Nishatganj.
Her daughter Komal Sonkar said
she had gone to attend a function
around 5 pm on Friday and her
mother was all alone in the house.
“I returned home around 10:30 pm
and found my mother dead.
Neighbours told me that she hanged
herself from the ceiling,” Komal stated in the FIR.
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anic gripped the court compound in
Aligarh when a 21-year-old Muslim
P
youth was beaten up when he came to
apply for marriage with a woman of a different faith. A case was registered in this
regard only on Saturday. The incident
happened on Thursday in Aligarh but it
came to light a day later after the video
of the incident went viral on social media.
The girl with whom the young man came
was also of the same age.
In the videos which were circulated
over social media, it was seen that the
couple were taken away forcibly by the
police. The girl was heard crying that she
was not a minor and wanted to live with
the young man whom she came with.
She also continued to shout that they
both love each other and she won’t be
able to live without him. Following this
she was taken away by a group of police

personnel in an e-rickshaw. “A man and
a woman arrived at the court to apply
for marriage. Some people thrashed the
man and its video went viral. We have
come to know that a case regarding
abduction of the woman was registered
at Mohali,” revealed a senior police officer on Saturday.
Some witnesses claimed that the
accused introduced himself as Sonu and
the girl talked to him knowing he was
Hindu and later she came to know that
he was a Muslim.
According to a report, the young
man works in Haryana’s Ambala district
where he is said to have met the girl.
Moreover, According to various reports,
the young man’s name has been identified as Sonu Malik. The two reportedly met on Facebook. The two, however,
came to Aligarh for marriage after
mutual consent but the girl’s family was
against the marriage.
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Lucknow (PNS): The woes of
SP’s former MLA Abdullah
Azam seem to be mounting as
the UP assembly secretariat
has issued a notice asking
him to pay back Rs 65.87 lakh
paid to him as a member of the
Vidhan Sabha from March
2017 to January 2020.
This amount includes the
salary, allowances and other
benefits paid to him as an
MLA. The election of
Abdullah Azam was quashed
by the Allahabad High Court
on the grounds of fraudulent
age certificate and he was later
disqualified from the membership of the assembly in January
this year. Abdullah Azam,
along with his father and SP
MP from Rampur Azam Khan
and mother Tazeen Fatma, SP
MLA from Rampur, are in jail
since February 26 this year.

Uttar Pradesh on Saturday, taking
the tally of confirmed cases in the
state to 5,53,012. On Saturday, the
state crossed the two crore Covid
tests-mark, the highest in the country. With 1,67,938 Covid tests on
Friday, a total of 2,01,28,312 have
been conducted in UP, confirmed
Additional Chief Secretary (Health)
Amit Mohan Prasad on
Saturday.
Prasad said that due to the
ongoing marriage season, focus
testing would be done on the
employees of beauty parlours, tailors and other people involved in it.
He said there were 22,245 active
cases in the state while 5,22,867
COVID-19 patients had recovered,
including 2,230 in the past 24
hours. The state has witnessed
7900 COVID-19 deaths.
Out of the active patients
10,450 are in home isolation, 2,117
in private hospitals and the rest in
government-run Covid hospitals.
As many as 4.77 lakh surveillance
teams have visited 2.99 crore houses and checked the health of over
14.63 crore people so far.
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aking a dent in the
stronghold of the saffron
brigade, the Samajwadi Party
bagged the Varanasi graduate
seat as its candidate Ashutosh
Sinha was declared victorious
after the last round counting of
votes. The ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) received
another setback as its candidate
and three times MLC Kedar
Nath Singh stood second. It is
pointed out that the SP Lal
Bihari Yadav had defeated the
BJP candidate and sitting MLC
Chet Narayan Singh in
Varanasi teachers seat which
result had been declared on
Friday last.
The neck-to-neck contest
was seen between Sinha and
Singh right from the counting
of first round and the former
maintained lead over the latter
from the beginning to the last
round of counting. Sinha
bagged 25,351 votes after the
counting of 21st round of
votes, while Singh secured
22,685 votes. But in the counting of the 22nd and last round,
Singh was eliminated and his
valid 1,184 votes were transferred and added to the votes
of Sinha. So, the total votes of
Sinha increased to 26,535 votes
and he won the election by a
margin of 3,850 votes. The
Assistant Returning Officer
Navneet Singh Chahal handed
over the certificate to Sinha.
As many as 22 candidates
had tested their luck. Apart
from Sinha and Singh, the
other candidates Dr Lokesh
Kumar Shukla, Anil Kumar
Mishra, Arvind Kumar Dasha,
Arvind Singh Patel, Karuna
Kant Maurya, Ganesh Giri,
Dr Gopal Singh, Chandra
Prakash Gupta, Nageshwar
Singh, Pankaj Kumar, Fauzdar
Singh ‘Akhilesh’, Brahmdev
Mishra ‘Ilaka Guru’, Rajesh
Yadav, Ramji Gupta Dheeraj,
Rahul Kumar Singh, Vinay
Kumar Tripathi, Sanjeev
Kumar Singh, Santosh Kumar
Tiwari, Santosh Pandey and Dr
Subedar Singh got 140, 633,
3,348, 7,740, 6,642, 966, 1,614,

M
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3,242, 6,215, 210, 1,400, 162,
249, 64, 267, 68, 776, 34, 46 and
2,943 respectively. Total 38,044
votes were determined as a
quota to win. The number of
total valid votes was 76,086.
With the victory of Sinha,
the SP captured both Varanasi
teachers seat and Varanasi
graduate seat by snatching
from the ruling BJP. On the
other hand, it was a double
shock for the saffron brigade
which has its stronghold in this
belt since the last two decades.
It is pointed out that the counting had begun at 8 am on
December 3 and the final
result was declared after the
counting of almost 50 hours.
The reason behind this
major setback to the ruling BJP
particularly in the Varanasi
graduate seat was said to be
anti-incumbency factor against
Kedar Nath Singh who had
won the seat for three consec-

utive times in 2002, 2008 and
2014. It was also said that the
caste factor also played an
important role in ensuring the
victory of the SP candidate and
defeat of the BJP candidate.
The political analysts analyse
that electorates belonging to
Kayasth community were
annoyed with the leadership of
the saffron brigade which
neglected them and did not
give ticket to the leader of this
community in 2014 & 2019
parliamentary elections nor
2017 assembly election nor in
this election of MLC too
despite they are in sizeable
number and virtually influenced the poll equation in
some constituencies including in Varanasi. So, they decided to teach a lesson to the ruling party by supporting the SP
candidate of their own community in this election, the
political analysts added.

Contrary to this, the voters of
Singh community which the
BJP candidate belongs to, voted
in division as five other candidates belong to the same
community.
SINGH SUCCUMBS TO
ILLNESS: Observer in the
counting of Varanasi teachers
constituency Ajay Kumar
Singh succumbed to his critical illness on Saturday morning during the treatment in a
private hospital on Maqbool
Alam Road.
It is pointed out that Singh
had suffered heart attack in the
morning on Friday last in
Circuit House where he had
stayed. He was rushed to a private hospital on Maqbool
Alam Road in critical condition and had been kept on life
support system. His family
members including his wife
Neena Sharma, who was made
observer of Agra graduate seat,
had reached the hospital on
getting information.
He succumbed to his critical illness during the treatment on Saturday morning.
The body was taken to Circuit
House where the administrative officers including
Divisional Commissioner
Deepak Agrawal, District
Magistrate Kaushal Raj Sharma
and newly elected MLC
Ashutosh Sinha paid their tributes. Later in late evening, his
last rites were performed at
Manikarnika Ghat amidst the
presence of senior officers.
On the behalf of the state
government, two senior IAS
officers Amod Kumar Singh
and Pandhari Yadav arrived
here to pay homage to departed souls. On Sunday at 12
noon, a condolence meeting
will be held at Commissionary
auditorium.
Singh was presently posted as Secretary in Khadi &
Village
Industries
Commission.
His wife Neena Sharma is
also an administrative officer
and currently posted as
Secretary in Infrastructure and
Industrial Development
Department.
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of Allahabad
University also took out a
Srallytudents
on Saturday in protest
against agricultural laws. In a
procession taken out under
the banner of NSUI, students
said that injustice to farmers
will not be tolerated at any cost.
The Kisan Samparthan Yatra is
not just for the farmers, but for
ever y common citizen.
Everyone has to come forward

fter several days, the number of COVID-19 cases has
A
crossed the three figures mark
when as many as 115 new positive patients have been detected in the district, increasing the
total number of cases to 19,603
on Saturday. The day saw three
more deaths, increasing the toll
to 318. During the day, the follow-up negative reports includ-

ed 85 and all of them have been
recovered from home isolation,
increasing the number to
15,610. As none of the patients
were discharged from any of
the hospital, the number
remained at 2,873. The total
number of patients who have
been recovered so far is 18,483,
leaving 802 active cases. The
recovery rate is 94.28 per cent,
while the mortality rate is 1.62
per cent.

Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) Dr VB Singh has
informed that in the first report
of the day, 64 positive patients
were found out of 2,727 reports
received. Till then, the total test
reports received were 4,41,054
and the results of 2,035 are
awaited. Out of them, 4,21,502
were negative, while 19,552
positive. The total number of
samples collected was 4,61,039.
Earlier, a female aged 63 and a

male (84) from Orderly Bazar
and Bhelupur respectively succumbed to COVID-19 at Sir
Sundarlal Hospital, Banaras
Hindu University (SSH BHU).
With the addition of eight new
red zones, the total number of
hotspots has increased to 2,529
including 223 red zones. Six
green zones have been converted into red zones again.
There are 2,306 green zones
with four new ones.
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edicating his book titled
‘Laugh Down’ to all the
corona warriors, former students union leader of Banaras
Hindu University (BHU)
Kamlakar Tripathi said that the
ideas of penning down the
same came seeing many feeling
dullness staying at home during the lockdown which was
imposed to prevent spreading
of global coronavirus pandemic. ‘The book is mainly a
compilation of some short stories in satiric form and the
ideas of the same came when
many Banarasis were feeling
frustrated as they were not
finding themselves free to live
with fun,’ said Tripathi.
The book was released by
Mahant of Sankatmochan temple Prof Vishambhar Nath
Mishra at a brief function held
at Tulsighat here on Saturday.
Praising the book, Prof Mishra

D
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said ‘one can make someone
laugh in difficult times only
when one has a clear mind.’
Telling about his book, a
senior Congress leader Tripathi
said that he was inspired by
going through two poems and

then decided to write some
short stories. ‘There are 14
stories like Balaji Ki Mahima,
Nari-Shakti, Love Jihad, Work
from Home and Banarasi
Chakallas and all of them are
satire helping the readers get

relax from the stress they are
feeling from the unprecedented changes in their life caused
by COVID-19 pandemic.
‘During my attempt to write the
book I always recalled the lines
of Gopal Das Neeraj who had
written that life does not die
due to the death of some
dreams,’ he added.
During the function, state
BJP spokesman Ashok Pandey
hailed the efforts of Tripathi to
revive tradition of such simple
writing which is becoming
extinct today in our literature.
National general secretary of
Madrasa Teachers’ Association
Waheed Ullah Khan Saeedi
Sahab termed the style of life
philosophy seen in Tripathi’s
writing as unique. Ram
Prakash Ojha, Kunwar Suresh
Singh and many others who
were also present also hailed
Tripathi for his constructive
work despite remaining busy in
his political life.

:RUOG6RLO'D\FHOHEUDWHG
VARANASI (PNS): The World
Soil Day was celebrated on
Saturday in the Department of
Soil Science & Agricultural
Chemistry on the Food and
Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) theme ‘Keep Soil Alive,
Protect Soil Biodiversity’.
Director of Institute of
Agricultural Sciences, Banaras
Hindu University (IAS-BHU)
Prof Ramesh Chand was the
chief guest and Dean, Faculty
of Agriculture, Prof AP Singh

was the guest of honour of the
function. The Head of the
Department, Prof Nirmal De
welcomed the guests and introduced the theme of the seminar.
In his address, Prof
Ramesh Chand emphasised
the importance of biodiversities
and soil organic matter, calling
upon students to introduce
innovation in agriculture. Prof
AP Singh laid out the legacy of
soil research of the department

and emphasised the importance of soil organic matter to
sustain soil and biodiversity.
A competitive presentation was organised among the
students and was judged by a
committee consisting of Prof
SK Singh, Prof S Singh, Prof P
Raha and Prof AK Ghosh. Prof
PK Sharma moderated the
programme and proposed the
vote of thanks. Dr J Yadav, Dr
YV Singh, Dr A Rakshit, Dr R
Meena and Dr T Nath along

with many MSc(Ag) and PhD
students participated in the
programmme.
DHARNA: A section of
students staged a dharna near
Holkar Bhawan in front of VC
Lodge in Banaras Hindu
University (BHU) here on
Saturday demanding reopening
of hostels which remained
closed since nationwide lockdown was imposed to prevent
spread of worldwide coronavirus pandemic.

stopped until this law is withdrawn. Demonstrations will
continue from place to place.
This warning is for the present
Central and State Government.
This situation will remain constant if the government does
not come back from making
anti-people policies.
In view of the students’
movement, a large number of
police forces were stationed in
the university campus and surrounding areas. It was attempt-

ed that the common people
should not have any difficulty
with this demonstration and
procession. The protesters were
also instructed to express their
protest but no one should face
any trouble. However, as per
the Covid guidelines– like
physical distance were not followed. All the people were not
even using masks. The cops
also stopped some persons
who were found flouting Covid
protocol.
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olicemen arriving from difP
ferent parts of the state for
the forthcoming Magh Mela
duties will also have to undergo antigen and RT-PCR testing
before joining mela duties.
Around 3,000 policemen
from civil police and other
wings of departments like ATS,
STF, paramilitary forces, SDRF,
NDRF, BDDS, fire, anti-mines,
traffic etc. would be arriving to
the mela campus to perform
duties from different parts of
the state including Gorakhpur
and Varanasi.
Around 5,000 policemen
from different wings would be

deployed on the mela campus
to offer a foolproof security
cover to pilgrims and devotees
coming for a holy dip in the
forthcoming Magh Mela. The
mela is commencing from
January 14 next year.
IG (Prayagraj zone) KP
Singh said that ‘We would be
conducting antigen and RTPCR test of police personnel
arriving from different parts of
the state for the Magh Mela
duties.’
He further added, ‘Police
forces from different districts
including Fatehpur, Pratapgarh,
Kaushambi,
Mahoba,
Hamirpur, Banda, Chitrakoot,
Varanasi and Gorakhpur would

be arriving to perform duties at
the forthcoming Magh Mela
event.’
He, however, said that the
antigen and RT-PCR testing of
policemen coming from different parts of the state would
help police authorities to check
the spread of the disease and
police officials would also be
maintaining a strict watch on
the testing and its outcome’.
Recently, the officials of the
Health department asked devotees wanting to perform kalpwas at the banks of river Ganga
during the Magh Mela to bring
along a negative RT-PCR test
report with them to get an
entry in the mela ground. The

devotees will have to undergo
a test every week during their
month-long stay.
IG, meanwhile, said, ‘We
would be taking all corrective
measures to contain the spread
of COVID-19 during the
month long mela period and
adequate health facilities would
be offered to devotees, pilgrims and the staff on duty.’
He added, ‘A network of
110 CCTV sets will be installed
to maintain a close watch in
every nook and corner of the
mela campus.’
He also said that mobile
police teams and pickets would
be deployed at all entry and exit
points.
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total of 67 new infected
people including one of
A
NTPC’s AGM and DGM were
found. At the same time, 66
people have become infectionfree. Of them, 14 people have
been discharged from two different hospitals, while home
isolation of 52 people has been
completed. Dr Rishi Sahai, the
Nodal Officer for Corona confirmed this.
Dr Sahai said that the total
number of patients of corona in
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to cooperate in it.
NSUI district president
Krantivir, Satyam Kushwaha,
Harikesh Harry, Rajneesh
Tiwari etc said that when the
farmer is not happy then the
common citizen will not be
happy. For a long time, the
farmer has been going through
all kinds of difficulties. Now the
government has put it in more
trouble by bringing new agricultural laws.
The movement will not be

the district has reached 26,870
after the findings of 67 new
infected on Friday. Of them, as
may as 25,757 have been infection-free. In this, home isolation of 19,285 people has been
completed. The number of
active cases is as constant as
Thursday at 765. There are 64
infected persons admitted to
SRN Hospital, 17 in private
hospitals and 23 in Beli
Hospital.
A total of 5,849 people
were screened for Covid on
Friday. Of them 3,011 patients

were conducted their test
through antigen tests and 2,558
through RTPC tests. 115 people were tested in private labs
and 165 with Truenat. Of them,
Electronic Engineer of
Construction Corporation,
constable of CRPF, x-ray technician of Beli Hospital, two
advocates of High Court, staff
nurse of SRN Hospital, AGM of
NTPC, DGM, teachers of
Bahadurpur Primary School,
and chief assistant of the Chief
Conservator’s office were found
to be infected.

Meanwhile, an 82-year-old
died on Friday from corona. He
was undergoing treatment at
Swaroop Rani Nehru Hospital.
He was admitted here three
days ago. On November 30, his
COVID-19 report came positive. He was a resident of Beli
Road.
After this, he was admitted
to Beli Hospital but was
referred to the SRN Hospital
when his chest pain aggravated and his condition worsened.
He died during treatment on
Friday.
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n a police encounter, one
criminal was shot at and
Iinjured,
while two of his
accomplice were arrested in
early morning hours on
Saturday by the SOG, Crime
Branch and the Meja police.
Three others, however, managed to escape from the scene
under the cover of darkness.
The police recovered from
their possession C 10 lakh in
cash, gold and silver ornaments besides two countrymade pistols, cartridges, and
vehicles used by them — a
Swift car and a moped.
Incidents of loot and robbery were in rise in the Meja
area, especially with the start of
marriage season. The robbers
used to intercept people returning from marriage functions in
late night hours, and grab all
their valuables on gun point.
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On Saturday morning SP
Crime Ashutosh Mishra
formed a team after getting
information that some criminals had gathered under the
Meja Mandi Samiti overbridge. The police team surrounded the criminals and
asked them to surrender. Just to

make an escape the criminals
opened fire, and the police also
retaliated in the same language
hitting one of the robbers-Jai
Prakash Sharma. Two more
Niraj Mishra and Dilip
Upadhyay were also arrested
from the spot, while Ashu
Tiwari, Ramesh Chandra Pasi,

and another managed to
escape.
Raids are being conducted
to trace out other robbers who
had terrorised the local residents by committing one crime
after another.
NO RESPITE TO VIJAY
MISHRA FROM HC: The
Allahabad High Court did not
give any respite to the mafiaturned-politician Vijay Mishra
who had moved a bail application. Vijay Mishra, Gyanpur
MLA is languishing in Agra jail
at present.
Vijay Mishra had moved a
bail application in the case
related to property grabbing of
relatives.
Justice Sunit Kumar of the
Allahabad High Court has
asked for detailed report of all
71 cases registered against the
MLA and has fixed January 7,
2021 for the next hearing of the
case.
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ewly-appointed ViceChancellor of Allahabad
N
University Prof Sangita
Srivastava expressed concern
over erosion and asked to make
all out efforts to revive the past
glory of the institution while
addressing all the faculty members and the staff of the university. She was overwhelmed
by the warm welcome accorded to her by the students, faculty members and the staff.
After such a long time the historical Senate hall was abuzz
with its maximum seating
capacity. She said, ‘I stand here
as one among you who has
been vested with the responsibility of steering the institution
and face the challenges of
reviving the old glory of this
great institution’. She further
stated ‘The erosion has been
slow, and we all have witnessed the institution going
into slumber. Some of you are
senior to me I would look at
you for good advisory’. By

shedding light on NIRF ranking she mentioned the student
teacher ratio is 1:80 and the
teachers are continuously retiring a lot of departments have
4 to 5 or even less faculty
members in the university.
Whereas, 585 post of teachers
are vacant and the vacancy in
non-teaching staff is 584 out
of 600 also, the university
needs to build more places for
students and for departments
as well.The V-C further spoke
about the education policy
NEP 2020 and requested all
Heads to first brain storm the
policy in their own departments and then the Deans will
discuss it with the Heads and
make suggestions for its implementation in letter and spirit.
She praised the teachers for
their dedication towards their
work and quoted Nelson
Mandela ‘Education is the only
tool which can be used to
transform the world into a
better place’.
ROAD MISHAP: In a
tragic incident, a 24-year-old

youth was killed after the former met with an accident on
the highway in front of Kati village under the Ghurpur police
station in Yamunapar in the
district. Jai Shankar Sonkar
(24), a resident of Kanti village
under the Ghurpur police station, was crossing the road at
around 11 am on Saturday. Just
then, a tourist bus going from
Prayagraj to Maharashtra
knocked him down. The family admitted him to the hospital for treatment in an injured
condition where he succumbed
on Saturday during treatment.However, locals caught
hold of the bus driver after the
accident. The police also
impounded
the
bus.
Meanwhile, two real brothers
Jai Prakash Kushwaha (35),
Om Prakash Kushwaha (40), a
resident of Ibrahimpur police
station, Jhusi were injured due
to a collision in a car and bike
near Dharampur Ghurwa village under the Tharavai police
station. Both of them were
coming out of the house to do

plumbering and came towards
Tharavai. In the meantime, a
speeding car hit the bike from
the front. Both brothers were
seriously injured in the accident. Local people reported the
accident to Tharvai police. The
injured have been admitted to
Swaroop Rani Hospital for
treatment. The condition of
one is critical, police added.
BLACKLISTED: Lalluji
and Sons, the tent suppliers of
Kumbh 2019 of Prayagraj, have
been blacklisted for five years
and an FIR has been lodged
against them under the
Daraganj police station for
forging documents to get payments worth C 109 crore on
fake bills. This FIR has been
lodged against Lalluji and Sons
besides their 11 partners. It is
alleged that the above firm had
forged papers to make it a
ground for the payment of C
109 crore, and had also forged
the signature of the Kumbh
Mela Officer. Druring scrutiny
of papers these irregularities
came to the fore.
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hief Medical Officer Dr AK
Mishra said special storing
C
arrangements for the Russian
vaccine Sputnik-V had been
made to keep them effective.
He said special deep freezers had reached the GSVM
Medical College and they could
maintain -70 degrees Celsius
temperature.
The CMO said as per the
Indian Council of Medical
Research, the vaccine could be
safely kept between 0 degrees
Celsius and -20 degrees Celsius
temperature to maintain its
potency. He said the ICMR had
been apprised of the preparedness. He added that the
vaccine would be released by
the Centre in ice packs.
Dr Mishra said all preparations had been made for the
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anpur Nagar reported 69 more coronavirus positive cases on
Saturday evening. Chief Medical Officer Dr Anil K Mishra
K
said that 69 more people had tested positive for coronavirus
infection between Friday evening and Saturday evening taking the tally of confirmed cases to 31,018 cases. He said that
29 cases were discharged from hospital. He said three
COVID-19 deaths in the city were reported till Saturday
evening keeping the death toll to 791. The CMO said at present 974 active cases were undergoing treatment. Dr Mishra
said 3939 samples were sent for testing in the city.
trials of the Russian vaccine. He
said volunteers had been
screened and tentatively the
vaccination process of the
Russian vaccine would take
off from Monday onwards.
The CMO said the volunteers had been asked to ensure

that once they were vaccinated
they would stay back at the
place for at least half an hour.
He said once the volunteers
were vaccinated, they would be
called once again after 28 days
and their antibodies would be
checked once again.

The CMO said out of the
total volunteers who opted to
get themselves vaccinated,
only 22 had been given the
no objection certificates
(NOCs).
Dr Mishra said the
groundwork for the phase three
trial for the indigenous vaccine
had been completed.
He said the officials of
ICMR and Bharat Biotech were
reviewing the arrangements
made here .He said the indigenous vaccine would be kept in
deep freezers at Prakhar
Hospital and 500 vials of the
vaccine had arrived from
Hyderabad.
The CMO said the third
phase trials had to be completed in 90 days and on each
day a fixed number of volunteers would be called for the
vaccination.
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jewellery shop was burgled
in Girja Nagar in Chakeri
police station area on Friday
night. The miscreants broke
open the shutter and removed
cash and jewellery from the
shop.
Rajendra Yadav of Netaji
Nagar in Chakeri, runs a jewellery shop near PAC hospital
gate in Girja Nagar. He sits in
the shop with his son, Gaurav.
On Saturday morning,
when Yadav reached the shop
to open it, he found both the
locks of the shutter broken.
On getting information
about the burglary, Shyam
Nagar police outpost incharge
Pawan Kumar reached the spot
and carried out investigation.
Yadav said the burglars
took away Rs 15,000 in cash
and jewellery worth around Rs
1.50 lakh from the shop.
Station House Officer Ravi
Srivastava said after registering
the FIR, investigations would
be made.
Meanwhile, the locked
house of retired police inspector Ganesh Dutt Bajpai was
also burgled in Harbansh
Mohal police station area on
Friday night. On Friday, when
Bajpai along with family members had gone somewhere, the
burglars broke into his house
and stole jewellery worth lakhs
of rupees. The footage of the
CCTV camera installed at his
neighbour’s house showed
some unidentified youths
entering the house. Bajpai filed
a complaint with the police.

A

anpur
Divisional
Commissioner
Raj
K
Shekhar has expressed concern
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over the increasing air pollution in Kanpur Nagar and has
directed the regional pollution control officer to personally follow-up the issue and set
up four new continuous ambience air quality monitoring
stations (CAAQMSs) in the
next three months.
He said with the ever
increasing air pollution levels
in Kanpur Nagar, it was essential to take immediate remedial measures on a war footing.
The divisional commissioner on Saturday carried
out a surprise inspection of
the CAAQMS monitoring station at Brahm Nagar. He later
visited the office of the
Kanpur municipal commissioner and the pollution control department.
Shekhar
said
the
CAAQMS centre at Brahm
Nagar picked up the air pollution levels from around 3
km radius area. He said the
reason for the air quality deterioration was the increased
suspended particulate matter
in the air and this was mainly because of dusty construction activities around the area
and the heavy traffic movement which spread more dust
along the roadside uncovered
footpath area.

Kanpur (PNS): Kanpur
Nagar’s comedian Annu
Awasthi will soon be seen in
&TV serial ‘Gudiya Humari
Sabhi Pe Bhari’.
Annu Awasthi said he was
thrilled to be a part of the a serial Gudiya Humari Sabhi Pe
Bhari. “Being on the sets gives
me a homely vibe due to the
serial’s Kanpuriya background
and the cast is so humble and
welcoming. My character is of
a stuck-up person who is a
penny-pincher and walks and
talks in marketing,” he said.
The show will be telecast
from Monday to Friday at 9:30
pm.
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The divisional commissioner then held a meeting
with the officials of Kanpur
Nagar Nigam, Kanpur
Development Authority,

administration, Kanpur
Metro, PCB and Jal Nigam
to discuss appropriate measures to control air pollution
levels.

He said for a city as big as
Kanpur Nagar, one CAAQMS
centre was not sufficient and
thus more stations need to be
set up soon.
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anpur Nagar Mayor
Pramila Pandey has
K
expressed concern over the
unabated burning of garbage in
the city limits and warned that
Kanpur Nagar Nigam would
take punitive measures in those
areas where the garbage was
being burned audaciously
despite the ban.
She said it was a matter of
deep concern that despite
knowing that COVID-19 was
still affecting people and air
pollution would trigger lung
related diseases, people were

apathetic to garbage burning
in their areas.
The mayor said FIRs had
been lodged against people at
Babupurwa who despite the
ban, burnt garbage.
She said the responsibility of prevention of garbage
burning did not rest on the
Kanpur Nagar Nigam alone
and it was the duty of the people also to check this menace.
She appealed to the people
that if they saw safai karamcharis burning garbage they
need to inform the KNN
about it and their identity
would be kept safe.

The mayor said the KNN
officials assigned the task of
monitoring garbage burning
in the city had failed to do
their duty sincerely and action
would be takes against them.
She appealed to the residents to ensure they did not
allow the garbage to be burnt.
It may be mentioned here
that recently an air quality
survey carried out under the
super vision of C entral
Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) had expressed concern over the air quality of
Kanpur Nagar.
With a heavy smog wit-

nessed in the city in early
morning in the past two days,
the CPCB had directed that
garbage burning should be
stopped with an iron hand.
Garbage-burning produces various compounds
toxic to the environment,
including nitrogen oxides,
volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), carbon monoxide,
and particle pollution.
Burning garbage in a pile
produces more carbon
monoxide (CO) than decomposition in a landfill as it is
also a significant greenhouse
gas.

he Pensioners’ Forum has
condemned the orders for
T
non-payment of transport
allowance (TA) during nationwide lockdown to the government employees.
Forum’s general secretary
Anand Awasthi and vice-president Rajesh Shukla, in a press
statement issued on Thursday,
demanded roll back of the
order.
They said in her Office
Memorandum of December
1, Deputy Secretary Nirmala
Dev of the Department of
Expenditure, Ministry of
Finance, New Delhi, said that
the Central government
employees who could not
attend office in a whole calendar month during lockdown
period from March 23 to
April 20 and further up to
May
20
due
to
COVID-19 pandemic were not
eligible to draw transport
allowance for that month as
they had not incurred any
expenditure for commuting to
office.
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be responsible.
KDA Additional Secretary
Gudakesh Sharma, OSD
Bhairpal Singh, incharge
(enforcement)
UnnaoShuklaganj, Mati and Bithoor,
Executive Engineer Atul
Mishra,
Incharge
(Enforcement, Zone-1), Area
assistant engineer, junior engineer and amin accompanied
him during the inspection.

anpur
Development
Authority Vice Chairman
K
Rakesh Kumar Singh carried
out spot inspection of the illegal plotting being done from
Ganga Barrage to Bithoor and
from Ganga Barrage to Katri on
Friday.
He
inspected
Ludhwakheda,
Chhota
Mangalpur, Kaddupurwa on
both sides of the road from
Ganga Barrage to Bithoor,
Nawabganj, Hindupur and
Singhpur Kachhar areas and
found illegal plotting at several places.
On the illegal plotting in
Ludhwakheda village, vice
chairman directed the enforcement squad incharge, assistant
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engineer, junior engineer and
area supervisor to carry out
intensive inspection and initiate penal action against the
guilty.
He asked them to submit a

report of their action within 10
days and warned that in case of
laxity on their part, departmental inquiry would be set up
against official concerned for
which they would themselves
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As per the KDA Board’s
decision, a 3-day grievance
redressal camp/mela will be
organised from December 16
to 18.
Complaints/grievances
relating to Zone 1/bulk sale
would be heard and resolved

on December 16 from 10 am to
2 pm. The allottees of Zones 2
and 4 can visit the camp on
December 17 while grievances
relating to Zone 3/World Bank
will be redressed on December
18.
During the camp, complaints relating to mutation of
plots/houses/flats, freehold
from the lease, registry, refund,
illegal construction/development, unauthorised possession on KDA property, building layout etc. would be heard.
In view of the camp/mela,
the weekly Janata Darshan programme will now be held on
Thursday.
Secretary/additional secretary were directed to ensure
speedy disposal of grievances
during the camp/mela.
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M Sushil Kumar Patel the inspected the
DIOS office around 10 am on Friday.
D
During the inspection he found five employees
absent and directed the DIOS to
issue the showcause notices to
them and apprise
him without inordinate delay. He
made it clear that
no laxity in work would be tolerated. On the
absence of DIOS the DM was informed that the
officer had gone to meet an MLA for official work.
Seeing some employees without mask the DM took
them to task and directed them to follow the Covid
protocol positively and added if found without it
again then action would be taken against them.
SEVEN COUPLES TIE THE KNOT: Seven couples tied the knot during a mass marriage organised at Daffodils Public School on Friday. IG
police Piyush Srivastava while praising the
organisers blessed the newly-married couples

and wished them a bright future. Chief organiser Amardeep said that their institution was doing
the work under the Share and Care scheme and
expressed gratitude to guardians of the couples who
had accepted their request. The marriages were solemnised by the priest amidst the chanting of Vedic
shlokas under the guidance of Dr Ramlal Tripathi.
In view of Covid-19 the number of people was
reduced. The organisers provided traditional ceremonial gifts to the couples. Besides Covid-19 protocol was followed on the occasion. School chairperson Dr T Bhatia, Amardeep, Aparajita and Share
and Care committee members too blessed the couples.
NABBED: GRP nabbed a thief and recovered
two stolen cell phones along with 110 gms of intoxicating powder. The GRP cops were patrolling
on the direction of SHO Uday Shankar
Kushwaha when the team led by S-I Pravindra
Kumar spotted a suspicious-looking person on
platform No.1. The cops intercepted him and on
frisking him recovered 110 gms of intoxicating
powder and two cell phones worth about C20,000.
The GRP registered a case and sent the accused
Janu, son of Manoj Agrahari, a resident of Station
Road under Katra Kotwali police station to court.
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he railway administration is revising the
timings of special trains being run for the
T
convenience of public as per the new timetable.
The passengers are requested to get information about the revised timetable of trains at the
time of reservation or before travelling. All
coaches in them will be of reserved category
and passengers travelling in them will have to
follow the Covid-19 prevention guidelines,
CPRO PK Singh said.
GANDHIDHAM-BHAGALPUR PUJA
SPL: The 09451 Gandhidham-Bhagalpur weekly puja special will on December 4, 11, 18 and 25
every Friday will leave Gandhidham at 17.40 hrs
Bhachau at 18.12 hrs, Samkhiali at 18.32 hrs,
Dharangadhra at 20.12 hrs, Ahmedabad at 23.25 hrs,
on the second day Nadiad at 00.13 hrs, Dahod at
04.07 hrs, Ratlam at 06.05 hrs, Bhawani Mandi at
08.35 hrs, Kota at 10.00 hrs, Sawai Madhopur at 11.15
hrs, Gangapur City at 12.20 hrs, Hindon City at 13.07
hrs, Bayana at 13.32 hrs, Bharatpur at 14.30 hrs,
Achhnera at 15.20 hrs, Mathura Jn at 16.20 hrs,
Kasganj at 18.20 hrs, Farrukhabad at 20.40 hrs,
Kanpur Central at 23.35 hrs, the third day
Lucknow at 01.30 hrs, Gonda at 03.35 hrs, Basti at
05.00 hrs, Gorakhpurat 06.55 hrs, Narkatiaganj at
10.30 hrs, Bettiah at 11.02 hrs, Sugauli at 11.32 hrs,,
Bapudham Motihari at 12.00 hrs, Muzaffarpur at
13.45 hrs, Samastipur at 14.40 hrs, Barauni at 15.50
hrs, Begusarai at 16.17 hrs, Munger at 17.10 hrs,
Sultanganj at at 19.17 hrs and reach Bhagalpur at
20.15 hrs. During the return journey the 09452
Bhagalpur-Gandhidham weekly puja special
train will on December 7, 14, 21 and 28 every
Monday leave Bhagalpur at 06.30 hrs, Sultanganj at
06.54 hrs, Munger at 07.50 hrs, Begusarai at 08.32
hrs, Barauni at 09.10 hrs, Samastipur at 10.25 hrs,
Muzaffarpur at 11.20 hrs, Bapudham Motihari at
12.32 hrs, Sugauli at 12.47 hrs, Bettiah at 13.07 hrs,
Narkatiaganj at 13.57 hrs, Gorakhpur at 17.25 hrs,
Basti at 18.32 hrs, Gonda at 20.00 hrs, on the second day Lucknow at 00.05 hrs, Kanpur Central at
01.50 hrs, Farrukhabad at 04.20 hrs, Kasganj at 06.25
hrs, Mathura Jn at 09.20 hrs, Achhnera at 10.30 hrs,
Bharatpur at 11.02 hrs, Bayana at 11.27 hrs,
Hindaun City at 11.54 hrs, Gangapur City at 12.45
hrs, Sawai Madhopur at 13.45 hrs, Kota at 15.20 hrs,
Bhawani Mandi at 16.47 hrs, Ratlam at 19.55 hrs,
Dahod at 21.40 hrs, third day Nadiad at 01.22 hrs,

Ahmedabad at 02.40 hrs, Dharangadhra at 04.54
hrs, Samakhiali at 06.50 hrs, Bhachau at 07.08 hrs
and reach Gandhidham att 08.00 hrs. A total of
20 coaches, including two coaches of SLRD, four
of general second class, four of sleeper, one of AC
second and five of AC third will be attached in the
train.
PUNE-DARBHANGA PUJA SPL: The
timing of special trains is being revised from as
per the new timetable. The 01033 Pune-Darbhanga
weekly puja special will from December 2 to 30
run every Wednesday and 01034 DarbhangaPune weekly special from December 4 to
January 1 every Friday. The 01033 PuneDarbhanga weekly Puja special will from
December 2 to 30 every Wednesday leave Pune
at 16.15 hrs, Daund Chord Line at 17.20 hrs,
Ahmednagar at 18.50 hrs, Belapur at 19.55 hrs,
Kopargaon at 20.40 hrs, Manmad at 21.55 hrs,
on the second day from Bhusaval at 00.20 hrs,
Khandwa at 02.25 hrs, Itarsi at 05.40 hrs,
Pipariya at 06.45 hrs, Narsinghpur at 07.50 hrs,
Jabalpur at 09.05 hrs, Katni at 10.50 hrs, Satna
at 12.25 hrs, Prayagraj at 16.40 hrs, Prayagraj
Rambagh 16.52 hrs, Gyanpur Road at 17.57 hrs,
Manduadih at 19.10 hrs, Varanasi at 19.35 hrs,
Varanasi City at 19.50 hrs, Aunrihar at 20.32 hrs,
Ghazipur City at 21.15 hrs, Ballia at 22.57 hrs, on
third day Chhapra at 01.00 hrs, Sonpur at 02.14
hrs, Hajipur at 02.30 hrs, Muzaffarpur at 03.25
hrs, Samastipur at 05.38 hrs, Laheriasarai at 06.21
hrs and Darbhanga Jn at 06.40 hrs. During the
return journey, 01034 Darbhanga-Pune weekly
puja special will from December 4 to January 1
leave Darbhanga every Friday at 16.47 hrs,
Laheriasarai at 16.56 hrs, Samastipur at 18.10 hrs,
Muzaffarpur at 19.10 hrs, Hajipur at 20.10 hrs,
Sonpur at 20.22 hrs, Chhapra at 22.55 hrs, on second day Ballia at 00.10 hrs, Ghazipur City at 01.21
hrs, Aunrihar at 02.11 hrs, Varanasi City at 03.05 hrs,
Varanasi at 03.40 hrs, Manduadih at 03.57 hrs,
Gyanpur Road at 05.19 hrs, Prayagraj Rambagh at
06.48 hrs, Prayagraj at 07.37 hrs, Satna at 11.20 hrs,
Katni at 12.40 hrs, Jabalpur at 14.10 hrs, Narsinghpur
at 15.18 hrs, Pipariya at 16.20 hrs, Itarsi at 17.50 hrs,
Khandwa at 20.30 hrs, Bhusaval at 22.25 hrs, on the
third day Manmad at 01.00 hrs, Kopargaon at 02.30
hrs, Belapur at 03.25 hrs, Ahmednagar at 04.20 hrs,
Daund Chord Line at 05.55 hrs and reach Pune at
07.20 hrs. The coach composition of this train will
remain as notified earlier.
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wo motorcyclists died in a road mishap at
Baidtha turn under Halia police station here.
T
Reports said Dharmendra Kol (22) and Indrajeet Kol
(20), residents of Baidha village, were going somewhere on a motorcycle when it was hit by a truck
No UP-63/AT-6078 at Baidha turn. As a result the
duo died on the spot. On getting information about
the matter, the Halia police reached on spot and took
the bodies of the deceased into custody for completing
the legal formalities. Meanwhile an earlier report said
that a six-year-boy, Hasan Ali, a resident of Chilh, had
come to his maternal uncle’s house in Jopa village when
he was hit by a car as a result of which he sustained serious injuries. He died on way to the hospital. The villagers caught the driver of the car and then handed him
over him to Vindhyachal police.
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he railway administration is
revising the timing of speT
cial trains being run by the for
the convenience of the passenger public from December
7 as per the new timetable,
CPRO PK Singh said.
The 05273 Raxaul-Anand
Vihar Terminus (ANVT) special train as the per revised time
will leave Raxaul from
December 7 daily until further
notice at 08.30 hrs, from
Ramgarhwa at 08.43 hrs, from
Sugauli at 09.02 hrs, from
Majhola at 09.19 hrs, from
Bettiah at 09.30 hrs, from
Chanpatia at 09.51 hrs, from
Narkatiaganj at 10.20 hrs, from
Harinagar at 10.42 hrs, from
Bhaironganj at 10.54 hrs, from
Bagaha at 11.09 hrs, from
Paniahwa at 13.00 hrs, from
Khadda at 13.14 hrs, from
Siswa Bazar at 13.33 hrs,
Ghughuli at 13.48 hrs, from
Kaptanganj at 14.14 hrs, from
Pipraich at 14.39 hrs,
Gorakhpur at 15.42 hrs,
Khalilabad at 16.22 hrs, Basti at
16.54 hrs, Bhabhanan 17.22
hrs, from Maskanwa at 17.44
hrs, from Mankapur at 18.00
hrs, from Gonda at 18.52 hrs,
from Colonelganj at 19.18 hrs,
from Jarwal Road at 19.36 hrs,
from Burhwal at 20.05 hrs

from Tahsil Fatehpur at 20.28
AM, Mahmudabad Avadh at
20.56 hrs, from Biswan at 21.30
hrs, Sitapur Jn at 22.55 hrs,
from Sitapur City at 23.20 hrs,
from Roza at 00.55 hrs, from
Shahjahanpur at 01.11 hrs,
Bareilly (from Northern
Railway) 02.23 hrs, Rampur at
03.21 hrs, Moradabad at 04.15
hrs, Amroha at 04.45 hrs,
Gajraula at 05.10 hrs,
Garhmukteshwar at 05.32 hrs,
Hapur at 07.05 hrs, Pilkhua at
07.23 hrs, Ghaziabad at 08.16
hrs, Sahibabad at 08.33 hrs and
reach Anand Vihar Terminus at
09.00 hours. During the return
journey, 05274 Anand Vihar
Terminus-Raxaul special train
will depart from Anand Vihar
Terminus at 17.30 hrs daily
from December 8 till further
notice and after stopping at
Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, Pilkhua,
Hapur, Garhmukteshwar.
Gajraula, Amroha, Moradabad
Rampur, Bareilly (from
Northern
Railway),
Shahjahanpur at 23.41 AM,
Roza, Sitapur City, Sitapur Jn,
Biswan, Mahmudabad Avadh
Tahsil Fatehpur, Burhwal,
Jarwal Road, Colonelganj,
Gonda, Mankapur, Masknawa,
Babhnan, Basti, Khalilabad,
Gorakhpur,
Pipraich,
Kaptanganj, Ghughuli, Siswa
Bazar, Khadda, Paniahwa

Bagha, Bhaironganj, Harinagar,
Narkatiaganj, Chanpatia,
Bettiah at 15.09 hrs,
Majhowalia,
Sugauli,
Ramgarhwa and reach Raxaul
at 17.38 hrs.
MEMENTO PRESENTED: A meeting of NER
Promotee Officers’ Association
(NERPOA) was held under
the chairmanship of its president, Krishna Singh, at its
office here on Friday, CP
Chauhan, Senior PRO, NER,
and joint secretary/Publicity,
NERPOA, said. On the occasion NERPOA president
Krishna Singh presented a
memento to a retired official,
Atul Kumar Shukla, and
wished him a healthy and
happy life. While conducting
the meeting, its general secretary Ramesh Pandey stressed
on remaining alert in view of
Covid-19 infection, sanitisation
of hands for safety and protection, wearing masks and maintaning physical distancing. On
the occasion Deputy Chief
Personnel Officer and secretary, Indian Railway Promotee
Officers’ Federation (IRPOF)
RP Chand, joint secretary,
Digambar Jha, RN Mishra, DK
Srivastava, Aniruddh Kumar,
Rajesh Kumar Ram, Afzal
Ahmed Umesh Kumar and
others were present.
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Jaipur (PTI): The Forest department of the Rajasthan
Government on Saturday sounded a ‘Red Alert’ at all reserves,
sanctuaries and parks in the State as incidents of hunting,
poaching and animal traps have come to the fore. The order
comes against the backdrop of a camera trap footage showing a Ranthambore tiger, T-108, with a wire snare
around its neck.
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joint platform of 10 central trade
unions has extended its support to
A
a call of ‘Bharat Bandh’ by farmer
organisations on December 8. The
unions had called a nationwide strike
on November 26 to protest against
recently passed labour codes as well as
farm laws, among other issues.
The joint forum is of ten central
trade unions — Indian National Trade
Union Congress (INTUC), All India
Trade Union Congress (AITUC), Hind
Mazdoor Sabha (HMS), Centre of
Indian Trade Unions (CITU), All India
United Trade Union Centre (AIUTUC), Trade Union Co-ordination
Centre (TUCC), Self-Employed
Women’s Association (SEWA), All
India Central Council of Trade Unions
(AICCTU), Labour Progressive
Federation (LPF) and United Trade
Union Congress (UTUC).
The Joint Platform of Central
Trade Unions and Independent
Sectoral Federations/Associations reit-

erate their “wholehearted support to
the ongoing united struggles of the
farmers demanding scrapping of draconian agri laws”, a joint statement said.
The joint platform takes note with
satisfaction that from November 27,
2020 onwards, workers and employees
and their unions have been fully active
in holding numerous agitations in
solidarity with the ongoing farmers’
struggles, in all the States throughout
the country braving arrests and intimidation from many of the state administration/police.
The joint platform welcomes the
firm resolve and determination of the
united platform of farmer organisations
to intensify the struggles countrywide
and extends all support to their call for
‘Bharat Bandh’ on December 8, 2020,
it added.
The Joint Platform and Sectoral
Federations/Associations call upon
the workers, employees and their
unions, irrespective of affiliations, to
organise active solidarity to the farmer
organisations’ call for ‘Bharat Bandh’.
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he NIA on Saturday chargesheeted
six persons under various Sections
T
of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances and relevant provisions of
IPC besides Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act in a narco terror case.
The case relates to seizure of 21 Kg
Narcotics (Heroin) and Rs 1,35,89,850
cash amount from the accused persons
in Handwara district of Jammu and
Kashmir. The chargesheeted accused are
Abdul Momin Peer alias Peerzada
Momen, 27, of Handwara, working as
Assistant Lineman, Handwara, Syed
Iftikhar Andrabi, 50 of Handwara,
working as village level worker at Block
Development office, Kupwara, Islam-ulHaq Peer, 20, running a Sanitary shop,
Afaq Ahmad Wani, 40, working as
Branch Manager in Baramulla Central
Cooperative Bank, Handwara, Saleem
Andrabi, 31, working at Bal Ashram in
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eople suffering from mental illness deserve special
P
care and love and are not to be
exploited, the Supreme Court
has said while upholding the
conviction and sentence
awarded to a man for raping a
mentally disabled woman.
Observing that the convict
had exploited the victim by
taking undue advantage of her
mental illness, the apex court
dismissed his appeal against
the September 2016 judgment
of the Himachal Pradesh High
Court which had convicted
him in the case while setting
aside the trial court order
acquitting him.
A bench headed by Justice
Ashok Bhushan noted in its
verdict that as per the DNA
report, the convict was the biological father of the child delivered by the 19-year-old victim
who was found to be 31-week
pregnant when the matter
came to light.
“A person suffering from
mental disorder or mental
sickness deserves special care,
love and affection. They are not
to be exploited. In the present
case, the accused has exploited the victim by taking disadvantage of her mental sickness/illness. Therefore, no
interference of this court
against the impugned judgment and order passed by the
high court convicting the
accused is called for,” said the
bench, also comprising Justices
R S Reddy and M R Shah. “On
evidence, it has been established and proved that the
victim was mentally retarded
and her IQ was 62 and she was
not in a position to understand
the good and bad aspect of sexual assault,” the bench said in
its 24-page judgement delivered on December 3. The top
court said the high court was
justified in re-appreciating
the entire evidence on record
and reverse the order of acquittal passed by the trial court.
The high court, while setting aside the trial court order
acquitting the man, had convicted him for the offences of
rape and criminal intimidation
and sentenced him to seven
years in jail.

Handwara under Social Welfare
Department (Absconding) and
Muneer Ahmad Banday @ Ishfaq,
r/o Banday, 30, running a cement shop
in Handwara (Absconding).
The case arose out of Handwara
Police Station case number183/2020 of
June 11 wherein during checking of
vehicles at Kairo Bridge, Handwara,
accused Abdul Momin Peer’s Hyundai
Creta vehicle was intercepted by the
Police Naka Party. The vehicle was
searched and cash amount of C20,01,000
and 2 Kg Heroin were seized. Abdul
Momin Peer was arrested and following his disclosure, accused Syed Iftikar
Andrabi and Islam-Ul-Haq Peer were
arrested.
The case was re-registered by NIA
as RC-03/2020/NIA/DLI on June 23 and
investigation was taken up. Accused
Afaq Ahmad Wani, who was on the run,
was arrested by NIA on July 16 on the
basis of technical analysis.
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rime Minister Narendra
Modi will perform the
P
‘bhumi pujan’ (foundation
stone laying) ceremony of the
new Parliament building on
December 10 at 1pm.
Briefing the media on
Saturday, Lok Sabha Speaker
Om Birla said, “The existing
temple of democracy is completing 100 years. It is a matter of pride for our countrymen that the new one will be
built by our own people as a
prime
example
of
Aatmanirbhar Bharat. The
new building will showcase the
cultural diversity of the country. Hopefully, in the 75th
year of independence,
Parliament session will be held
in the new building.”
“There will be approximately 888 seats for Lok Sabha
members and more than 326
seats for Rajya Sabha members in the new building. The
Lok Sabha hall will be able to
accommodate 1,224 members
simultaneously,” Birla said
adding that there will be no
Central Hall in the new
building.
The increase in the number of seats has been done
keeping in mind the future

increase in the number of
members for the two houses.
At present, Lok Sabha has a
sanctioned strength of 543
members and Rajya Sabha of
245.
The design of the new
building was exhibited in the
media briefing. The new
Parliament building will be
built in an area of 64,500 sq
metre at an expense of C971
crore. The Tata Projects
Limited has been given the
contract for the project after
Larsen and Toubro, which
had submitted a bid of C865
crore, had lost the bid. The
design has been prepared by
HCP Design, Planning and
Management Private Limited.
The Lok Sabha Speaker
also said that the new building will be ver 17,000 sq
metre bigger than the old
Parliament building. The new
triangular Parliament building
will have separate offices for
all MPs and will be equipped
with the latest digital interfaces as a step towards creating ‘paperless offices’ as per
the plan.
It will also be earthquake
resistant and 2,000 people
will be directly involved in
construction while 9,000 persons indirectly, said Birla,

adding that the current
Parliament building will be
refurbished and will be part of
the Parliament complex.
The new building will also
have a grand Constitution
Hall to showcase India’s
democratic heritage, a lounge
for members of Parliament, a
library, multiple committee
rooms, dining areas and ample
parking space, said Birla.
He said invitation will be
extended to all political parties. While some would attend
physically, others would
attend virtually, Birla said,
adding that the ceremony
would follow Covid-related
guidelines. He has extended a
formal invitation to Modi
also.
The existing Parliament
House building will be suitably retro-fitted to provide
more functional spaces for
parliamentar y events, to
ensure its usage along with the
new building. The existing
building is a massive circular
edifice of 560 feet in diameter.
The Parliament House Estate
is enclosed by an ornamental
red sandstone wall or iron
grills with iron gates that can
be closed when occasions
demand. The building has 12
gates.

s countries prepare the list
of people to be given priority in Covid-19 immunisation, researchers have sought
the mandatory inclusion of
diabetic patients saying that
those infected are three times
more likely to have a severe illness or require hospitalisation
compared with people without
diabetes.
While studies have suggested that those with type 2
diabetes are at higher risk for
more serious complications
and being hospitalised if they
get Covid-19, little is known
about the risk for individuals
with type 1 diabetes.
Vanderbilt University
Medical Center researchers
identified electronic health
records (EHRs) of more than
6,000 patients across 137
Vanderbilt Health clinical sites
who had a Covid-19 diagnosis during the period from
mid-March until the first
week of August.
The team then closely
reviewed the patients’ medical
records and contacted many
individuals by telephone to
identify additional risk factors
and
gather
more
information on how Covid-19
had impacted their health.
They compared the overall impact of Covid-19 for

three populations: individuals
with type 1 diabetes, individuals with type 2 diabetes and
those who did not have diabetes.
However, it was discovered that individuals, both
with type 1 and type 2 diabetes infected with COVID-19
are severely affected.
“I think these data support prioritizing individuals
with type 1 or individuals
with type 2 diabetes for
immunisation alongside other
high-risk medical conditions
that increase the risk of getting
very sick with Covid-19, such
as heart or lung disease,” said
Justin Gregory, MD, MSCI,
lead investigator for the
study published in Diabetes
Care, the journal of the
American
Diabetes
Association.
The study was a prospective cohort study, meaning
r e s e a r c h e r s
identified the study subjects
soon after their infection with
Covid-19 and followed these
individuals as they progressed
through the illness.
“People with type 1 diabetes don’t need to live in fear
and have undue anxiety, but
they need to be really
diligent in doing the things we
all should be doing,” Gregory
said.
“All of us should be wash-
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pharma companies managed
to reach out to doctors through
digital tools to ensure medicines reached their patients,
according to a survey by
Doceree, a global network of
Physician-only platforms for
programmatic marketing.
In fact, pharma marketers
were able to get close to 2/3rd
of the reach they were getting
in the pre-Covid era, said
Doceree.
It also noted that specialists and super-specialists
engaged more with pharmaceutical brand messaging than
general physicians or consulting physicians.
The network had analysed
over 20 million impressions
served through its platform
from July 2020 – Oct 2020

and found that real-time
developments in the Physician
digital marketing space that
could reflect broader trends.
Of all the ads served to
physicians, 68 per cent clicks
were recorded from specialists/super-specialists, while
32 per cent came from generalists.
“ Though generalists
outscore specialists in terms of
pure
logins
and
impressions being served, specialists and super-specialists
fare much better in engaging
with the Pharma brand message by clicking on it or by
completing that desired
action, for instance fixing a
remote detailing call, ordering
a sample, or registering for a
webinar, specialists and superspecialists fare much better,”
said Dr. Harshit Jain, CEO of
Doceree.
The data was gathered
from the digital marketing

campaigns that pharmaceutical and healthcare brands
run through the platform.
Nearly 1/3rd of all the
clicks among specialists were
recorded for pediatricians,
while pulmonologists, cardiologists and endocrinologists/diabetologists made up
for another 1/3rd.
Among super-specialists,
nearly 30 per cent clicks
came from nephrologists and
gastroenterologists.
In terms of engagement
of doctors, metros and mini
metros scored better. At least,
six top cities out of 10 were
from North India with nearly 20 per cent of all the
clicks coming from two cities
—
Gu rg a on
and
Chandigarh. However, none
of the cities from the East
(except for Kolkata) and
S out h
( e xc e pt
for
Hyderabad) featured in the
top 10.

ing our hands and staying 6
feet apart. We should be conscientious about limiting the
time spent with people outside

our household. I’m not asking
people with type 1 diabetes to
do anything that all of us
shouldn’t already be doing. I

just think they need to be the
most diligent about doing it
day in and day out,” he added.

n the absence of medical representatives during the
ICovid-19
lockdown, major
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to all their concerns,” Tomar
said after the meeting.
The Agriculture Minister
reiterated
that
the
Government has assured the
farmers that procurement at
minimum support price will
continue and mandis will be
strengthened.
“We have said that the
MSP will continue, there is no
threat to it. It is baseless to
doubt this. Still, if someone is
suspicious
then
the
Government is ready to
resolve it,” he said. Tomar also
appealed to the union leaders
to send back the elderly,
women and children to their
homes from the protest sites.
Sources said that the
Government has agreed to
give major concessions to
farmers, including written
assurance of continuation of
minimum support price, registration of traders outside
agriculture produce marketing
committee (APMCs), and nod
to legal recourse in higher
courts. On the farmers’ unions’
call for a Bharat Bandh on
December 8, the Minister said
while he does “not like to comment on programme of
unions”, he would like to “urge
farmers to leave path of agitation and come to path of discussion”.
The meeting was also
attended by Railway,
Commerce and Food Minister
Piyush Goyal and Minister of
State for Commerce Som
Parkash and Secretary (agriculture) Sanjay Agrawal. On
the request of farmer unions,
the Government has given
them the written minutes of
the two previous meetings
held on December 1 and 3.
According to farmer leaders, the Central Government
has said that they will send
them a proposal on December
9. “We will discuss it amongst
ourselves after which a meeting with them will be held that
day,” farmers said. The farmers’ leaders also made a 39point presentation on the
inadequacies of the contentious new farm laws.
Kavitha Kuruganti of AIKSCC
(All India Kisan Sangharsh
Coordination Committee) said
the Government was not
responding to the pinpointed
question of farmer leaders.
Farmer leaders said they
don’t want further discussion
and want to know what the
Government has decided on
the farmers’ demands. They
asked the Centre to give a
point-wise written reply of
the last meeting, to which the
Government agreed. Farm
leaders have said that they will
end their protests only after
the Government promises a
“complete rollback” of the
controversial farm laws. “We
want the withdrawal of the
laws. We won’t accept
Government’s offer to amend
the laws,” a farm leader said.
“If the Government wants
us to stay on road, we’ve no
problem. We won’t take path
of non-violence. Intelligence
Bureau will inform you what
we’re doing at protest site,”
farmers told the Government.

All India Kisan Sabha,
later said in a statement, it
condemns the “deliberate prolonging of the talks” and
alleged that the Government
was working at the behest of
corporates.
Ahead of the fifth round of
meeting, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi held a highlevel meet at his residence with
Union Ministers Amit Shah,
Rajnath Singh , Narendra
Singh Tomar and Piyush
Goyal to discuss the farmers’
movement and demands
growing by the day and what
could be offered as union of
crop growers have threatened
to intensify their protests and
to observe Bharat Bandh on
December 8. The meeting was
lasted nearly two hours. Hours
after this meeting, the talks
between the Government and
representatives of 40 farmers
unions took place at Vigyan
Bhawan.
Before the start of the
meeting, an All India Kisan
Sabha functionary said only
repealing of the new farm
laws will end the stalemate. “At
this juncture, we have transport unions, retail businesses
and other associated groups
who have shown solidarity
with us. Our movement is
not just about farmers,” AIKS
finance secretary Krishna
Prasad said.
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Sources said New Delhi
informed Ottawa that
Jaishankar will not attend the
meeting that is to take place on
December 7 due to “scheduling issues”. They said the
Canadian Government was
duly informed that the
External Affairs Minister will
not take part in the meeting
organised by his Canadian
counterpart.
In the last meeting held
virtually, Jaishankar had tweeted, “Pleased to participate in
the Group of Foreign
Ministers Meeting to exchange
experiences on COVID-related challenges. Thank FM
@FP_Champagne of Canada
for convening the meeting.”No
Meanwhile, Trudeau
struck his guns and said in
Ottawa Canada will continue
to “stand up for peaceful
protests and human rights”. He
welcomed the ongoing talks
between farmers and the
Indian Government, and
efforts at “de-escalation”.
This reiteration came
when asked about India’s caution on Friday to his envoy
that his remarks will impact
the ties between the two countries. In its demarche to the
Canadian High Commissioner
here on Friday, India also said
the comments by the
Canadian Prime Minister,
some Cabinet Ministers and
Members of Parliament on
issues relating to Indian farmers “constitute an unacceptable
interference in our internal
affairs”.
This strong statement
came after Trudeau some days
back said, “We’re all very worried about family and friends.
We believe in the importance
of dialogue and that’s why

we’ve reached out through
multiple means directly to the
Indian authorities to highlight our concerns,” he said
during the virtual celebration
with the Sikh community.
The External Affairs
Ministry said these comments
have encouraged gatherings of
“extremist activities” in front
of our High Commission and
Consulates in Canada that
raise issues of safety and security.” We expect the Canadian
Government to ensure the
fullest security of Indian diplomatic personnel and its political leaders to refrain from
pronouncements that legitimise extremist activism,” the
statement added.
On Tuesday too, a day
after Trudeau’s statement,
India had denounced the
Canadian Prime Minister’s
remarks on the farmers’ agitation as “ill-informed” and
“unwarranted”. “Such comments are unwarranted, especially when pertaining to the
internal affairs of a democratic country,” the ministry
spokesperson
Anurag
Srivastava had said.
On Monday, speaking at
an event to mark the birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak,
Trudeau had spoken in support of farmers in India and
weighed in on the right to
peaceful protest. “Canada will
always be there to defend the
rights of peaceful protest,”
said the Canadian Prime
Minister. Trudeau’s remarks
were echoed by other
Canadian leaders, including
Conservative party leader Erin
O’Toole, who called the right
to peacefully protest “fundamental” to democracy.
Trudeau was the first world
leader to comment on the
farmers’ stir.
The Indian demarche on
Friday was tougher as compared to Tuesday’s response.
On that day, New Delhi
refrained from naming the
Canadian Prime Minister.
Taking exception to his
remarks, Srivastava on
Tuesday had said the comments were “ill-informed” and
“unwarranted”. The spokesperson also said, “We have seen
some ill-informed comments
by Canadian leaders relating to
farmers in India. Such comments are unwarranted, especially when pertaining to the
internal affairs of a democratic country. It is also best that
diplomatic conversations are
not misrepresented for political purposes.”
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The letter, issued on
Friday, has been drafted by
British Sikh Labour MP
Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi and
signed by other Indian-origin
MPs including Labour’s
Virendra Sharma, Seema
Malhotra and Valerie Vaz as
well as former Labour Leader
Jeremy Corbyn. The Foreign,
Commonwealth
and
Development Office (FCDO)
said the department has not
received the letter as yet. “The
police handling of protests is
a matter for the government of
India,” an FCDO spokesperson

said. The letter from the parliamentarians urges the minister to set up an urgent
meeting with them to discuss
the “deteriorating situation in
Punjab” and seeks an update
on any communication the
FCDO has had with the Indian
government on the issue.
“This is a joint letter calling for representation to be
made by yourself to your
Indian counterpart about the
impact on British Sikhs and
Punjabis, with longstanding
links to land and farming in
India,” reads the letter. “This is
an issue of particular concern
to Sikhs in the UK and those
linked to Punjab, although it
also heavily impacts on other
Indian states. Many British
Sikhs and Punjabis have taken
this matter up with their MPs,
as they are directly affected
with family members and
ancestral land in Punjab,” it
reads. Reacting to the comments by the foreign leaders,
External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson
Anurag
Srivastava on Tuesday said,
“We have seen some illinformed comments relating
to farmers in India. Such comments are unwarranted, especially when pertaining to the
internal affairs of a democratic country.” In a terse message,
the ministry added that “it is
also best that diplomatic conversations are not misrepresented for political purposes.”
The latest intervention by
British MPs follows Dhesi and
other politicians taking to
social media to express support for the farmers. Lord
Indarjit Singh, a crossbench
peer in the House of Lords,
also raised the issue in the
Upper House of Parliament
earlier this week. The UK
Cabinet Office minister
responding in the House, Lord
Nicholas True, refused to
address a “broad denunciation” of any nation, adding:
“Our values are democratic;
they are very widely shared
and practised across the world.
We wish to sustain that.” PTI
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The Supreme Court also
accepted the policy of the
government as correct and
finally, the important selection
process has been completed,”
the chief minister said.
It may be mentioned that
earlier on October 16, appointment letters were given to
31,277 assistant teachers of the
Basic Education department
and later on October 23, posting and appointment letters
were given to 3,317 assistant
teachers of the Secondary
Education department.
Congratulating the newlyappointed teachers, the chief
minister said that the responsibility of primary teachers was
very big as the education and
value they imparted to students lasted for a lifetime.
“Now that the schools are
closed due to COVID-19, the
newly-appointed teachers
must go to the schools and
meet the children and their
parents. Besides making them
aware, they should keep teaching them something new and

innovative,” he said.
The chief minister
reminded the teachers that
they remained a teacher lifelong and their services could
not be limited to hours.
“You should work on making the syllabus simple and
interesting and also encourage
innovations,” he added.
The chief minister also
directed the officials to provide
a copy of the new national
education policy to the newlyappointed teachers so that
they could imbibe the educational mission of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
Directing officials to
improve the condition of the
basic education offices, Yogi
also said that these offices
should be rejuvenated by the
time the schools reopened
after the COVID-19 period.
“These offices should have
a clean and energetic atmosphere and there should be no
misbehaviour with retired
teachers and no one should be
spared if any complaint of
corruption is received,” he
added. “The government is
committed to providing
employment to the youth and
the appointment on the vacant
posts of the Education department is being done on merit
basis using state-of-the-art
technology and with full transparency,” he said.
The chief minister said
basic infrastructure facilities
were being made available at
the council schools under
Kayakalp and continuous
efforts were being made for
inclusive education of out-ofschool and differently-abled
children. He said it was the
government’s resolve that no
child should be deprived of
education. The operation
handed over appointment letters to Pooja Shukla, Virendra
Kumar Maurya, Zafar Beigh,
Sarita Singh, Neha Devi and
Naveen Rana and also talked
to some of the newly-appointed teachers in other districts.
Speaking on the occasion,
Minister of State for Basic
Education (Independent
Charge) Dr. Satish Dwivedi
said that the primary education had witnessed a complete
transformation in the past
three-and-a-half years.
“The entire process of the
much-awaited appointment of
these teachers was completed
with full transparency and
without any hassle and the
main reason behind this was
the personal interest of the
chief minister. Be it the curriculum, the availability of
resources, the mode of teaching and training, all areas
have undergone a historic
change through innovation,”
he said.
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The vaccine, called
mRNA-1273, is administered
in two injections given 28
days apart. Even though the
number of antibodies in the
study subjects faded over time,
it is not necessarily a cause for
concern. NIAID director
Anthony Fauci and other
experts have said it is very likely that the immune system will

remember the virus if reexposed later on, and then
produce new antibodies.
Encouragingly, the study
showed that the vaccine activated a certain type of immune
cell that should help out in the
so-called memory response,
but only longer term study will
confirm if this will really be
the case.
“Positives from the study
include evidence that a relatively strong antibody
response remains 90 days after
the second dose of the vaccine,” said virologist Benjamin
Neuman, a virologist at Texas
A&M University-Texarkana.
“The amount of vaccineproduced antibodies was higher in younger patients than in
older patients, but reasonably
strong immune responses were
still seen even in patients up to
70 years of age.”
The Moderna vaccine will
be reviewed by an advisory
committee of the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)
on December 17, and could be
green lit for emergency
approval soon after.
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The minister said that he
had gone to Panipat a few days
ago where he spent two to
three hours with a BJP leader,
who too has tested positive for
Covid-19. “Covaxin efficacy
can be determined only 14
days after second dose.
Covaxin has been designed to
be efficacious when subjects
receive both the doses,” Bharat
Biotech said in a statement.
It added that the Phase-III
trials are double-blinded and
randomised, where 50 per
cent of subjects will receive the
vaccine and 50 per cent will
receive placebo. However, Vij’s
claim that he received vaccine
against Covid has pointed out
gaps in the trial as volunteers
are not told about the vaccine
they are receiving.
“As per CDSCO-DCGI
guidelines for reporting
adverse events, patients are
required to contact the site
Principle Investigator (PI) during active follow up, or when
the PI determines the severity of the adverse effect; then
the reports are submitted to
site Ethics Committees,
CDSCO-DCGI, Data Safety
Monitoring Board and the
sponsor,” the pharma giant
said. On November 20, Vij was
administered the first trial
dose of Bharat Biotech’s
Covaxin, a fully indigenously
developed Covid-19 vaccine
candidate, in Haryana.
Bharat Biotech is conducting the largest Phase-III
clinical trials in India. The goal
is to evaluate the efficacy of
Covaxin across India and
determine its suitability to the
diverse Indian population.
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Ram Vishwakarma of the
Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research-Indian
Institute of Integrative
Medicine (CSIR-IIIM) said
that the emergency use authorisation (EUA) procedure in
India is similar to that in the
European Union, the United

Kingdom and the United
States, as per a report.
“Were Pfizer to apply in
India to the regulator here, it
could, in theory, be approved
within days or weeks here,
depending on whether the
Drug Controller is satisfied
with the data. If the situation
so demands, the regulator has
the power to waive or recommend more tests, and doesn’t
necessarily require Indian
data,” he said.
If India gets emergency
use approval, it would mean
that the companies would get
permission for a limited time
to administer the coronavirus
vaccine to overcome the crisis.
To get formal approval, the
company will have to submit
all data on the drug’s efficacy,
side-effects and adverse events
to the regulator for the latter
to decide if the drug should be
approved.
Addressing an all-party
meeting with the State representatives to discuss the coronavirus situation on Friday,
PM Narendra Modi too had
said the pricing of the coronavirus vaccine and its distribution are being discussed with
the States. Modi also maintained that the priority would
be given to the frontline workers who have been at the forefront of the fight against the
infection. “Nearly eight vaccines are on other stages of
trial with their manufacturing
assured in India. Three coronavirus vaccines from India
are at different stages. Experts
think that the vaccine isn’t too
far away. In the next few
weeks, a coronavirus vaccine
could be ready for India,” he
had said.
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Reacting to the comments
by the foreign leaders, External
Affairs Ministry Spokesperson
Anurag Srivastava on Tuesday
said, “We have seen some illinformed comments…relating to farmers in India. Such
comments are unwarranted,
especially when pertaining to
the internal affairs of a democratic country.”
In a terse message, the
ministry further added that “it
is also best that diplomatic
conversations are not misrepresented for political purposes.” On Friday, India summoned Canadian High
Commissioner and told him
that the comments made by
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
and others in his Cabinet on
the farmers’ protest constituted an “unacceptable interference” in the country’s internal
affairs and these actions, if
continued, will have a “seriously damaging” impact on
the bilateral ties. Thousands of
farmers from Punjab, Haryana
and several other states have
been protesting for the last
nine days at the borders of
Delhi against three farm laws.
Dubbing these laws as “antifarmer”, these farmers claim
that the newly enacted legislations would pave the way for
dismantling of the minimum
support price system, leaving
them at the “mercy” of big corporations.
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plea was filed on Saturday
in the Supreme Court
A
seeking a direction to the
Centre to ensure refund of
“exorbitant” amounts charged
by private labs and hospitals for
conducting RT-PCR tests to
detect COVID-19.
The interim application
has been filed by lawyer and
BJP leader Ajay Agrawal in his
pending PIL in which he had
sought fixing of uniform rate of
Rs 400 across India, as done by
Odisha, for the Reverse
Transcription Polymerase
Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test.
A bench of Chief Justice S
A Bobde and Justices A S
Bopanna
and
V
Ramasubramanian,
on
November 24, had issued notice
to the Union Health Ministry on
Agrawal’’s PIL and had sought
its response within two weeks.
The fresh plea said that
when hospitals and laboratories
were charging C4,500 for the
test, the actual cost, including
that of the testing kit, was
between C800 to C1,200, and
even now, “exorbitant rates” are
being charged in various states
when the total cost incurred is
about C200 only.
“This exorbitant over and
above amount charged from
poor and innocent people of this
country needs to be refunded
immediately as it is not only
unrealistic and unreasonable
but shocking.
“In a country like India
where crores of people are living Below Poverty Line and the
country’’s GDP has gone down
to minus 23.9 per cent (-23.09
per cent) during the lockdown
period, and therefore, this over
charged amount be refunded to
the affected people forthwith,”
it said.
The exorbitant money
taken from the people is nothing but extortion and the
responsible persons be punished
and the excess amount be
refunded at the earliest, it said.
The plea said that Odisha
has fixed Rs 400 as the maximum rate for RT-PCR test after
examining and analysing all
aspects.
“For the last several months
these private labs and hospitals
were looting the poor people of
this country. Like in Delhi the
notification was issued on
18.6.2020 fixing the maximum
rate Rs 2400 and the cost of the
kit and other things used in the
test has gone down in the
month of April-May itself, at the
rate which is available at present,” it said.
Agrawal, in his PIL in
which the interim plea has
been filed, had sought direction
for fixing the maximum rate as
Rs 400 for RT-PCR test for
COVID-19 uniformly all over
India.
While issuing the notice,
the top court had said that the
PIL would be heard with another pending plea of Sachin Jain
pertaining to the cost of treatment for COVID-19.
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Washington: US Presidentelect Joe Biden has said that his
administration would be the
most diverse than it has ever
been both in the Cabinet and
inside the White House.
Biden, 78, is due to take
over as the 46th US President
on January 20.
African-American groups
have been asking Biden, a
Democrat, to nominate one of
them among the big four:
Secretary of State, Treasury
Secretary, Defence Secretary
and Attorney General.
“ It will be the most diverse
Cabinet and the main spots in
both White House as well as in
cabinet positions,” Biden told
reporters on Friday when asked
about various groups asking
him to give representations to
their sections of the society.
“ Look, it’s each one of
these groups’ job to push, push
their leaders to make sure
there’s greater diversity. What
I can promise you is when this
is all said and done, you’ll see
everyone that I’ve announced
and there’s going to be in the
next several weeks,” he said.
“ We’ll have it all out there.
You’re going to see significant
diversity. I’m not going to tell
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you now exactly what I’m going
to do in any department, but I
promise you it will be the single most diverse cabinet based
on race, colour, based on gender that ever existed in the
United States of America,”
Biden said.
Congressman Gregory
Meeks, who backs a strong USIndia relationship, was on
Thursday elected as the next
chairman of the powerful
House Foreign Affairs
Committee, becoming the first
African-American to head the
Congressional panel that plays
an influential role in shaping
the country’s foreign policy.
Biden’s economic team
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Beijing: Eighteen people have
been killed due to an excessive
level of the poisonous carbon
monoxide gas in a coal mine in
China, officials said on
Saturday, the latest mining disaster in the world’s largest coal
producing country.
One person was rescued
from the closed Diaoshuidong
colliery situated in Yongchuan
district in Chongqing
Municipality, state-run Xinhua
news agency reported.
The accident took place on
Friday evening when workers
were dismantling equipment in
the pit, trapping 24 workers
underground, it said.
Eighteen miners were confirmed dead due to the excessive level of carbon monoxide,
the report said.
The mine was suspended

and shut down two months
ago.
The cause of the accident
was not immediately known. A
rescue operation was underway.
The Diaoshuidong coal
mine, which was established in
1975 and became privatelyowned in 1998, has an annual
production capacity of 120,000
tonnes of coal, according to the
local emergency management
department.
In March 2013, hydrogen
sulfide poisoning in the mine
left three dead and two
injured.
Though safety improvements have reduced deaths at
coal mines in recent years,
mining accidents are common
in China, which is the world’s
largest coal producer.
PTI

includes Janet Yellen as the
Treasury Secretary, IndianAmerican Neera Tanden as
the Director of Office of
Management and Budget,
Wally Adeyemo the as Deputy
Secretary of the Treasury,
Cecilia Rouse as the Chair of
the Council of Economic
Advisers, and Jared Bernstein
and Heather Boushey as members of the Council of
Economic Advisers.
Biden has nominated
Antony Blinken as the
Secretary of State.
He is yet to finalise candidates for the posts of Defence
Secretar y and Attorney
General.
PTI

Washington: Reversing the
decision of the outgoing Trump
administration, a federal court
has ordered full reinstatement of
an Obama-era programme that
protects undocumented immigrants brought to the US as
minors from deportation, a ruling that will help a large number of Indian migrants.
The Trump administration
tried ending the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
in 2017, but the US Supreme
Court blocked its attempt in
June. On Friday, US District
Judge Nicholas Garaufis in the
Eastern District of New York
directed the Department of
Homeland Security to extend
the two-year renewals to DACA
recipients and start accepting
applications from first-time
applicants beginning Monday.
This means that the first
time since September 2017, new
applicants who were not previ-

ously eligible may now apply for
the programme which shield
undocumented immigrants who
came to the US as children from
deportation.
“ The court believes that
these additional remedies are
reasonable. Indeed, the government has assured the court that
a public notice along the lines
described is forthcoming,” Judge
Garaufis said in his order.
The DACA is an immigration policy that allows some
individuals with unlawful presence in the US after being
brought to the country as children to receive a renewable
two-year period of deferred
action from deportation and
become eligible for a work permit in the US. DACA recipients
are often referred to as
Dreamers. To be eligible for the
programme, recipients cannot
have felonies or serious misdemeanours on their records. PTI
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resident Donald Trump’s
P
niece says her uncle is “
criminal, cruel and traitorous”
and belongs in prison after he
leaves the White House.
Mary Trump, a psychologist, author and outspoken
critic of her estranged relative,
rejects the notion that putting
a former president on trial
would deepen the nation’s
political divisions.
“It’s quite frankly insulting
to be told time after time that
the American people can handle it and that we just need to
move on,” Mary Trump told
The Associated Press in an
interview this week. “ If anybody deserves to be prosecuted and tried, it’s Donald,” she
added. “(Otherwise) we just
leave ourselves open to somebody who, believe it or not, is
even worse than he is.”
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L ondon: British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson and the
European Union’s top official
are set to discuss the state of
play of post-Brexit trade discussions later Saturday after
negotiators paused talks in
light of their inability to bridge
an array of differences.
With the discussions stuck
over the same issues for
months, Johnson and Ursula
von der Leyen, the president of
the EU’s executive European
Commission, will see if there is
a route to a deal.
With the U.K.’s post-Brexit
transition period due to conclude at the end of the year, the
discussions are clearly facing a
crunch point, not least because
of the necessary approvals
required from both sides.
Without an agreement in place,
tariffs will end up being
imposed on traded goods at the
start of 2021.
Months of negotiations
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have produced agreement on a
swath of issues, but serious differences remain over the “
level playing field” — the
standards the U.K. Must meet
to export into the bloc — and
how future disputes are
resolved. That’s key for the EU,
which fears Britain will slash
social and environmental stan-

dards and pump state money
into U.K. Industries, becoming
a low-regulation economic rival
on the bloc’s doorstep.
EU chief negotiator Michel
Barnier and his British counterpart, David Frost, agreed
Friday to “ pause” negotiations
while they brief political leaders.

“ We will keep calm as
always and if there is a way, still
a way, we will see,” Barnier said
Saturday morning outside a
hotel in London before heading off to Brussels.
Though the U.K. Left the
EU on January 31, it remains
within the bloc’s tariff-free single market and customs union
until the end of this year. A
trade deal by then would
ensure there are no tariffs and
quotas on trade in goods
between the two sides, but
there would still be technical
costs, partly associated with
customs checks and non-tariff
barriers on services.
Though both sides would
suffer economically from a
failure to secure a trade deal,
most economists think the
British economy would take a
greater hit, at least in the nearterm, as it is relatively more
reliant on trade with the EU
than vice versa.
AP
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Washington: The Pentagon
said Friday it is pulling most US
troops out of Somalia on
President Donald Trump’s
orders, continuing a post-election push by Trump to shrink
US involvement in counterterrorism missions abroad.
Without providing details,
the Pentagon said in a short
statement that “ a majority” of
US troops and assets in Somalia
will be withdrawn in early 2021.
There are currently about 700
troops in that Horn of Africa
nation, training and advising
local forces in an extended fight
against the extremist group alShabab, an affiliate of al-Qaida.
Trump recently ordered

troop
drawdowns
in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and he
was expected to withdraw some
or all troops from Somalia. The
Pentagon said the drawdown in
Somalia does not mark the end
of U.S. Counterterrorism efforts
there.
“ As a result of this decision,
some forces may be reassigned
outside of East Africa,” it said.
“ However, the remaining
forces will be repositioned from
Somalia into neighboring countries in order to allow cross-border operations by both US and
partner forces to maintain pressure against violent extremist
organizations operating in
Somalia.”
AP
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China for its
alleged repressive regime in
STibet,lamming
a top American diplomat
has urged other countries to
pass their own versions of a US
law that calls for denying access
to the US for Chinese officials
known to be involved in
restricting visits to the remote
Himalayan region.
Robert A Destro, Special
Coordinator for Tibetan
Issues, on Friday said that
together with partners around
the world, the US has and will
continue to call on China to
provide unhindered access to
foreigners travelling in Tibetan
areas, including for diplomats? and? journalists, just as
other countries give Chinese
diplomats, journalists and citizens access to their respective
countries.
“ The US adopted the
Reciprocal Access to Tibet Act
to press for greater access and
transparency.?Today, I call on
our like minded friends? and
partners? to pass their own versions of the Act,” he said in his
remarks at a virtual event: “
Religious Freedom in Tibet:

The Appointment of Buddhist
Leaders and the Succession of
the Dalai Lama.”
The Act, signed into law by
President Donald Trump in
December 2018 calls for denying access to the US for
Chinese officials known to be
involved in restricting visits to
Tibet.
The Dalai Lama, Tibet’s
exiled spiritual leader has been
demanding meaningful autonomy for Tibetans.
The 85-year-old Dalai
Lama fled to India in 1959 following a crackdown on an
uprising by the local population
in Tibet. India granted him
political asylum and the
Tibetan government-in-exile
is based on Dharamsala in
Himachal Pradesh since then.
China views the 14th Dalai
Lama as a “ separatist” working to split Tibet from China.
Destro said it is no accident that the Chinese
Communist Party claims the
right to direct the? selection?of
the next Dalai Lama, and
through that process to remake
or in its words to?” Sinicize”
Tibetan Buddhism in its own
Communist image.
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has accepted the
Centre’s borrowing proposal
Jandharkhand
will get Rs 1,689 crore
through the special window to
meet the GST revenue shortfall,
the finance ministry said on
Saturday.
With this, 3 union territories and all 28 states have
accepted the Centre’s borrowing plan to meet the shortfall in
tax collection.
“ All the 28 states and 3
Union Territories with legislature have decided to go for
Option-1 to meet the revenue
shortfall arising out of the GST
implementation. Jharkhand,
the only remaining state, has
now communicated its acceptance of Option-1,” the ministry said in a statement.
Union Territories of Delhi,
Jammu & Kashmir and
Puducherry have accepted
Option 1.
The states & UTs who
choose Option-1 are getting the
amount of shortfall arising out
of GST implementation
through a special borrowing
window put in place by the
Centre.
The Centre has already

borrowed Rs 30,000 crore on
behalf of the states in five
installments and has passed it
on to 26 states and 3 UTs on
October 23, November 2,
November 9, November 23
and December 1.
From the next round of
borrowings, Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh too would receive
funds raised through this window. Earlier this week,
Chhattisgarh communicated
its acceptance for the borrowing plan.
The next installment of Rs
6,000 crore will be released to
the states/UTs on December 7,
2020, the ministry added.
Under the terms of
Option-1, besides getting the
facility of a special window for
borrowings to meet the revenue
shortfall, states are also entitled
to get unconditional permission to borrow the final installment of 0.50 per cent of Gross

State Domestic Product
(GSDP) out of the 2 per cent
additional borrowings permitted by the Centre.
This is over and above the
special window of Rs 1.1 lakh
crore. On receipt of the choice
of Option-1 from Jharkhand,
the Centre has granted additional borrowing permission of
Rs 1,765 crore to Jharkhand
government (0.5 per cent of
Chhattisgarh’s GSDP), it added.
Separately, Jharkhand will
get Rs 1,689 crore through
special borrowing window to
meet the GST revenue shortfall.
Under the borrowing plan
(Option-1), the Centre would
borrow from market Rs 1.10
lakh crore which is the revenue
shortfall on account of GST
implementation. The remaining Rs 73,000 crore shortfall is
estimated to be the revenue
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The second option
given by the Centre was that
the states borrow the entire Rs
1.83 lakh crore collection shortfall.Opposition-ruled states
were initially against the borrowing plan saying that the
Centre should borrow the
entire GST revenue shortfall
and compensate the states.

5h`USdbUQ\74@d_TUS\Y^Ud_Zecd!"*BU`_bd
growth peaked out in Oct’20
(as per our expectations) and
is likely to moderate in coming
months.
Real GDP could contract
again in 3QFY21 before posting a growth in 4QFY21. The
second wave of the Covid-19
pandemic, however, remains a
valid risk.”
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he contraction in India’s
real GDP can narrow down
T
to just 1-2 per cent, said a
report by Motilal Oswal
Financial Services.
Accordingly, the in-house
Economic Activity Index (EAI)
for India’s real GVA (EAIGVA) grew by 4.8 per cent YoY
in October 2020, marking the
second consecutive month of
growth.
“This is the first month in
a year when non-farm activities
(both industrial and services)
grew faster than the farm sector,” Motilal Oswal Financial
Services said in a report.
The GVA includes taxes,
but excludes subsidies.
Last month, the NSO data
showed that on a YoY basis, Q2
GVA for 2020-21 from the
agriculture, forestry and fishing
sector inched lower to 3.4 per
cent growth, against 3.5 per
cent in the same quarter of
2019-20.

However, the EAI-GDP,
continued to contract for the
eighth consecutive month in
October 2020 and that too
faster than the previous month.
“While personal consumption expenditure (PCE)
continued to contract in double-digits for the seventh consecutive month, total
investments declined 5 per
cent the slowest fall in eight
months.”
“Excluding government
spending, EAI-GDP contracted 7.6 per cent YoY in Oct’20
versus a fall of 5.1 per cent YoY
in Sep’20.”
According to the report,
overall EAI-GVA continues to
show an improvement in economic activity, while demand
measures continue to lag.
“Based on a few indicators
available for Nov’20 - power
generation, manufacturing
PMI, e-way registrations, etc.,
growth seems to have cooled
off last month.”
“If so, it suggests that the

Recent data showed that
even though India’s economic
recover y accelerated in
Q2FY21 from the lows of the
pandemic-induced lockdown,
the country, for the very first
time since Independence,
entered into a technical recession.
The recent data furnished

by National Statistical Office
(NSO) showed that the
Q2FY21 GDP, on a year-onyear basis, contracted by (-) 7.5
per cent from (-) 23.9 per cent
in the preceding quarter.
Though not comparable,
the GDP had grown by 4.4 per
cent in the corresponding quarter of FY2019-20.

DbQTUTUVYSYd]YWXdgYTU^Qc
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he overall trade deficit is
likely to widen as rising
T
coronavirus cases and subsequent lockdowns in key
export markets dent India’s
merchandise exports, experts
said.
The recently released provisional data showed that
India’s merchandise exports
dropped by 9.07 per cent in
November to $23.43 billion
from $25.77 billion in
November 2019.
“The slippage in exports
growth signifies the near term
impact of fresh restrictions in
trading partners. The average
merchandise trade deficit is
likely to reach substantially
higher levels in H2FY21 as
compared to Q2FY21,” said
Aditi Nayar, Principal
Economist, ICRA.

Among commodities and
products, iron ore, rice and
pharmaceuticals continued
to display healthy uptick in
YoY shipments, whereas
leather, textiles and engineering goods continued to
show contraction.EEPC India
Chairman Mahesh Desai said
that exporters continue to
battle the Covid-19 impact on
global trade, pinning hopes
on start of the vaccination and
abating of the pandemic.
He said several critical
export sectors, including engineering, are reeling under a
host of issues, including disruptions in production, transportation and increasing
country-specific restrictions.
Under these circumstances, Desai pointed out
that some of the doable measures like easy refund of GST
and ensuring availability of

raw materials at reasonable
prices could provide relief to
the exporters.
According to the data,
India’s merchandise imports
declined by 13.33 per cent in
November to $33.39 billion
from $38.52 billion in the corresponding month of the previous year.
Segment wise, oil imports
were down 43.36 per cent to
$6.27 billion from $11.07 billion in November 2019.
“The primary factor in
the export performance continues to be the sharp decline
in petro product shipments,
but non-petro exports have
also declined by 3 per cent
presumably due to the impact
of a resurgence of the Covid19 pandemic in Europe,” said
Suman Chowdhury, Chief
Analytical Officer, Acuite
Ratings & Research.

!!)0hTPa^U2^eXS<0R[PX\bU^a]^][XUTX]bdaTab =^eT\QTaaP[[h)<XSRP_b^dc_TaU^a\[PaVTRP_bQh#
Chennai: The year 2020 will go down for the
Indian non-life insurance sector as a year of coronavirus that resulted in large-scale digital embracement and increased health insurance spread,
reduced overall business, industry consolidation,
large losses, said senior industry officials. At a time
when the private sector is witnessing mergers and
acquisitions, the Central government scrapped its
earlier plan to merge National Insurance Company
Ltd, Oriental Insurance Company Ltd and United
India Insurance Company Ltd into one.

“Some things that were building up at the
start of the year have been blunted by the pandemic; the growth in the 5th largest economy
in the world; the ‘$5 trillion GDP by 2025 forecast; a 14-15% growth forecast for the general
insurance sector as a consequence and as a subset of the economy; an important position for
India in the Asia-Pacific as the main,” said
Sharad Mathur, Managing Director & CEO,
Universal Sompo General Insurance Company
Ltd.
IANS
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id-caps stocks have outperformed
large-caps by 4 per cent in
M
November, said Motilal Oswal Financial
Services in a report.
According to the report, over the
last 12 months, mid-caps are up 14 per
cent versus the Nifty’s rise of 8 per cent.
“Over the last five years, mid-caps
have underperformed by 14 per cent,”

the report said.
“In terms of P/E ratio, the Nifty
Mid-cap 100 now trades at a 13 per cent
premium to large-caps at 23.6x.”
As per the report, Nifty surpassed
the 13,000 mark in Nov’20 to hit a
record high after a 3.5 per cent rise in
Oct’20.It ended 11.4 per cent higher
MoM in November 2020 to close at
12,969.
“The rally was propelled by strong

FII inflows, good corporate earnings
season, and trends from the festive season, which suggests that the demand
recovery continues.”
“FII and DII inflows showed record
inflows and outflows, respectively.
While FIIs continued their buying
streak in Nov’20, DII inflows remained
negative.
“The FIIs inflows increased to $9.6
billion in November 2020 from $2.5.

Besides, the report cited that in recently concluded 2QFY21 results, one of the
key and defining features of this performance was the better-than-expected focus on cost mitigation measures,
apart from demand recovery and a
healthy tailwind from gross margin
expansion.
“2QFY21 was an optimum combination of gross margin expansion and
operating cost reduction.”
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he problem with this live-action drama
is that it had to compete with its
animated counterpart that was released
back in 1998. And that makes this one, for
those who have seen the animated version,
tough to take in since there is little that this
Mulan can offer. Who can not love the whole
animals talking and the whole magic that
surrounded the original?
Sadly, from the word go, this was slated to
not work even though it was the most
anticipated movie from Disney; they made the
animation as well. Given that they were the
ones who made the animation, for them to not
recreate some of the magic from that film is a
bit of a letdown. The movie wants to send a
message — about patriarchy and the whole idea

T

about what place women have in the society.
Strangely, even though Mulan does rebel
against the whole set-up, she ends up doing
exactly what others want her to do. The whole
idea for woman empowerment somewhat
falls flat.
Then there are the actors themselves. One
wondered what make Jet Li take up this project.
It is strange for the viewer to see him in threefour scenes and then also no action that he is
known for unless one considers catching an
arrow meant to kill. Yifei Liu as Mulan does
her bit as a warrior who finally brings honour
to her family.
But those who have not seen the animated
version, this one is a treat to watch given the
exotic and beautiful locales. In fact, one can
watch the entire movie just to see these
beautiful places that have also been shot so
brilliantly that one can enjoy them. Unfortunate
that one has to watch it on the smaller screen
instead of the 70 mm where the effect would
have been awesome.
°BWP[X]XBPZbT]P

sually sports documentaries show the journey of a player
or a team that has been successful all through and
mostly centred around the game of cricket. It is good
to see a real take on a sport that is not cricket and instead talks
about a game that finds its origins from the Vedic period of
ancient India.
This four-part 35-minute series follows the team and is
narrated by junior Bachchan. It is rather insightful to know
how passionate he is about the game, the team and the players
that he bought back in 2014 and that once a player is a Panther
he remains a panther. But he also says that this is about business
and he may have to take some tough decisions regarding the
team that one the first Pro Kabaddi League only to have gone
down since then.
It is interesting to see the lives of the players and their
humble background and the struggles they had to face to reach
where they are today. It is also interesting to note that all the
players in PKL are from Haryana — it is the land of doodh and
ghee and the youth spend their time bodybuilding and playing
the game is taken seriously. Little insight into the lives of the
players’ families gives you the whole picture and next time we
watch the team play it would definitely be with a different
perspective.
The team definitely needs to regroup and work hard in
order to even reach the play-off for the next season. We may
even see some new faces given that some of the players have
not done well or should one say not been team players.

U

8]hTcP]^cWTaPccT\_cc^caXRZCXfPaX
A^WXcPbWe6^daX]CE³b1WPQXYX6WPa?Pa
7PXEXQWdcX<XbWaP0PbXUBWTXZWfX[[
SXbVdXbTWX\bT[UPbP;dRZh:PQ^^cPa1PQP
1dcfX[[EXQWdcX³b[dRZUPe^daWX\cWXbcX\T^a
fX[[CXfPaX`dXRZfXccTS]Tbb_dcEXQWdcXX]P
b_^c.0UcTaP]PaVd\T]cQTcfTT]EXQWdcX
P]S0]XcP1WPQXBPd\hPCP]S^]bWTbc^_b
P[[cWTb_T]SbP]STeT]Q[^RZbWXbRPaSb
EXQWdcXbTTZbWXb]TXVWQ^dabCWTCXfPaXb³
WT[_QdcCXfPaXcda]bWX\S^f]
EXQWdcXRWP]RTbd_^]P_XTRT^U
X]U^a\PcX^]^]CXfPaX³bTPVTa]TbbX]^_T]X]V
PVPa\T]cbc^aTP]SfP]cX]VP]Pdb_XRX^db
SPcTc^R^\\T]RT^_TaPcX^]bQdc1PQP
AP\_P[XbbXRZCPZX]VPSeP]cPVT^UcWT
bXcdPcX^]EXQWdcXSXbVdXbTbPb;dRZh
:PQPc^^a1PQPc^U^^[CXfPaXX]c^QT[XTeX]V
cWPc^][hcWT[dRZhZPQ^^cPa RP]WT[_WX\
fXcWP[[WXbf^aZ
CXfPaX[PhbRWP]]Pb RWXRZ_TPbX]cWT
R^dachPaSP]SEXQWdcXb\Pac[hT]Sbd_

>]cWPc]^cT_^_d[PaPRcaTbb3X_P]]XcP
BWPa\PbWPaTbWTaTgRXcT\T]c^]f^aZX]V
^]P2aX\T8]eTbcXVPcXeTCWaX[[Ta3aP\P
bTaXTb^]RTPVPX]bWTbPhb)°2aX\T
8]eTbcXVPcXeTCWaX[[Ta3aP\PXb\hP[[cX\T
UPe^daXcTVT]aTP]SXcXb^]T^UcWT\PX]
UPRc^abPbc^fWh8fPbb^TgRXcTSc^QTP
_Pac^UAdSaPZPP[>eTacWThTPab8WPeT
S^]T\P]hUX[\b_TacPX]X]Vc^cWTbP\T
VT]aTcWThWPeTb^\TW^fQTR^\T\hU^acT
P]SbcaT]VcWc^SPh8cXbbX\_[hb^\TcWX]V
cWPc\PZTb\TWP__hP]STgRXcTSc^QT
f^aZX]V^]±
BWTUdacWTaPSSTS)°AdSaPZPP[ WP__T]b
c^QTcWTUXabcUX]XcTCEbTaXTbcWPc8WPeT
f^aZTSU^aX]\hRPaTTa8P[b^R^]bXSTa
\hbT[UQ[TbbTSc^QTf^aZX]V_^bc[^RZS^f]
^]P_a^YTRccWPcR^\_[TcT[hTgRXcTb\TXcb
d]X`dTR^]RT_ccWTa^[TP]ScWTVT]aT
XcbT[U±
?a^SdRTSQh3PbWP\X?a^SdRcX^]b
AdSaPZPP[XbQPbTS^]cWTbc^ah^UP]
W^]Tbc8?B^UUXRTa32?AP]YP]2WXcc^SPfW^
XbQa^dVWcX]c^X]eTbcXVPcTcWT\daSTa^UWXb
U^a\Ta\T]c^afW^cWT][PcTabcd\Q[Tbd_^]
PR^]b_XaPRhfXcWcWTRWP^bcWPcT]cPX[bCWT
bW^fP[b^UTPcdaTb1WP]dDSPh6^bfP\XPb
32?AP]YP]2WXcc^SPAdSaPZbW9PXbfP[Pb
0]bWd\P]2WXcc^SPAP]YP]6PhPcaXbb^]
P[^]VbXST3X_P]]XcPBWPa\PX][TPSa^[Tb
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cda]X]VX]c^CXfPaX³b[dRZhZPQ^^cPa
BPhb0PbXUBWTXZW)°8]hTcP]^cWTa
PccT\_cc^cPZTCXfPaXU^aPaXSTEXQWdcX
[P]SbWX\bT[UX]c^P]d]Tg_TRcTSbXcdPcX^]8
P[fPhbWPeT[^PSb^UUd]bW^^cX]VfXcW
A^WXcPbWeYX>da^]bRaTT]P]S^UUbRaTT]
RWT\XbcahP]SQ^]SXbfWPc\PZTbcWTT]cXaT
T_Xb^STT]Y^hPQ[T8cXb^dcP]S^dcPUd]
T_Xb^STfXcWP]T]cTacPX]X]VQP]cTaQTcfTT]
EXQWdcXP]SCXfPaX±
FX[[EXQWdcXQTbdRRTbbUd[cWXbcX\T
Pa^d]SX]^dcS^X]VCXfPaX.C^Z]^fcWPc
^]TV^cc^fPcRWcWTT_Xb^STc^Z]^ffW^
fX]bX]cWTT]S±

CWXbfTTZT]SfX[[QTP]TeT]X]Vc^
aT\T\QTaU^acWTUP]bPbcWThfX[[fXc]Tbb
cWTfX]]Tab^UcWT[Pbccf^bTPb^]bBP[\P]
0[XP]SBd]]h7X]SdbcP]X^]cWTbTcb^U^]T
^U8]SXP³bQXVVTbcbX]VX]VaTP[XchbW^f8]SXP]
8S^[!! ¯bTPb^] !CWThfX[[R^\Tc^
Q^^bccWTR^]UXST]RT^UcWTQdSSX]VcP[T]cb
P]Sc^cdc^acWT\Ua^\cWTXa^f]
Tg_TaXT]RTb^U_TaU^a\X]V^]8]SXP]8S^[
CWTh_TaU^a\TS^]cWTb^]V3P\PSP\
<Pbc:P[P]SPa P]ScWTXa_TaU^a\P]RT\PST
TeTah^]TPfTbcadRZPbdbdP[
8]SXP]8S^[bTPb^] fX]]TaBd]]h
7X]SdbcP]XbPhb)°CWXbhTPa³bcP[T]cXb
P\PiX]VP]S]PcdaP[fWT]XcR^\Tbc^
bX]VX]VPbcWThQT[^]Vc^SXUUTaT]c_Pacb^U
cWTR^d]cahfXcWSXUUTaT]cRd[cdaTbQaX]VX]V
cWT\c^VTcWTac^_TaU^a\^]cWXbbcPVT
fWXRWXbZ]^f]c^QTcWTBP_]^:PP<P]RW
U^aTeTahQdSSX]VbX]VTa8]SXP]8S^[XbbdaT
c^Ud[UX[cWTXaSaTP\bYdbcPbXcSXSU^a\T
BP[\P]0[XfX]]Ta^U8]SXP]8S^[
BTPb^] PSSb)°CWXbbTPb^]fX[[W^bc
TgRT_cX^]P[cP[T]cbP]S^]T^UcWTaTPb^]b
R^d[SQTcWTSXVXcP[PdSXcX^]bfWXRWWT[_TS
P[[Pb_XaX]VbX]VTabb_aTPSPRa^bbcWT]PcX^]
c^bWPaTcWTXaeXST^bP]ScahcWTXa[dRZc^
bW^ac[XbcU^acWTBTPb^]!!8cfX[[bdaT[h
QTcWT\^bcP]cXRX_PcTShTPaX]cWTWXbc^ah^U
cWT8]SXP]8S^[CWT\^bcX\_^acP]ccWX]VU^a
TeTahbX]VTaXbcWPccWThbW^d[SWPeTcWT
X\\T]bTcP[T]cX]cWT\fXcWcWTR^]UXST]RT
fWXRWfX[[Q^^bccWTXa_TaU^a\P]RTb8P\
eTahTgRXcTSc^QT_TaU^a\X]VfXcWBd]]h
7X]SdbcP]X^]b^]VbbdRWPb3P\P3P\
<Pbc@P[P]SPa P]S\P]h\^aT±
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0UcTaX\_aTbbX]VcWTPdSXT]RTfXcWWTa
_^fTa_PRZTS_TaU^a\P]RTbX]UX[\bP]SCE
bW^fbeTabPcX[TPRcaTbb3X_P]]XcPBWPa\PXb
]^fP[[bTcc^\PZTPcT[TeXbX^]R^\TQPRZ
fXcWWTaP[[cX\TUPe^aXcTVT]aT²cWaX[[Ta
3X_P]]XcPfX[[QTbTT]TbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U
6PhPcaX2WXcc^SPcWTfXUT^UP32?^UUXRTaX]
BcPa?[dbd_R^\X]VUX]XcTbTaXTbAdSaPZPP[

0Rc^a:PaP]?PWfPfPb[PbcbTT]X]bcPa
_[dbbW^fHTWAXbWcP:hP:TW[PcP7PX Pb
0]\^[0]\^[:PaP]WPSPeTahRdcTP]S
RW^R^[PcTh[^^ZP]SQTU^aTcWPcfTWPSbTT]
WX\X]1P[XZPEPSWdX]1P[S[^^ZPb:d]SP]
FWX[TTeTah^]TWPbdcX[XbTScWXb
[^RZS^f]cX\TQh\PX]cPX]X]VPWTP[cWh[XUT
bch[TP]Sf^aZX]V^dc^]cWT^cWTaWP]S
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aTh^dPSTbXV]Ta^aPacXbccWPc
f^d[S[^eTc^bTTh^da^f]
f^aZ^]cWT[PaVTbcSXb_[Ph
bRaTT]X]cWTf^a[S.FT[[1daY
:WP[XUP¯4\PPaWPbYdbc
P]]^d]RTSP]TgRXcX]VX]XcXPcXeT
fWXRWfX[[P[[^fSTbXV]TabP]S
PacXbcbPa^d]ScWTf^a[Sc^bdQ\Xc
cWTXaf^aZb^UPacU^a_a^YTRcX^]
^]c^cWT1daY:WP[XUPCWT1daY
:WP[XUP>_T]2P[[fX[[T]PQ[TQ^cW
cWTX]b_XaTSP]SPb_XaX]VPacXbcbc^
cPZT_PacX]PR^\_TcXcX^]fWXRW
fX[[VXeTcWT\P]^__^acd]Xchc^
bdQ\XccWTXaPacf^aZbc^cPZT_Pac
X]cWT1daY:WP[XUP³baTR^aS
QaTPZX]V;43[XVWcbW^f
BcPacX]VUa^\3TRT\QTa U^a

^]T\^]cWfTTZ[hfX]]Ta³bSTbXV]
fX[[QTRW^bT]P]ScWT]fX[[QT
b_[PbWTSPRa^bb (!$!b`dPaT
\TcTab^UcWT1daY:WP[XUPcWT
;XVWcD_bW^f_aTeX^db[hQTPc
7^]V:^]Vb6dX]]TbbF^a[S
ATR^aSU^acWT[PaVTbc[XVWcP]S
b^d]SbW^f^]PbX]V[TbcadRcdaT
CWT1daY:WP[XUP>_T]2P[[³b
\TRWP]XRbPaTbX\_[T8]SXeXSdP[b
^aVa^d_bQ^cWX]cWTD04^a
X]cTa]PcX^]P[[hPaTX]eXcTSc^
bdQ\XccWTXaSTbXV]b¯[XVWc^a"3
\P__X]V
ATVXbcTah^daSTcPX[bP]S
d_[^PSh^daSTbXV]WTaT)
Wcc_b)fffQdaYZWP[XUPPTT]^_
T]RP[[

3TbXV]TabPaTPQ[Tc^
S^f][^PScWT\P]dP[P]Sb_TRb
^]cWT^UUXRXP[fTQbXcT
0SSXcX^]P[[hS^]³cU^aVTcc^
bWPaTh^daSTbXV]^][X]TP]ScPV
/1daY:WP[XUPU^aPRWP]RTc^QT
aT_^bcTSCWT]^]TfX]]Ta_Ta
fTTZfX[[QTRW^bT]c^WPeT
WXbWTaX]RaTSXQ[TPacf^aZ
X\\^acP[XbTSU^aTeTa^]3dQPX³b
\^bcXR^]XRbcadRcdaT
CWTF^a[S³bCP[[Tbc1dX[SX]V
QTR^\TbPSXVXcP[RP]ePbU^acP[T]c
PbcWT1daY:WP[XUP>_T]2P[[PX\b
c^X]b_XaTSTbXV]TabPacXbcbP]S"3
\P__X]VPacXbcbc^bdQ\XccWTXa
f^aZU^aP^]RTX]P[XUTcX\T
^__^acd]Xchc^RP_cXePcTcWTf^a[S
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TaR^bXb^]T^UcWT\^bcSXbcX]VdXbWTS]P\Tb
X]cWTRd[X]Pahf^a[SPbUPaPb2WX]TbTP]S
CWPXU^^SXbR^]RTa]TSBX]RTXcbX]RT_cX^]X]
cWThTPa ('!XcWPbQTR^\TP]P\Tc^aTRZ^]
fXcWCWThWPeTQTT]S^X]V\P]hX]cTa]PcX^]P[
U^^SUTbcXeP[bfXcW2WX]TbTP]SCWPXRdXbX]T
CWXb\d[cXPfPaSfX]]X]VQaP]S^_TaPcTb
\^aTcWP]#^dc[TcbPRa^bb8]SXPP]SXcXb^]T^U
cWT\^bc[^eTSQaP]SbX]cWT?P]0bXP]2dXbX]T
BTRc^aCWThQT[XTeTX]bTaeX]VWTPach\TP[bfXcWP
UaXT]S[hP\QXP]RTPcP]PUU^aSPQ[T_aXRT1TaR^³bXb
^]T^UcWTUTf?P]0bXP]RWPX]bfXcWcWT[PaVTbc
ST[XeTahaPSXdbX]3T[WX=2A
CWT5aXT]S[h=TXVWQ^aW^^SXbQPRZfXcWhTc
P]^cWTaUTbcXeP[Ua^\3TRT\QTa$!!^]fPaSb
fWXRWQaX]VbBXii[TabfXcWcWTR^[SfX]cTafX]S
Q[PiX]V^eTa3T[WX=2A1TaR^³bXb^]T^UcWT
^[STbcP]S\^bc[^eTS0bXP]RdXbX]TaTbcPdaP]cbX]
cWTRXchFXcWP_a^\XbTc^WPeTcWTXabXii[Tab
bXii[X]VcX[[cWT[Pbc\^abT[^UcWTSXbWXbfX_TS^UU
cWT_[PcT
CWXbUTbcXeP[XbP[[PQ^dcT]Y^hX]VcWXb
bcTP\X]VW^cP]SST[XRX^db^UUTaX]VfXcWh^da
[^eTS^]TbBXii[TabPaTW^c\TP[b^]P?[PccTacWPc
ST[XVWcTeTah^]T4g^cXR0bXP]bPdRTbWPeTQTT]
dbTSc^d_[XUccWTbTbXii[TabCWTbTbXii[TabPaT
bdaT[hV^X]Vc^[TPeTh^dacPbcTQdSbQ[PiX]VCWT
WXVW[XVWc^UcWTUTbcXeP[X]R[dSTb1TaR^bRWX[[X
RWXRZT]bXii[Ta6^[ST]UaXTSUXbWbXii[Ta4\_Ta^a
UPe^daXcTb_XRhRWXRZT]bcTPZbXii[TaP]SETVVXT
ST[XVWcbXii[Ta
B^cWXbfTTZT]ScaTPch^dacPbcTQdSb

UcTaa^PaX]VbdRRTbbX]?d]YPQcWT_^_d[Pa
0\TaXRP]TPcTahD]R[T9PRZbWPb[Pd]RWTS
XcbUXabc^dc[TcX]cWTRP_XcP[RXch^U3T[WX^]
=^eT\QTa"!!FT[[Z]^f]U^aWTPach
0\TaXRP]UPaTP]SfXcW'^dc[TcbRdaaT]c[h
^_TaPcX^]P[PRa^bb?d]YPQD]R[T9PRZbXb]^fP[[
bTcc^PSeP]RTUdacWTacWTQaP]SbbdRRTbbbc^ah
fXcWXcbT]cahc^3T[WXCWTUXabc^dc[TcX]cWTRP_XcP[
Xb]^f^_T]Pc<1[^RZ6aTPcTa:PX[PbWX]B^dcW
3T[WX
2^\\T]cX]V^]cWTTg_P]bX^]0]ZdbW0a^aP
5^d]STa¯D]R[T9PRZb8]SXPbPXS)°D]R[T9PRZb
fPbR^]RTXeTSPbPbX\_[TSaTP\^UQaX]VX]VcWT
QTbc^U0\TaXRP]U^^Sc^8]SXPFTPaT
^eTafWT[\TSfXcWcWT[^eTfTWPeTaTRTXeTSX]
=^acW8]SXP^eTacWT[PbcU^dahTPabP]SPaT]^f
TgRXcTSc^\PZTP\PaZX]cWTRP_XcP[RXch^U8]SXP±
CWT\T]d^UUTabcWTQTbc^U0\TaXRP]U^^S
fXcWPUaTbWcPZT^]U[Pe^dabbch[T^U_aT_PaPcX^]
P]S`dXaZh_aTbT]cPcX^]b>]TRP]bP\_[TW^c
S^VbbcaPXVWcUa^\cWTbcaTTcb^U=TfH^aZcWT
fPUU[TbUa^\SX]TabP]ScWT^Wb^bRad\_cX^db
P]SR^\U^acX]VQdaVTabP]S_PbcPP_PacUa^\
^cWTaST[TRcPQ[TbCWThd]S^dQcTS[hPaTbTaeX]V
cWTQTbcUaXTbX]cWTR^d]cahPbcWTXa\^bcUP\^db
P]S[^eTS_a^SdRcCWTU^^SXbX]cTaTbcX]V[h]P\TS
PUcTaWXbc^aXR0\TaXRP]_Tab^]P[XcXTbCWTQTeTaPVT
_aTbT]cPcX^]bPaTP]PSSTSPccaPRcX^]PcD]R[T
9PRZb
FXcWcWT3T[WX^dc[Tc]^f^_T]P]SUd[[h
Ud]RcX^]P[D]R[T9PRZbXbP[[VTPaTSc^T]cXRTcWT
cPbcTQdSb^U3T[WXXcTb
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:PaP]WPbS^]Tb^\TcWX]VSXUUTaT]c*WTWPb
VXeT]cWTbTbXg\^]cWbU^acaP]bU^a\X]VP]S
P[b^_dccX]V^] $ZVU^aP]Tg_TaX\T]cP[
[^^Z
:PaP]bPhb)°8]cWTCEX]Sdbcah8P\
P[fPhbZ]^f]U^a\hePaXPcX^]\^bc^UcWT
RPbcX]VSXaTRc^abP]S_a^SdRTaZ]^f]\Tb^
8fP]cc^bW^fcWT\8P\RP_PQ[Tc^_[Ph
bdRWRWPaPRcTabc^^7^]Tbc[hPbP[[cWT
bP[^]bfTaTbWdc8b[^f[h]^cXRTScWPc\h
QTPaSP]S\^dbcPRWTWPeTVa^f]fWXRWfPb
VXeX]V\TP?d]YPQX[^^ZP]S8b[P\XRQ^h8
STRXSTSc^cPZTcWX]VbU^afPaS8bcPacTS
f^aZX]V^]\hfTXVWc8WPeT_dc^] $ZVb
8P[b^bc^__TS_^bcX]V^]b^RXP[\TSXPb^
cWPc\h[^^ZS^Tb]³caTeTP[±
7TPSSbcWPc_T^_[TWPeTaTP[[h
P__aTRXPcTSWXbTUU^acb°CWXbY^da]ThfPb
]^cTPbhPbVa^fX]VcWTaXVWcP\^d]c^U
QTPaSP]S\^dbcPRWTP]SVPX]X]VfTXVWcU^a
cWXb[^^Z2W^^bX]VcWTaXVWc[^RPcX^]P]S
R^bcd\TU^acWTbW^^cfPbP[b^PQXVcPbZ
CWT\^bcX\_^acP]ccWX]VXbcWPc8WPeTcPZT]
P[[cWXbTUU^acU^abT[UTg_TaX\T]c8fPb]³c
^UUTaTSPa^[T2TacPX][hXUX]UdcdaT8P\
^UUTaTSbdRWPa^[T8fX[[\PZTbdaT8S^
R^\_[TcTYdbcXRTc^cWTRWPaPRcTa±WTbPhb
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0\Pi^]BcdSX^b^]3TRT\QTa"!!
P]]^d]RTScfT]chPSSXcX^]P[RPbc\T\QTab
Y^X]X]VcWTT]bT\Q[TRPbc^UcWT0\Pi^]
>aXVX]P[bTaXTbQPbTS^]cWTXR^]XRCWT;^aS
^UcWTAX]Vb ]^eT[bQh9AAC^[ZXT]CWT
]Tf[haTeTP[TSRPbc\T\QTabfX[[Y^X]cWT
_aTeX^db[hP]]^d]RTSV[^QP[RPbcP]SRaTf
RdaaT]c[hUX[\X]VX]=TfITP[P]S
CWT]TfRPbc\T\QTabX]R[dST2h]cWXP
0SSPXA^QX]b^]<PgX\1P[Sah8P]
1[PRZQda]:X_2WP_\P]0]cW^]h2ad\
<PgX]T2d][XUUTCahbcP]6aPeT[[TBXa;T]]h
7T]ahCWdbXcWP9PhPbd]STaP5PQXP]
<R2P[[d\BX\^]<TaaT[[b6T^UU<^aaT[[
?TcTa<d[[P];[^hS>fT]0dVdbcdb?aTf
?TcTaCPXc0[TgCPaaP]c;T^]FPSWP\
1T]YP\X]FP[ZTaP]SBPaPIfP]V^QP]X
BW^fad]]TabP]STgTRdcXeT_a^SdRTab
93?Ph]TP]S?PcaXRZ<R:PhbPXS)°CWT
f^a[ScWPc9AAC^[ZXT]RaTPcTSXbT_XR
SXeTabTP]SUX[[TSfXcWWTPacCWTbT
TgcaP^aSX]PaX[hcP[T]cTS_TaU^a\TabWPX[X]V
Ua^\PRa^bbcWTV[^QTaT_aTbT]ccWT
Rd[\X]PcX^]^UP\d[cXhTPabTPaRWc^UX]S
QaX[[XP]cP]Sd]X`dTPacXbcbc^QaX]VcWPcf^a[S
c^[XUTP]TfCWTX]cTa]PcX^]P[RPbc^UcWXb
0\Pi^]bTaXTbXb\^aTcWP]YdbcP]
T]bT\Q[T8cXbPUP\X[hFTPaTcWaX[[TSc^
fT[R^\TTPRW^UcWT\c^<XSS[TTPacW±

Q How did you come on board
for the show?
The casting directors work
all the time and are constantly
in touch with production
houses and actors. I had
previously worked with the
team for Beyhadh 2. As actors,
we do come to know of new
projects to go on the floor
much in advance. They had
called me for an audition. I had
auditioned for a positive role
but I ended up getting a
negative character to play.
Q Were you disappointed you
got this role?
Not at all. Most of us have
a positive outlook to look and
live that life. But in acting, one
can experiment and the whole
idea is that since I am in reallife a positive person, I wanted
to try play a negative role for
once.
Q What made you say yes to
this role?
Definitely it is about the
character that I am playing
here. Also, I have old ties with
the production house. It makes
it easy to work with known
faces. One knows what to
expect and this makes working
so much more comfortable.
Q You have done shows like
Kundali Bhagya, Kavach,
Jamai 2.0 and Beyhadh 2.
Which one is your favourite?
I would say it has to be
Beyhadh 2. This is because in
the other shows I had done
cameos where I was there for a
few days like playing a cousin
of the lead character or was
there where I ended up
harassing the heroine. In
Beyhadh 2, I got to showcase my
talent. I said yes to this project
because after I landed in
Mumbai, I got my first break in
Kundali Bhagya after a yearand-a-half. At that time, things
would happen but get cancelled
at the last minute. Things came
my way and I said yes.
Q From model to actor. How
has the journey been thus
far?
I had always wanted to be
an actor. I thought modelling
was like acting since there was
no one to guide me. In Delhi,
there was not much scope for
acting. I thought I would start
with modelling and make some
contacts and then shift to
Mumbai. But modelling is so
different and I realised this
soon enough and came to
Mumbai.
Q Viewers have a mindset
when it comes to actors

8P\P_^bXcXeT
_Tab^]X]
aTP[[XUTFWT]8
P\_[PhX]VP
]TVPcXeTa^[T
cWTbRaX_cXb
P[fPhbad]]X]V
PccWTQPRZ^U
\h\X]S8P\
cWX]ZX]V^UW^f8
RP]f^aZQTccTa
^]cWXb
RWPaPRcTa1dc
cWTV^^S_PacXb
^]RTcWTbW^cXb
^eTacWT
RWPaPRcTaXb]^
\^aTU^a\T

playing negative roles. Is the
same for an actor?
An actor wants to just act.
The aim is to do as many
different roles as possible. I just
act, there is no whether I am
playing a positive or a negative
character. As long as I get to do
out-of-the-box roles I will
continue to say yes irrespective
of what and how the character
is. Each character has layers to
it and one has to follow the
script. There is more scope to
experiment and bring in your
own element when you play a

negative role.

Q Does this mean there is

more creativity while playing
a negative role?
Like I said, I am a positive
person in real-life. When I am
playing a negative role, the
script is always running at the
back of my mind. I am thinking
of how I can work better on this
character. But the good part is
once the shot is over, the
character is no more and I am
back being Manish Verma. We
hardly get time to really get into
the shoes of the character, the

shots are for only five-10
minutes.
Q How difficult is it to not be
paranoid and shoot with all
the precautions that one has
to take?
Right now, we have not
started shooting but I am sure
once we do, the usual things
will be in place — wear a
mask, use sanitiser and
maintain social distancing. The
only time when we won’t be
wearing a mask would be while
giving a shot. It is all about
taking precautions and work
safety.
Q How did you get into
acting?
I have not taken any acting
course. In Delhi, I had joined
a theatre workshop but never
understood what was
happening. I went for threefour days and then dropped the
classes. Even in Mumbai, I
learnt everything I know by
giving auditions. One can’t be
taught how to be an actor. It is
inborn. The only thing one can
learn is the technical aspect —
how to give a shot, where to
pause and diction.
Q What about Bollywood?
It is on the cards. But for
now, I am not looking at it and
concentrating on TV. There are
a few other projects on TV but
the dates for Teri Meri… have
not been finalised. Once that is
done, I will look at the time I
have on my hands and take up
other projects.
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ow many of us know the difference between a crow and
a sparrow, apart from their
shape, size and colour? May
be, only a handful. Here are
our some insights. A sparrow can only hop
while a crow can walk. Surprised?
Fasten your seat belts, here is some
more. The green birds with a red ring
round their necks are often mistaken for
parrots. In fact, they are actually parakeets.
Meet the 44-year-old Bengalurubased wildlife photographer Sachin Rai,
an encyclopaedia on everything wildlife.
He has dozens of facts to share with you.
Just like any of us, these facts fascinated him so much that he took to wildlife
photography.
“Until 2007, I worked with the IT sector as a website designer, but I was
always more interested in wildlife. I loved
my job a lot, but I loved wildlife even more.
So, I started taking trips to explore the
wilds,” he tells you.
Rai’s love for birds expanded to mammals and reptiles. The more he travelled,
the more he learnt and the more he started loving Nature.
“In 2005, the photography industry
underwent a sea change with everything
turning digital. It became easy for me to
embrace this change and shoot on DSLR
cameras. However, till then it was more
about learning than clicking pictures. By
2007, I had won a couple of awards. It was
a validation that forest and photography
were my calling. That’s when I left my job,”
Rai, who first started off with Canon EOS
66 camera, tells you.
In India, he says, wildlife photography
can’t be a full-time profession. “There are
hardly any buyers for your pictures, making this profession infeasible. The only
option that I had back then was to take
people on photography tours and conduct
workshops. I realised that there was
potential in this field. That is how I started my career. Now I conduct photography tours across the world,” he tells you.
A quick fact again. “India is home to
300 species of frogs and butterflies,” Rai
tells you.
Most of us might have been to a
wildlife safari. All we are excited about is
spotting a big cat. But how many of us
know what species of spiders are there and
what birds did we come across? Rai asks
pertinently.
“The reason is, tourists come with a
mindset that they have to see a tiger or a
leopard, otherwise their safari is a waste
of money. Only a handful of people actually bothers to try and learn about the
other animals they see. Nature is full of
curiosity, only if one has the eye for it. If
they try and see it, they
will definitely go back
with a wholesome experience despite of not
being able to see a tiger,”
Rai says.
One such
learning that can
be found in the
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forest, if one tend to examine closely is
about the whiskers of the cats.
“We all know that cats have whiskers,
but might have rarely noticed that they
move when the cats are attracted towards
something. Also, in leopard, one or two
whiskers are from the chin as well. The use
of these whiskers is apparently whenever a leopard wants to get through a closed
space, the whisker is the first to enter. If
it goes in without folding, it signifies the
space is good enough for it to pass. If not,
then the leopard can’t go through it,” Rai
shares.
While many find forest synonymous
to risks and danger, Rai says there are no
risky situations as such. “It is riskier for
me to cross the road than to roam happily in a forest. Animals keep their distance. I have seen tigers, elephants and
bears on foot and most of the time they
will walk off the moment they see you.
With that being said, there were a couple
of situations when a tiger charged at us.

We have also been charged by an elephant
which was scary. It was a forest department’s elephant with a mahout sitting on
him, not the wild ones. But in about two
decades of my career, there are only a couple of such instances,” Rai tells you.
He recalls an incident from his Kenya
tour with his photography group when he
and his group were left waiting for about
eight hours just to capture hundreds of
Wildebeest crossing the river together, but
to no avail.
“They are very unpredictable herd
animals. I wonder if they even have a
leader. They always come to the river
banks and stand there until one random
animal decides to jump into the river and
cross it. At times, they come and jump in
about a second and there are times they
won’t for straight 12 hours. Similar thing
happened with us. We were waiting for
eight hours for around 1000 Wildebeest
to cross the river, but they just didn’t. It
was very annoying,” Rai, who wants to see
a Himalayan Newt in his career, tells you.
For all the photography lovers, he
says, Canon EOS R5 and R6 are one of the
best cameras to use for wildlife photography.
“The EOS R5 is enabled with 8K resolution video recording, included for the
first time ever in a Canon camera. The
EOS R6 is a full-frame mirror less camera based on the revolutionary RF mount
comes with powerful In-Body Image
Stabilisation up to eight stops, ISO range
up to 102 400 and low luminance AF sensitivity of up to EV -6.5 — all designed
to give you optimum performance for
low-light photography,” Rai, who has been
given the title of Canon Maestro,
tells you.
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rom a journalist to a
PR professional, to now
a wildlife photographer, 40-year-old Delhibased Shivang Mehta is
living a life one only dreams of.
He calls the forest and it’s wildlife
his best friends.
The journey which began
back in 2005 has earned Mehta
a blue tick on his social media
handles, the most sought-after
ornament for youngsters.
“I am into this field for 15
years now. I always had the inclination and love towards Nature
and wanted to explore it. When
I was in the corporate field, too,
my job took me to the forests
frequently. I was into adventure
sports as well, especially hiking
and river rafting. I was fascinated by the life of wildlife legend
Jim Corbett. I read a lot of books
on him. In 2003-04, I finally visited the Jim Corbett National
Park. It was then that all the visuals of the books I had read came
alive. I sighted my first tiger back
then and since then I have been
hooked to safaris,” Mehta tells
you.
The catch is that Mehta’s
career didn’t start as a wildlife
photographer, initially, he
trained as a Naturalist.
“I worked as a Naturalist for
five years. In this job, everything
in the forest interests you. In fact,
one needs to be a sound wildlife
professional first to become a
wildlife photographer. It should
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be in this hierarchy for everyone,” he says, pointing out that
those foundation years were a
crucial part of his career.
However, such a life doesn’t
come easy. There are a few sacrifices that one has to make, for
Mehta it includes leaving a wellpaid corporate job, not to mention the 300 days travelling that
he does in a year.
“There were a lot of apprehensions since my job was not
only a stable one, but also a highly paid one. Back in 2005, there
were hardly any opportunities to
make a career in wildlife. Not
many people were doing it and

for those who did it was more
like a hobby. But, I realised that
wildlife made me happy, not as
if my corporate job didn’t, but it
wasn’t something that I would
engage in for the rest of my life.
With that being said, it was
indeed a tough choice but definitely worth making,” he says.
Like everyone’s family, his
family too wasn’t sure of his decision. There were conflicting
opinions. Many people didn’t
even know what he was trying
to do. “Whenever I told them
about my job, they thought I was
a guide. It was hard for them to
differentiate between a
Naturalist and a guide. In fact
my mother’s reaction was both
strange and funny. Since most of
my family members were into
good corporate jobs, whenever
anyone asked her about my job,
she said that I am the Director
of Jim Corbett National Park. It
was very misleading, but she just
wanted to convey that my job
was a crucial one. Now over the
years, they have understood it,”
Mehta shares with a laugh.
For what is just a picture for
most of us, for Mehta it is a story
and lot of hard work. And to get
that perfect shot, he follow the
rule of five Ps — Perfect,
Planning, Prevents, Poor and
Performance. “In today’s time
photography isn’t just about
spending time in the field and
running after subjects (animals,
birds etc). It is more about
looking for a story. Since I come
from a journalistic background,
the nature of my work is more
about telling stories. It is never
about taking one picture but a
series of them over months or
may be years. So that we can
connect with them. For this, one
requires a lot of planning and
research on the subject,” he tells
you.
Tiger is one of the most
photographed species in the
world, but as a photographer, he
says, your work shouldn’t be
focused on getting just another
random click or story. “Make use
of technology here. May be opt
for a wide angle lens, wait for the
subject to appear and click it
with the environment. Tell a
unique story with your picture,” Mehta, who is the author
of A Decade with Tigers, a book
which showcases the life history of some of the prominent
tigers of India, advises.
Mehta agrees with Rai and
says that danger is always in your
hand. It is the human who
needs to realised his boundaries
and keep away from it. “As a

wildlife photographer it is your
responsibility to be aware of the
behaviour of the subject and not
to cross your boundaries if the
animal has a circular fear. Take
for example if you are shooting
tigers on vehicle or on foot, it is
your responsibility to give him
respect and not try to cross the
boundaries. Here the danger is
in your hands,” Mehta says.
The difference between a
good and great photographer, he
says, is how quickly can one curb
his excitement if he come across
a rare animal like a clouded
leopard.
“One has to put on his
photography hat and has to be
on his toes to get that perfect
click of such a rare animal. Most
people are not able to do it right
and they end up missing such
big opportunities,” he tells you.
He tells you that India is rich
in natural wealth, but it goes
unnoticed. “Most photographers run after big cats and animals, but only a handful of people know that there are 39 odd
species of wild cats in the world
and 16 of them are found in
India. It is the same for birds and
reptiles,” Mehta, who also
grooms young amateur photographers, says.
Mehta started his journey
with a film camera and then
transitioned to DSLRs with
Canon 400D in the initial days
of his career.
“I have never been a person
who runs after cameras, instead
I decide them on the basis of my
work. A lot of youngsters need
to understand it. Remember
photography is an art,” he says.
Adding to the many feathers in Mehta’s hat is the title of
Canon EOS Ambassador which
was given to him last year.
“My association with Canon
is more than a decade old now.
I have been a Canon user
throughout my career. I have
done a lot of projects with them
in various capacities and I am
grateful to have received this
title,” he tells you.
Since the World Wildlife
Conservation Day was just here,
Mehta has a message to share.
“Each and every specie on the
planet is important, be it a tiger
or a bee. As a photographer, my
appeal to all fellow photographers is that apart from hunting
for good images, keep on hunting for good stories. That is what
keeps the wildlife alive and conserved,” Mehta, who don’t have
a count of images he has clicked
till date, but has around 10 TB
of data, tells you.
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he chatter around the concussion substitute will
remain as a resurgent
India, unlikely to be alarmed by
all-rounder Ravindra Jadeja’s
absence, seek a series win in the
second T20 International against
Australia here at Sydney Cricket
Ground on Sunday.
A series win will be an
ideal confidence booster for
India before the visitors hit
Test match mode.
Some of the Indian team
players are treating the whiteball leg as a six-match composite series instead of two
separate formats.
Having won two white-ball
games in Canberra, the Indians
under Virat Kohli will hope that
the next two matches at the
Sydney pan out better for them.
Following their victory on
the back of India’s first concussion substitute Yuzvendra
Chahal’s terrific bowling display,
India will enter the second game
with a lot more confidence even
though Jadeja’s batting lower
down the order will be missed.
It can’t be denied that his
unbeaten 44 off 23 balls made
the difference between a winning score and a sub-par one.
However for Kohli, he
would expect that he wouldn’t need contributions from
lower-middle order and the
top five batsmen would be
good enough to put up a
good total on board or may be
chase down a tricky target.
It will only help India that
rival captain Aaron Finch, who
has been in fantastic form, may
not be fully fit. And with David
Warner already absent due to a
groin tear, the momentum that
Australia had during the ODI
series may not be there.
D’Arcy Short looked out of
place during the first T20I and
Chahal rightly exposed his
chinks, bowling wide of offstump because he had a limited
range of strokes on the off-side.
Steve Smith, for all his
greatness, isn’t exactly the
best T20 player around and is
more at ease playing the second fiddle to an enforcer.
Glenn Maxwell has limita-

T

=4F 34;78) The Australian
national selectors have brought
in off-spinner Nathan Lyon to
their T20I squad for the last
two matches against India as
they released pace bowling
all-rounder Cameron Green
for Australia A’s warm-up
against India A that begins on
Sunday.
Lyon’s inclusion has been a
surprise as he is not considered
a T20 specialist and has played
only two international matches in the format, the last of
which came in 2018.
PNS
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tions which both Jasprit Bumrah
and Thangarasu Natarajan had
exposed in the last ODI and first
T20 respectively.
What India would aspire is
a better effort from the toporder, especially senior opener
Shikhar Dhawan, who has gone
off the boil after the half century in the first ODI.
Skipper Kohli has been
decent without being extraordinary and that has affected the
team. A solid knock from Kohli
can go a long way in solving half
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of India’s worries.
It will be interesting to see
if Manish Pandey gets a second
game. Ideally, he should get
one more game but his discomfort against Adam Zampa was
quite visible and the Indian
innings lost the moment when

he started wasting deliveries.
Between Pandey and
Shreyas Iyer, there isn’t much of
a difference as they are same
type of players, who need some
time before they counter-attack.
For Sanju Samson and the
in-form Hardik Pandya, the job

will be to utilise the last six overs
even though Samson’s temperament in the few international
matches that he has played hasn’t been impressive.
For Australia, one interesting aspect is veteran Test
specialist Nathan Lyon being
drafted into the T20 squad
and it remains to be seen if he
replaces Mitchell Swepson in
the playing XI.
Although he got lucky
with Kohli’s wicket, Swepson
mostly bowled short in his
two overs and on a flat Sydney
deck, he could increase
Australia’s worries.
Lyon, on the other hand,
could be used in Powerplay
just like India successfully used
young off-spinner Washington
Sundar in the first six overs.
97;'*9
India: Virat Kohli (C), Shikhar
Dhawan, Mayank Agarwal, KL
Rahul (wk), Shreyas Iyer,
Manish Pandey, Hardik Pandya,
Sanju
Samson
(wk),
Washington Sundar, Yuzvendra
Chahal, Jasprit Bumrah, Mohd
Shami, Navdeep Saini, Deepak
Chahar, T Natarajan, Shardul
Thakur.
Australia: Aaron Finch (C),
Sean Abbott, Mitchell Swepson,
Alex Carey (wk), Nathan Lyon,
Josh Hazlewood, Moises
Henriques, Labuschagne, Glenn
Maxwell, Daniel Sams, Steven
Smith, Mitchell Starc, Marcus
Stoinis, Matthew Wade (wk),
D’Arcy Short, Adam Zampa.
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ndia will look to figure out
their playing XI as the Test
Isquad
gets into the groove by
taking on Australia ‘A’ in a
three-day warm-up game at
Drummoyne Oval from Sunday.
With India and Australia
playing the second T20I on the
same day, the visiting Test squad
has been named India ‘A’ for the
first of the two practice games
scheduled ahead of the muchanticipated four-Test series.
The tour games will be a
chance to sort out India’s
combinations both in the batting and bowling departments
ahead of opening Day-Night
Test scheduled at Adelaide
from December 17.
In batting, Mayank Agarwal
is set to open the innings but
there is a question mark over his
partner with the choice being
between Prithvi Shaw and
Shubman Gill.
While Shaw was preferred
in the New Zealand series, he
struggled for consistency in the
IPL. Gill, on the other hand, have
scored 440 runs for Kolkata
Knight Riders and also looked
in good touch in the third ODI.
The other option is KL
Rahul, who has been in rampaging form and also formed a formidable pair with Mayank for
the Kings XI Punjab, but the last
time he had played a Test was in
September 2019.
In the wicketkeeper’s slot, it
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will be Wriddhiman Saha versus
Rishabh Pant.
For Saha, who had injured
both his hamstrings during
the IPL, it will be a test to
show his fitness after getting
back at the nets recently.
Pant has been India’s
number one choice in overseas Tests but he was dropped
from the limited over series
and will have to deliver the
goods to seal the keeper’s slot.
With skipper Virat Kohli
going on paternity leave after the
opening Test and the injured
Rohit Sharma too uncertain, the
onus will be on Ajinkya Rahane,
Cheteshwar Pujara and Hanuma
Vihari to show the way.
Rahane, the man likely to
lead India in the absence of
Kohli, will look for a good
outing. Pujara and Vihari too
will be itching to go out in the
middle having last played a
competitive game in the preCovid-19 days.
In the bowling department,
Jasprit Bumrah, who was rested
for the opening T20I, is expected to play the practice match as
he looks to get into Test mode.
While Bumrah and
Mohammed Shami will share
the new ball in the Tests, the
third pacer’s spot will be up for
grabs and Mohammed Siraj,

who looked good in the IPL, will
be keen to seal it.
Umesh Yadav, with an
experience of 46 Tests, is also
an option but he was erratic in
the two games that he had
played in the IPL.
Ravindra Jadeja has been
ruled out of the next two T20I
matches after suffering concussion and it remains to be seen if
he is fit for the Tests.
Ravichandran Ashwin’s
form will be key if Jadeja is
unavailable and it will also open
the door for Kuldeep Yadav, who
was once proclaimed as India’s
number one overseas spinner by
coach Ravi Shashri, following his
exploits in Sydney last year.
For Australia, the spotlight will be on young William
Pucovski as he looks to grab
the opener’s slot following an
injury to David Warner, who
has been ruled of at least the
opening Test.
Pucovski’s form in Sheffield
Shield triggered a debate with
many preferring him over Joe
Burns but with Warner’s injury,
coach Justin Langer has made it
clear the slot will go to one who
performs well in the tour games.
While the first three-day
game will be a red-ball affair, the
second tour match, scheduled to
begin from December 11, will
be played with a pink ball.
And in an important development, both games will carry
official first-class status, according to cricket.com.au.
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ustralia batsman Travis
FRQFXVVLRQVXEVWLWXWHUXOH
Head said they will look to
A
concussion sub fairly and test their skills against India’s
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ndian batting great Sunil
Gavaskar finds nothing
wrong in Yuzvendra Chahal
coming on as a “concussion
substitute” for Ravindra Jadeja
but doesn’t like the concept of
teams being provided cushion
for a batsman’s inability to face
bouncers.
Chahal replaced Jadeja,
who got hit on the head, in the
first T20I and did a star turn
with figures of 3 for 25 in the
team’s 11-run victory.
“First and foremost let
me say that match referee is a
former Australian cricketer
David Boon. He was okay
with Chahal substituting for
Jadeja. They normally say
like-for-like and Chahal is
not an all-rounder but if he
goes out with the bat whether
it’s one run or 100 run, he is
an all-rounder,” Gavaskar told
India Today.
“An Australian match referee had no objection to that.
So I don’t see why there is so
much of noise about it.”
One of the greatest batsmen to have played the game,
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relentless swing attack
spearheaded by Tim
A
Southee left the West Indies
struggling for survival with only
four wickets left and a 185-run
deficit after the third day of the
first Test against New Zealand in
Hamilton on Saturday.
Only a stubborn century
partnership by Jermaine
Blackwood and Alzarri Joseph
stalled New Zealand’s hopes of
dismissing the West Indies twice
in one day.
Grey clouds and occasional showers over Seddon Park
created the perfect platform for
New Zealand’s swing attack as
the West Indies started the day
at 49 without loss and lost 15
wickets for 285 runs.
They were crushed in their
first innings for 138 for nine,
with Shane Dowrich — who suffered a hand injury on the first
day — not batting.
At stumps, they were 196 for
six in their second innings in
reply to New Zealand’s formidable 519 for seven.
Blackwood was 80 not out,
his 13th Test half century, with
Joseph on 59, his highest score
and their partnership worth
107 runs.
Southee relished the conditions with five wickets in the day,
four in the first innings where
the West Indies managed 138,
and one in the second.
When the West Indies
resumed the day at 49 without
loss, Southee removed John
Campbell in the opening over to
set the bowling blueprint.
He troubled Campbell with
three inswingers before tempting the batsman with a wider
delivery that was spooned to
Williamson at mid-off.
A Southee ball that swung
late nicked Brooks’s bat and he
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was caught at first slip for one.
A Trent Boult delivery that
pitched on leg stump and jagged
back accounted for Kraigg
Brathwaite for 21 while classy
inswingers from Jamieson and
Wagner removed Darren Bravo
(nine) and Roston Chase (11).
Southee was back in action
with the wickets of Jermaine
Blackwood (23) and Alzarri
Joseph (nought) immediately
after lunch, leaving Jamieson
and Wagner to clean up the
remaining wickets of Roach
(two) and Gabriel (one). Jason
holder was unbeaten on 25.
The West Indies second
innings followed the same recipe
as the New Zealand bowlers set
up the batsmen with a consistent
line of delivery for a few balls,
then adjusted the angle and
wickets followed.
Campbell, who faced five
balls in the morning, lasted
only three in the second
innings when he nicked a
Boult delivery that Latham
just managed to get his fingers
under at ground level.
Bravo attempted to dominate the bowling with three
boundaries before short-ball
specialist Neil Wagner pitched
one on a length that was edged
to Southee in the slips.
Wagner ended that over
with the wicket of Brooks (two)
and the carnage continued at the
start of the next over when
Southee had Brathwaite (10)
caught behind.
Holder, who had multiple
lives including being dropped on
successive balls, saw his luck run
out on eight to give all-rounder
Daryl Mitchell his first Test
wicket.
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ormer Australia captain Mark
Taylor has cautioned against
abusing the concussion substitute rule, saying it is for the protection of players and needs to be
used fairly and responsibly.
“The concussion rules are
there to protect players,” Taylor,
a former member of the ICC
Cricket Committee, was quoted
as saying by Sydney Morning
Herald.
“If they are abused there’s a
chance it will go like the runner’s
rule. The reason the runners
were outlawed was because it
started to be abused. It’s up to the
players to make sure they use the

responsibly.
“I’m not suggesting that
didn’t happen last night.”
The fact that Jadeja did not
seek medical attention immediately and scored two more
boundaries in his quick-fire 44
off 23 balls, fuelled further suspicions about the concussion
finding.
“I’ve said for years I’d like to
see players and coaches take
more responsibility in running
the game. The laws are there to
protect them and make the
game better for the player. Just
make sure they’re used correctly, that’s all I would say,” Taylor
said.

agree with it. May be I am old
fashioned and I have always
believed that if you are not
good enough to play the
bouncer and get hit on the
helmet, then you don’t deserve
a substitute. I am sorry,”
Gavaskar said, forthright in

his observation.
“But at the moment, it is
being allowed as part of the
rules of the game and according to the rules of the game,
there was no problem with
Chahal playing instead of Ravi
Jadeja.”
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Gavaskar however doesn’t
endorse the concept as he
feels it is a leverage given to
batters for a technical deficiency.
“On the business of concussion substitute itself, I don’t

2^aTh0]STab^]aTcXaTb
27A8BC27DA27) Plagued by injuries, New

Zealand all-rounder Corey Anderson, who
once held the record for fastest ODI hundred,
called time on his international career and
signed a three-year deal with USA’s Major
League Cricket (MLC).
The 29-year-old, who has played 13 Tests,
49 ODIs and 31 T20Is for New Zealand, didn’t feature in any of Black Caps’ assignment for
the past two years.
In the 93 international games across formats, he scored 2277 runs with two hundreds
and 10 half-centuries. He also picked up 90
wickets.
“It’s been a huge honour and (I am)
extremely proud to represent New Zealand,”
Anderson, who holds the record for the fastest
ODI century for his 36-ball innings against West
Indies in 2013, was quoted as saying by
Cricbuzz.
His 35-ball hundred against West Indies on
the New Year’s Day in 2014, was the fastest ODI
hundred for a year before AB de Villiers’ broke
the record with a 31-ball feat against the same
opposition.
Anderson lamented that he couldn’t play
more internationals for his country.
“I would have loved to have achieved and
played more but just is what it is sometimes,
and different opportunities arise and send you
in a direction you never thought would be a
possibility. Very appreciative for everything that
NZC has done for me.”
PTI

“unbelievable” bowling attack
and put the visitors under pressure during the first warm-up
game starting Sunday.
The 26-year-old, who was
part of the 2018 Test series, will
lead the Australia ‘A’ side in the
first three-day warm-up game.
“Nice to have some memories and stuff from that series,
but (they are) an unbelievable
bowling attack and been well
supported throughout the whole
attack,” Head said on Saturday.
“... You get through the
new ball and someone like
Shami comes on and he’s just so
relentless on his length. There
was just no rest that, you had to
be on for every bowler.
“That is expected of Test
cricket but that was my first real
look at a quality attack like
that. Those next spells are as
strong as their first so you have
to be on 100% of the time.
Looking forward to that test
again.”

While the first warm-up will
be a red-ball affair, the second
practice match scheduled to
begin from December 11, will be
played with a pink ball.
“... It is a great opportunity
with the red ball, the way we
start that campaign in the same
manner and we have three
strong days and, I know the boys
are really keen to start that
three days and get leading into
that Test series,” he said.
“(These are) really important couple of games for us, not
just as Australian A squad but as
Australian squad and we want to
play our best foot forward and
start putting the Indian guys
under pressure.”
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James Pattinson says he has
picked Jasprit Bumrah’s brain
during his unexpected stint at the
Mumbai Indians in the recent
IPL and wanted to know the
secret of Indian speedster’s lethal
yorkers.
Pattinson went unsold in the
IPL auction but was included in
the MI squad as a last-minute
replacement for Lasith Malinga.
He played 10 games for the IPL
champions picking 11 wickets.
“I lucked out a bit going to
Mumbai, the most successful
franchise in IPL history. It all
happened so quickly. It was such
a great experience and surprise,”
Pattinson told Australian
Associated Press.
“Boom is one of the best, if
not the best, T20 bowler in the
world. I picked his brain. I was
asking about his yorkers and how
he gets them so good; he likes to
bowl from a higher position
and a few other things.
“You watch him bowl and
just think ‘how does he do
that!?’,” Pattinson said.
The 30-year-old is a member
of the Australia Test squad and
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he entire South African cricket squad has tested negative for coronavirus, allowing three
T
one-day international matches against England

he will warm up for the fourmatch series by playing for
Australia A in a tour game.
He said playing in the IPL
“ignited a spark to play more
white-ball cricket ... To try and
get back into Australia’s whiteball teams.”
Pattinson, who has not been
picked in Australia’s T20 or ODI
side since 2015, said meeting
Bumrah was a good lesson in not
tinkering with bowling actions

for the sake of the textbook.
“It’s fantastic. He’s got an
unusual action, been allowed to
keep doing that and it’s what
makes him successful.”
Pattinson said Bumrah “was
happy to share a lot of information around his bowling mindset”. “He’s a fantastic guy. He
bowls a lot more than I thought
he would at training. He just
bowls and bowls and bowls ...
You see how switched on he is.”

to start on Sunday in Paarl near Cape Town.
A Cricket South Africa statement released on
Saturday said the latest round of tests were done
Friday and they were “pleased to announce that
the entire Proteas team has returned negative
results”.
There had been concerns that the matches,
rescheduled for Sunday, Monday and Wednesday
in Cape Town, might be cancelled after an
unnamed South African player tested positive
Thursday despite staying in a “bio bubble”.
Originally, the series was due to begin in Cape
Town on Friday, but the match was called off just
one hour before the scheduled start after the revelation of the positive test.
Two other South African players tested positive before the T20 series, which finished this
week with the tourists winning 3-0.
The decision to go ahead with the ODI series
was a relief to South African officials, who have
been puzzled as to how a player became infected with the virus in the “bubble”.
The Paarl match will be a day game followed
by two day-night matches in Cape Town.
(Live from 1:30pm on Star Sports 1)
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Bilbao 2-0 for consecutive wins
in the Spanish league.
The pair of victories came
after an eight-match winless
streak that left the Vigo team in
the relegation zone. It moved to
14th in the standings.
It was the first loss after
three straight home wins for
Athletic, which stayed in ninth
place. The Basque Country
team had outscored its opponents 8-1 in those wins at home.
Mallo put Celta on the
board with a header in the 61st
minute and Aspas sealed the
victory after a mistake by
Athletic goalkeeper Unai Simón
in the 78th.
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inedine Zidane had some
of the pressure lifted on
Saturday when an own
goal from Sevilla goalkeeper
Bono gave Real Madrid a 1-0
win away to Sevilla.
B ono guided Vinicius
Junior's effort into his own net
in the second half, allowing
Zidane's side to move up to
third in the table after their first
league victory since October.
Since Madrid crashed to a
2-0 defeat to Shakhtar Donetsk
in midweek to leave their
Champions League qualification
hopes in the balance, press
reports in Spain have linked former Tottenham boss Mauricio
Pochettino and ex-Madrid forward Raul to Zidane’s job.
Zidane made two changes
from the debacle in Ukraine
with Casemiro and Vinicius
replacing Martin Odegaard and
Marco Asensio.

Z

Ex-Madrid boss Julen
Lopetegui brought back Bono
into the starting lineup after he
missed four games with coronavirus which included
Wednesday’s heavy European
defeat to Chelsea.
Morocco’s Bono made a
shaky start as his attempted
clearance inside his own box
was blocked by Vinicius.
He made up for the error on
his own line despite Karim

Benzema’s efforts.
The former Girona
keeper kept the sides equal
at the break with a tidy save
from B enzema’s 38th
minute shot, but his crucial
mistake came 10 minutes into
the second half.
Ferland Mendy played a
low cross into the area before
Vinicius slid in to guide it
towards the goal.
Bono came out to close the

space but def lected
Vinicius’ limp attempt
into his own goal.
The hosts' Suso, making his first appearance
since late October, and
Lucas Ocampos had late
chances to equalise but Zidane’s
men held on for a moraleboosting
win
before
Wednesday’s crucial Champions
League group game against
Borussia Moenchengladbach.

Later, Atletico Madrid and
in-form forward Joao Felix can
go above Real Sociedad and take
top spot as they host Real
Valladolid, while Barcelona
head to Cadiz.
S ociedad
travel
to
Deportivo Alaves on Sunday.
)+2:' (+':9':.2+:/)
Hugo Mallo and Iago Aspas
scored second-half goals as
Celta Vigo defeated Athletic

69- +?+3+99/
Lionel Messi reportedly
remains a target for Paris SaintGermain.
Messi, 33, is contracted at
Barcelona until the end of the
season, having stayed at the club
after sensationally requesting to
leave earlier this year.
With uncertainty still surrounding his future, the
Barcelona star is apparently
wanted by PSG.
PSG are exploring the possibility of signing Barcelona
star Messi, according to ESPN.
Along with Manchester City
and Inter, PSG have been among
the clubs most heavily linked
with a move for the Argentina
international.
The report says Neymar
and sporting director Leonardo
have discussed bringing Messi
to PSG.
It comes just days after
Neymar said he wanted to play
with Messi again and was keen
for it to happen “next season”.
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Japan midfielder Daichi Kamada.
The introduction of 16year-old striker Youssoufa
Moukoko after half-time
saw Dortmund raise their
tempo.
They equalised with a
superb strike from 18-yearold US forward Giovanni Reyna
but failed to again breach the
Frankfurt defence despite finishing the stronger.

ith their star striker Erling
Braut Haaland sidelined by
injury, Borussia Dortmund
dropped more Bundesliga points
on Saturday when they laboured
to a 1-1 draw at Eintracht
Frankfurt.
The draw leaves Dortmund
third in the league, three points
behind leaders Bayern Munich
who host second-placed RB
Leipzig later Saturday night.
After suffering a shock 2-1
home defeat last weekend against
struggling Cologne, Dortmund
missed the finishing of top scorer Haaland, who is out until
January.
Dortmund’s defence was
caught napping when they conceded an early goal by Frankfurt’s

W
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anchester City closed to
within three points of the
M
top of the Premier League as
Raheem Sterling found his form
in a routine 2-0 win over
Fulham.
Kevin De Bruyne was also
on target from the penalty spot
as City recorded back-toback league wins for the first
time this season to move into
the top four.
Sterling had not scored
in the league for nearly two
months and been left out by
Guardiola in recent weeks.
But the England international looked more like his old
self to provide some muchneeded penetration in behind
for a City side that has struggled
to score goals this season.
Sterling should have opened
the scoring inside three minutes
when he fired too close to
Alphonse Areola after Riyad
Mahrez’s pass opened up the
Fulham defence.
Less than two minutes later,
Sterling got a second chance
from another sumptuous De
Bruyne assist and this time
made no mistake on his
favoured right foot for a first
goal in seven games.
Sterling then helped create
the second as he turned
Joachim Andersen inside the
box and went down under the
faintest contact from the Danish
defender for a penalty.
De Bruyne had missed his
last spot-kick against Liverpool,

but confidently strode forward
to send Areola the wrong way
and end the game as contest just
26 minutes in.
Another flying save from
Areola then denied Sterling a
spectacular second with an
acrobatic volley.
John Stones is enjoying a
renaissance at the heart of
Guardiola’s defence as he
was again preferred to
Aymeric Laporte alongside Ruben Dias.
However, it was a
mix-up between Stones
and Ederson that came
closest to providing Fulham a
lifeline as the goalkeeper came
rushing off his line to clear as
Stones played the ball back
towards his own goal and was
relieved to see it roll wide for a
corner.
After scoring just 10 goals
in their first eight league games
of the season, City clicked into
gear last weekend in a 5-0
thrashing of Burnley.
Had De Bruyne been more
clinical, the hosts could have
had another handful.
The Belgian turned Gabriel
Jesus’s pass onto the crossbar
then could not beat Areola
when one-on-one after a brilliant through ball from Mahrez
set him clear.
Mahrez was the creator
again with a well-worked corner for De Bruyne’s next effort
which flew well over the bar.
But two goals were more
than enough as City recorded
a fourth consecutive clean sheet.
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On Friday night fixture,
Hertha Berlin substitute Krzysztof
Piatek scored twice for a 3-1 win
over 10-man Union Berlin in
their Bundesliga derby.
Robert Andrich was sent off
for a dangerous challenge just
three minutes after Taiwo Awoniyi
gave them a 20th-minute lead.

nglish county side
Yorkshire finds itself in the
E
centre of a raging issue with its
former players and employees
backing cricketer Azeem
Rafiq’s claims of “institutional racism” at the club, including reference to India’s
Cheteshwar Pujara with a
generic name.
Pujara, currently in
Australia for Test series, had
played for Yorkshire in 2015
and 2018.
Former West Indies international Tino Best and
Pakistan’s Rana Naved-ulHasan provided evidence in
support of Rafiq as part of an
ongoing investigations into his

allegations.
According to ESPNcricinfo,
two former Yorkshire employees — Taj Butt and Tony Bowry
— have also given evidence
against the club which has
institutionalised racism.
“(There were) continuous
references to taxi drivers and
restaurant workers when referring to (the) Asian community,” Butt, who was employed
within the Yorkshire
Cricket Foundation
as a community
development
o f f i c e r,
w a s
quoted
as saying
by the cricket portal.
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Brisbane: CWT 2^eXS ( QdQQ[T WdQb WPeT bcPacTS c^
d]]TaeT_[PhTabfXcW4]V[P]SC!bcPaC^\1P]c^]_d[[X]V
^dc^U1XV1PbW;TPVdTRXcX]VQdQQ[TUPcXVdT1P]c^]fW^
WPb QTT] QTT] [XeX]V X] R^]ca^[[TS RaXRZTcX]V T]eXa^]\T]c
bX]RT9d[hP]SXbPaTbTaeTU^a4]V[P]SX]cWTXafWXcTQP[[
bTaXTb b`dPS X] B^dcW 0UaXRP fPb c^ aT_aTbT]c 1aXbQP]T
7TPcX]cWTc^da]P\T]ccWPcQTVX]b^]3TRT\QTa °8cWPb
QTT]WPaSTacWP]8cW^dVWcb_T]SX]Vb^\dRWcX\TX]cWT
WdQb P]S QdQQ[Tb P]S 8 RP\T c^ cWT aTP[XbPcX^] cWPc Xc
fPb]cS^X]V\T\dRWV^^S±1P]c^]fPb`d^cTSbPhX]VQh
RaXRZTcR^\Pd °8S [XZT c^ cWP]Z cWT UP]b P]S \T\QTab
fW^ PaT VTccX]V aTPSh c^ bd__^ac cWT 7TPc SdaX]V cWT
c^da]P\T]cP]S_Pbb^]\haTVaTcbc^cWT\cWPc8f^]cQT
cWTaT
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New Delhi: 8]SXP]b9Pb_aXc1d\aPWP]SEXaPc:^W[XUTPcdaT
X]1aXP];PaPb[Xbcb^UUXeTQTbcQPcb\T]P]SQ^f[Tab^UcWXb
TaP CWT U^a\Ta FTbc 8]SXTb RP_cPX] [XbcTS :^W[X =Tf
ITP[P]S bZX__Ta :P]T FX[[XP\b^] 4]V[P]Sb 9^T A^^c
B^dcW0UaXRP]01STEX[[XTabP]S0dbcaP[XPbBcTeTB\XcWPb
cWT QTbc QPcb\T] ^U cWXb TaP ^] WXb 8]bcPVaP\ PRR^d]c
P[cW^dVW WT SXS ]^c aP]Z cWT\ 0\^]V Q^f[Tab ;PaP
\T]cX^]TS 1d\aPW 4]V[P]Sb 9^UaP 0aRWTa P]S 9P\Tb
0]STab^] B^dcW 0UaXRPb :PVXb^ APQPSP P]S 0UVWP]XbcP]
b_X]]TaAPbWXS:WP]PbcWTQTbcUXeTX]cWT_aTbT]cTaP
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Jaipur: CWT X]PdVdaP[ TSXcX^] ^U cWT ?aT\XTa 7P]SQP[[
;TPVdT?7;fX[[QTWT[SUa^\3TRT\QTa!#c^9P]dPah 
Pc cWT BPfPX <P]bX]VW 8]S^^a BcPSXd\ X] 9PX_da cWT
]PcX^]P[UTSTaPcX^]bPXS^]BPcdaSPhCWT?7;QTX]VWT[S
d]STacWTPTVXb^U7P]SQP[[5TSTaPcX^]^U8]SXPfX[[WPeT""
\PcRWTbX] 'SPhbcWXbbTPb^]CWTUXabcbTPb^]fX[[WPeT
bXg \T]b cTP\b ¯ CT[P]VP]P CXVTab D? 8R^]b
<PWPaPbWcaP 7P]SQP[[ 7dbc[Tab :X]V7PfZb APYPbcWP]
1T]VP[ 1[dTb P]S ?d]YPQ ?XcQd[[b ¯ QPcc[X]V U^a cWT cXc[T
CWT ?7; fX[[ bTT \^aT cWP] ' _[PhTab cPZX]V _Pac X] cWT
X]PdVdaP[TSXcX^]PbTPRWcTP\fX[[R^]bXbc^U #_[PhTab
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Naples: 8cP[XP]R[dQ=P_^[XaT]P\TSXcbbcPSXd\X]W^]^a^U
U^a\Ta RP_cPX] 3XTV^ <PaPS^]P CWT =P_[Tb RXch R^d]RX[
d]P]X\^db[hP__a^eTScWTRWP]VT^U]P\TUa^\BcPSX^BP]
?P^[^ c^ BcPSX^ 3XTV^ 0a\P]S^ <PaPS^]P °=P_^[X Xb
ST[XVWcTS PQ^dc c^SPhb STRXbX^]± cWT R[dQ bPXS X] P QaXTU
^][X]TbcPcT\T]c^]5aXSPh8]PbTeT]hTPabcX]cPc=P_^[X
Ua^\ ('#(  <PaPS^]P [TS cWT R[dQ c^ Xcb ^][h BTaXT 0
cXc[TbX] ('&P]S ((cWT8cP[XP]2d_X] ('&P]SXcb^][h
\PY^a4da^_TP]cXc[TcWTD4502d_X] ('(
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Singapore: 8]SXP] faTbc[Tacda]TS\XgTS \PacXP[ Pacb
UXVWcTa AXcd ?W^VPc f^] WTa U^dacW R^]bTRdcXeT <<0
RWP\_X^]bWX_cXc[T^]BPcdaSPhCWT!%hTPa^[S8]SXP]QTPc
?WX[X__X]Tb9^\PahC^aaTbeXPcTRW]XRP[Z]^RZ^dcX]a^d]S
^]T^U>=42WP\_X^]bWX_>=4PccWTBX]VP_^aT8]S^^a
BcPSXd\ °8³\ R^]bcP]c[h _dbWX]V \h Q^d]SPaXTb X] cWT
RXaR[TP]ScWT\PcRWfXcW9^\PahQ^aTfXc]Tbbc^cWTbP\T
0[cW^dVWcWXbfPb]^cP]TPbh\PcRW8Z]^f8WPeTQXVVTa
RWP[[T]VTbc^R^\QPcX]UdcdaT±AXcdfPb`d^cTSPbbPhX]V
X]PaT[TPbT
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New Delhi: ;XZT TeTah hTPa "cW 7X\P[PhP] Ad]  CaTZ
8]cTa]PcX^]P[0]]dP[4eT]cfPbbRWTSd[TSc^QT^aVP]XbTS
SdaX]V=^eT\QTa c^$Pc3PaYTT[X]VaTVX^]3daX]VcWXb
aPRT_PacXRX_P]cbWPeTc^R^eTacWTSXbcP]RT^U %Z\X]$
bcPVTb?PacXRX_P]cbaTVXbcTaTSU^a!!7ACAPRTQdcSdT
c^2^eXS (RaXbXbcWTaPRTR^d[S]^cc^^Z_[PRT^]cWTbPXS
a^dcT P]S ^aVP]XbTab P]S _PacXRX_P]cb WPS c^ bPcXbUh cWTXa
`dT]RWU^aPSeT]cdaTad]]X]VcWa^dVWeXacdP[eTabX^]^UcWXb
0VT]RXTb
aPRT

1HHUDMRWKHUMDYHOLQWKURZHUVEHJLQWUDLQLQJ /D]LRUHWXUQWRIRUPLQZLQRYHU6SH]LD
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top javelin throwers, including Olympic-bound Neeraj Chopra
Iandndia’s
Shivpal Singh, on Friday began
their month-long training camp at the
Kalinga Stadium here in Bhubaneswar.
The team has shifted base from
NIS Patiala, which is very cold at the
peak of winter, to the Odisha capital,
which will be comparatively warmer
than the Punjab city.
The other javelin throwers are
Annu Rani, Rohit Yadav and Rajinder
Singh. They are accompanied by
coaches Uwe Hohn and Dr Klaus.
“We are here for the training for
Olympics 2021. In 2017 (Asian

Championships), I won gold here and
have fond memories of the city. With
our best efforts we are hoping to do
well at the Olympics,” said the Asian
Games Gold medallist Chopra.
Chopra and Shivpal have already
qualified for the Tokyo Olympics
during competitions in South Africa
in January. The entire domestic athletics calendar has been wiped out due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The AFI said a detailed Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) has been
prepared for the training of the athletes, treating their safety as priority.
The SOP has laid down numerous
Covid-19 protocols and guidelines in
an exhaustive manner.
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iro Immobile scored his
10th goal of the season
C
as Lazio won 2-1 at Spezia
on Saturday to
climb seventh in
the Serie A table.
The capitalcity club bounced
back from last
weekend’s 3-1
home loss to Udinese to
make it four wins in six
league outings.
Simone Inzaghi’s side
will now turn their attentions to Tuesday’s crucial

Champions League clash
with Club Brugge at the
Stadio Olimpico, where they
need to avoid defeat to reach
the knockout rounds for

the first time since the 19992000 campaign.
Lazio took the lead in
the 15th minute as
Immobile was played in on

goal by Sergej MilinkovicSavic before slipping the
ball through the legs of
Spezia goalkeeper Ivan
Provedel.
Milinkovic-Savic doubled the advantage 12 minutes before half-time, whipping a fine free-kick into the
top corner.
Spezia pulled one back
with M’Bala Nzola’s powerful 64th-minute strike, but
Lazio held on to move level
on points with sixth-placed
Roma, despite Andreas
Pereira seeing an injurytime goal ruled out by VAR.
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our top Indian men’s badminton players including
former Commonwealth Games
Gold medallist Parupalli
Kashyap, HS Prannoy and
RMV Gurusaidutt, have tested
positive for Covid-19 but they
are all “asymtomatic”.
Doubles specialist Pranaav
Jerry Chopra is the fourth
player to test positive. All the
players are currently in self isolation.
“The players took the RTPCR test as a precautionary

F

measure a few days back after
one of them was showing very
mild symptoms.
“Kashyap, Guru, Prannoy
and Pranaav returned positive
but Saina tested negative,” a
source in the Gopichand academy told PTI.
“However Guru’s wife
Amulya Gulapalli and Saina
Nehwal have tested negative.”
The players will get tested
again for the second time on
Monday.
“There have been cases
when a lot of time the first test
result comes false positive, so

the players have been advised
by the doctors to wait and
monitor a few days and take a
second test on Monday,” the
source said.
While Guru took a break
due to his wedding, the rest of
the players have been training
at the Pullela Gopichand
Academy.
However, since the players
had attended the wedding of
Gurusaidutt, who tied the knot
on November 25 in Hyderabad,
the trainees at the Gopichand
academy also were tested as a
precautionary measure.
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Hertha defender Peter Pekarik
equalized on a rebound in
the 51st an Piatek scored
twice in three minutes to
give Hertha its first home
win of the season.
The buildup was dominated by Hertha’s move
under cover of darkness on
Monday to plant about 60,000
flags around the German capital’s
12 districts. No fans were allowed
to attend the game due to a lockdown aimed at bringing coronavirus numbers under control.
The streets in and around the
Olympiastadion were deserted.
Normally there would have been
thousands of fans milling around
in anticipation of the match,
lubricating their singing voices
with mulled wine, sausages and
beer.
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“They called every person
of colour ‘Steve’. Even (India
batsman) Cheteshwar Pujara,
who joined as an overseas professional, was called Steve
because they could not pronounce his name.”
Butt tendered his resignation within six weeks of joining.
Having worked as a coach
until 1996, Bowry was the
cultural diversity officer at
the Yorkshire Cricket
Board from 1996
until
2011,
before he
w a s
appointed as a
cricket
development
manager to develop

the game for black communities.
“Many youngsters struggled to make progress, and the
few that did found the environment of the dressing rooms
very difficult and unwelcoming, as a direct result of racism
they faced,” Bowry said.
“It affected performance...
They were labelled troublemakers.”
Speaking about his experiences at the club, former offspinner Rafiq who left
Yorkshire in 2018, said he had
been close to committing suicide after what he experienced.
During an interview by the
independent investigating
team last month, he said that
he had been “bullied and tar-

geted because of my race”.
Best, the former West
Indies fast bowler who played
at the club in 2010, and Rana
Naved, the former Pakistan
seamer who joined as an
overseas player between 2008
and 2009, also supported
Rafiq.
In a statement, Rana said
he agreed with “each and
every statement of Azeem”
and that “many Asian players
were af fected by their
(Yorkshire’s) bad attitude”.
After the revelations by
Rafiq, Yorkshire announced
that they will initiate measures to tackle discrimination
and boost inclusion in the
club, including appointing a
head of equality.
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C East Bengal suffered their
third loss on the trot in the
SIndian
Super League as
NorthEast United beat them 20 at the Tilak Maidan Stadium
here on Saturday.
An own goal by
Surchandra Singh handed
NorthEast United a 33rd
minute lead in an intense firsthalf that saw the red-andgold’s penalty claims being
rejected by the referee.
SC East Bengal stepped up
their attack after the interval
but the Highlanders sealed the
issue in the injury time with
substitute Rochharzela scoring
a brilliant goal from a counterattack (90+1).
It was NEUFC’s other substitute VP Suhair who set it up
from the right flank as their
diminutive 22-year-old
Mizoram midfielder picked
up pace to shoot it past Debjit
Majumder and take them to
second place in the table.
The win took the
Highlanders to the second spot
with eight points as they
remained unbeaten from four
matches.
Robbie Fowler’s SC East
Bengal had another impressive
day in possession football and
looked the better side but they
were let down by some dubious
refereeing decisions as they
remained rooted at the bottom
of the table without any point

from three matches.
Fowler must have
thought his side had a
penalty in the 20th
minute when Maghoma,
after taking a touch in
the box, was tripped by Mehta.
It looked like a clear foul but the
referee waved play on.
At the hour mark, SCEB
had another penalty claim
when Anthony Pilkington’s
shot at goal seemed to have
brushed a NEUFC defender’s
arm before being parried by the
keeper.
3;3('/+?+.'::8/)1
Bambolim: With a well-oiled
unit at their disposal, in-form
Mumbai City FC will be eyeing their third successive win
when they take on Odisha FC
on Sunday.
Mumbai first registered a
1-0 win against FC Goa and

then routed SC East
Bengal 3-0 in their last
game.
Much will again
depend on how strikers
Adam Le Fonde and
Bartholomew Ogbeche fare.
Fondre scored a brace in
the game against East Bengal
and would be raring to go one
more time.
Santana is also in prime
form having netted in the
game against East Bengal.
On the other hand, Odisha
FC are still winless in the tournament. They have drawn one
and lost two of the three games
they have played this season.
In the second game of the
day at Fatorda Stadium, a win
eluding them in previous three
outings, both FC Goa and
Kerala Blasters will be desperate to grab their first three
points when they face off.
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Q What is Torbaaz about?

the path of destruction through the
game of hope — which is cricket. It is a
normal approach and highlights the fact
children of today are the one who will be
shaping the future. In some ways it is a
crazy story of a man who is in Kabul and
comes to teach the children and while
uncovering the darkness on whether he
can save these kids; this in a nutshell is
what the film is about.
Q How did the story idea come up?
A lot of people have asked me why I
would write a story like this? My personal interest lies in what is happening around the globe, why people
react in a certain way to a situation. So, I was fortunate enough
to come across people, certain
-/8/9.3'2/1
situations and stories that were
:NKIXOZOIGRR_GIIRGOSKJJOXKIZUXQTU]T
real. Like I met some cricketers
LUXNOY]UXQOT0GR ZNGZ]UTNOSG
who are doing a lot of work by
4GZOUTGR']GXJOYTU]HGIQ]OZNGTUZNKX working with the refugee children.
GIZOUTZNXORRKX¥:UXHGG` YZGXXOTM9GTPG_
A lot of NGOs were giving
*[ZZ.KYVKGQY]OZN9NGROTO9GQYKTG
them cricket gear and some
GHU[ZZNKINGRRKTMKYULYNUUZOTMOT
were teaching them football.
Many years back, it was suggestK^UZOIRUIGZOUTYUL1_XM_`YZGT
ed that I make a documentary and
GTJUZNKXVXUPKIZYOT
I said a movie. And I ended up writZNKVOVKROTK
ing it; it took us a couple of years to do
so.
The promos more or less tell you
in essence what it is about. It is about
Nasir Khan played by Sanjay Dutt
who has also been a victim of terrorism
but rises above his personal tragedy
and gets down to spreading message
of peace and transforming the
lives of the children who are
disillusioned and on

:GRQZOSK
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PaTPQ^dc
X]U^cPX]\T]c
8cahc^
X]R^a_^aPcT
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PaTWXVW^]
SaP\PP]SWPeT
PcWaX[[`d^cXT]c
c^cWT\CWTaT
XbfPa\cWP]S
caXd\_W^U
Wd\P]b_XaXc

Q Is it important that a movie have a
message which can inspire the audience?
My films are about infotainment. I try
to incorporate situations that are high on
drama and have a thrill quotient to them.
There is warmth and triumph of human
spirit. It is a combination of Chak De and
Lagaan; there is a fight between good and
evil. There is always a great story behind
my films. Hence, I didn’t want to make a
documentary but a movie that can reach
a wider audience with a message. The
essence of the film is to tell people that
those innocent minds re not the terrorists but the sufferers of terrorism. We can’t
change the past or the present but we can
definitely change the future and be told
in an engaging manner.
Q Why choose Sanjay Dutt and Rahul
Dev?
There is Nargi Fakri as well. I chose
Sanjay Dutt because he is a good actor
and his eyes have hope, dreams and yet
a loss. When he smiles, it is so endearing. I was looking for someone like that
to play Nasir. I cast him because he fit my
character and felt that he would bond
well with the kids. Nargis Fakri fit the role
of an American-Afghani. I chose Rahul
Dev simply for his looks and body language. He suited the role where he had
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020! What a year it has
been. This can’t be truer for
the school-going children
who have had the toughest
time. With being cooped up at
home, taking classes online and the
general uncertainty whether the
schools would open this year or
not. A lot has been and is being
done for the children. But we
need to focus on building social
and cultural skills in our kids; we
need to expose them to stories and
make them wonder, we need to
share the challenges of the world
and make them overcome them.
The fourth edition of the
International Kids Film Festival
(IKFF) is a great opportunity for
the children to watch some of the
best world cinema. This year, for
obvious reasons, the film festival is
virtual. The good part is that these
films are not available on any
other platform and are exclusive to
this festival giving the kids a
chance to be part of something
special.
“This year we have several
international award-winning films
covering a wide range of topics like
environment, relationships, body
image, culture, emotions and inspiration. The films have been categorised according to age, relevance and there are movies that are
curated for the entire family to
watch. The IKFF will give the children the opportunity to learn the
nuances of making and visual
story-telling. There will be multiple workshops and master classes
and feature a filmmaking competition. The idea is to give the young
minds a chance to express their talent and tell their stories. The winners will get a chance to be a jury
of international film festivals and
get exciting prizes as well,” says
Syed Sultan Ahmed, MD & Chief
Learner@LXL Ideas.
“This year we have several
international award-winning films
covering a wide range of topics like
environment, relationships, body
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image, culture, emotions and inspiration. The films have been categorised according to age, relevance and curated for the entire
family to watch. Then there are
movies that are exclusively for the
teachers and parents to watch.
The IKFF will give the children the
opportunity to learn the nuances
of making and visual story-telling.
There will be multiple workshops
and master classes and feature a
filmmaking competition. The idea
is to give the young minds a
chance to express their talent and
tell their stories. The winners will
get a chance to be jury of international film festivals and get exciting prizes as well,” says Syed Sultan
Ahmed,
MD
&
Chief
Learner@LXL Ideas.
Unlike last year, where the
schools in the Capital hosted these
films, since it is online, over
10,000-plus schools have partici-

pated in the same reaching children far and wide. To bring everybody on one platform had some
challenges. “The challenge was
not to coordinate with 40-50 counties and get them to showcase their
work here. We were used to working with them digitally and curating the festival. We didn’t have an
issue in that aspect. Our festival is
designed and executed in a manner where children can come and
watch them in a school. But due to
the lockdown, we had to build a
platform to showcase the movies.
People are used to high-end OTT
platforms like Netflix. We needed
to build something that was as
good as that and do it quickly,”
Ahmed tells you. He says that they
app allows one to watch films
either on a mobile or even TV.
Ahmed tells you that it is
important for parents to understand that they need to expose their

kids to good content and unless
one sees good content, one doesn’t know what it means. “It is still
a sorry state of affairs. We still don’t
make movies that are childrenfriendly. There are a few reasons.
First, there are very few people who
make children films. Second, those
who make them think that children are intelligent enough. I have
seen some outstanding children
films globally, but in our country,
we continue to make superficial
ones. Most of the money is spent
teaching math and science and
beyond that we are not interested
or devoting enough energy. Also,
what is in demand makes a difference. The awareness is low. The
content about what children should
watch is much higher in countries
like Finland or Australia. In India,
not so much. Here, we don’t know
what good content is since we are
not exposed to it,” Ahmed tells you.
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As the festival is hosted online, it will give
children from all parts of the country an opportunity to watch these films and learn from filmmakers and media experts through specially
curated workshops.
All this can be done after downloading the
Krayon app, a secure video platform. The platform has three parts called — Watch, Learn and
Perform. The app is a talent learning platform
with high levels of interaction. The cost to watch
150-plus films in one month (festival started
on November 20) in 30 different languages from
40 countries is C99.
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to look threatening. The surprise cast are
the kids in the film. Some of them are
from small towns in Kashmir and
Uttranchal.
Q Was it a tough decision to release the
film on an OTT platform?
Everybody wants their movie to be
released on the big screen since the film
has been shot in exotic locations like
Kyrgyzstan. But the truth is that most
movies don’t last more than a week or two
in theatres. Gone are the days of golden
or silver jubilees. While I may want to see
a film on the big screen, on the OTT platform, it reaches over 190 countries
which is great and critical.
Q You were an actor, how did you venture into directing?
I had this vision of being a lead in
movies. Even in my theatre days I used
to write and direct. But I wanted to do
more amazing work and was not getting
it. So, I ventured into making my own
projects and Jal came for which I got so
many awards.
Q What next?
It is a musical and what music
means to different countries. Seven-eight
musicians have come together to tell this
story. It is titled Band of Maharajas and
slated to release next year.

t is very rare that one gets
to see teenagers not only
talking about social issues,
but doing something to
fight it. A case in point is the
15-year-old Gurugram-based
Siya Tayal, who has been working towards social issues since
she was seven.
“I have been body shamed
a lot, especially by my peers. I
know how it feels. I am 5’8 and
I always wanted to be a petite
girl because of the peer pressure. This got me thinking to
come up with an initiative
aimed towards making everyone feel great and confident of
their bodies,” Tayal tells you.
With I Am Enough, Tayal
aims to normalise every body,
spread awareness about body
shaming and eating disorders
in a creative, inclusive manner.
“This is may be the only international body shaming awareness initiave for both men and
women,” Tayal tells you.
She adds that it is good to
see so many men coming up
and voicing their opinions
about body shaming.
This quality, she says, is in
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her genetics. “My father, who
passed away in July this year,
has always been the one to
speak for the ills and help
those in need. Even during the
lockdown, he did his bit. He
even won an award for bravery.
He always told me no matter
how bad things are for you,
there are people who had it
worse. Our job is to help them.
So, I have grown up with this

thought of mind,” she tells you.
At 7, she made dresses for
dolls out of the waste fabric that
her grandfather had given to
her. “When I made those dresses, I wanted to show it off to my
classmates. I needed a bag for
it. That’s when my teachers told
me that I can work towards sustainable development by equipping women to make recyclable
bags in the village. I was left

awestruck by the idea and
realised that we are never too
young to contribute towards
the environment,” Tayal, who
has won The India Volunteer
Award, Pramerica Bronze
Award and has been nominated for Kurt Han Prize 2020, tells
you.
Tayal is also associated
with bunch of other initiatives
like 100% non-profit initiative
— Bee Nifty, an initiative which
provides income and livelihood to women in rural
Haryana by making recyclable
bags. She has spoken at UN,
Geneva and she is a youth
Ambassador under 1m2030 (a
UNITAR
and
Global
Challenges Forum initiative).
“I have also collaborated
with UNITAR and I am now an
educator for sustainable development. I am also the social
media manager and director for
Artem NexGen,” she tells you.
She recalls an incident
from her childhood days and
tells you even the smallest of
acts can make a difference. “I
used to spend my vacation with
my grandparents in their vil-

lage. One day, I saw a starving
stray dog who was looking for
food. So, I started feeding him
everyday. After a couple of
days, when I went again to fill
the bowl with food, I realised
somebody has already done it.
It felt great that I have inspired
someone to help others,” she
says.
Tayal has a message for
everyone who stands up for
body shaming and even for
those who are guilty of doing
it. “I wish you an amazing year
ahead for having the courage to
speak up. And I would wish the
exact same thing for those
who body shame others. I
know you are insecure deep
down, but it is alright. We are
here to make a positive environment for everyone. For all
the victims of body shaming, I
want to tell you all are beautiful. Even if we all work out the
exact same way and eat the
same diet, still we will all look
different. You should not love
yourself despite what you are,
instead you should love yourself for what you are,” Tayal
opines.
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Q How did you end up being a choreographer?

Dance was a passion and wanted to pursue it. I completed my
college but then I went on to pursue dance from Broadway in New
York. To begin with, the idea was to teach dancing and we have
schools — one in Delhi and the other in Mumbai and have been
teaching for the last 11 years. Then one day someone asked me to
choreograph a dance for him. I thought it was a prank but turned
out to be a genuine call and that propelled me to choreographing.
Q What is Big Dance Centre all about?
The biggest centre is at Delhi and we purely teach western dance
form. Of course, there is Bollywood since we are working in the
industry. We opened the school in 2009. The aim was to teach dance
styles that I had learnt in New York, Los Angeles and London. I
wanted to bring in the right kind of dance knowledge to India. I
knew if this was not the case, western style wouldn’t grow in the
correct direction and people would continue to dance in the same
style. The Delhi school has 5,000 sq feet space with 1,000 students
who come in to learn. The focus is to train people professionally
rather than those who want to learn as a hobby. But it is not as if
we discourage people who come to us for the same. Our target age
is 13 to 17.
Q You were in the US. Why did you come back to India to work
here professionally?
I was there when I was 23 and got a chance to work there as
well. But I wanted to come back because I saw there was a huge
gap in India 11 years back and I knew I could step in and fill it. I
still travel the world over for various reasons and see that there is
so much that I can do in India. The market abroad is saturated,
there are no weddings and no Bollywood.
Q You have been in the industry for long. What are the changes
that have taken place while choreographing?
We started with Blue Eyes which got us noticed. Mr Amitabh
Bachchan then called us for some training later we did the same
for Shah Rukh Khan. I toured with Badshah. However, I have been
dancing for two decades. Initially, dancing for Indian-based like
one saw Madhuri Dixit do at her time. Today, music is changing
and evolving and so has the dancing and choreography style. Music
video scene has changed as well. Rap requires a different style of
movement as does hip-hop.
Q What is the difference between choreographing for ads and
music videos?
These are two different things. In ad commercials, one has to
constantly keep the brand in mind. For example, for a jeans ad,
one has to keep in mind the flexibility it offers rather than the upper
body or the face. The choreography and movement have to be centred around the lower body. In music videos, the focus is on the
artist as much as one can and give steps that connect with the viewers and how they perceive the artist.
Q Do you choreograph keeping in mind who the actor is or what
the situation demands?
The most important thing is to keep the actor in mind. Like
I said, I had trained Amitabh Bachchan sir. I can’t give him the same
steps as I would to Tiger Shroff or Hrithik Roshan. If the artist is
comfortable and enjoying the steps, the video or the commercial
will look good. But I also have to keep in mind what the makers
want.
Q The best dancer in the industry according to you. Why?
Hrithik Roshan and since I am old school, Madhuri Dixit is
my favourite. I feel what she can do, nobody can.
Q What made dances so much better back then?
Definitely there was grace in the movements as opposed to staccato style that we have today. Some of the dances we appreciated
was because of the Indian movements. Actors would train more
back then. Also, if you are a dancer, it makes a lot of difference.
Music also makes a difference; it is staccato and steps have to match
the music.
Q How much does your choreography is inspired by what is happening globally?
While most of it comes from what I have learnt and what is
taking place globally. But we have to cater to the Indian audience
and keep sensibilities of the families. I try to be unique and have
elements of western and Indian style.
Q What are your upcoming projects?
We recently released a video — First Kiss — and it is already
trending worldwide. Next month, we are working on a track by
Yo Yo Honey Singh.
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ach season has its own attributes or Gunas that effect the
human body differently. Our
strength as well as our metabolism changes with seasons,
which in turn changes our internal circadian rhythms (or biological clocks) as
they shift intelligently to each passing
season.
Sadly, we may have lost our internal
link with these changing rhythms,
although we may be adapting unconsciously to them with an innate cultural
wisdom passed down via our elders and
by observing through our personal relation with each season.
We, therefore, each may have our
favourite season or not so favourite,
based on our individual proportion of
doshas, prakriti or constitution and how
well we are able to sync with that season.
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The phrese means “to protect or
preserve the health of an individual as
preventative to disease”.
According to Charaka, the father of
Ayurveda, one of the principle objectives of Ayurveda is prevention and
preservation of our natural Prakriti the
best we can, inspite of being constantly
bombarded with reasons (within our
control or not in our control), that can
throw our balance off.
Ayurveda and Yoga focus on early
detection and prevention and there lies
their strength. Both these great sciences
of health and longevity prescribe some
routines, rituals, diets and exercise
recommendations to align with universal intelligence and reduce their negative effects so we live our lives with
minimum resistance and in a less
antagonistic manner, and preserve our
state of well being and health.
These sister sciences of Ayurveda
and Yoga know that how we spend our
days alter the course of our lives and
emphasised the practice of Dinacharya
and Ritucharya.
To maintain an internal balance to
ever shifting qualities externally in
nature, our Dinacharya or daily routines, eating habits, exercise regimen,
lifestyles and rhythms should also ideally adapt to the six changing seasons
or the Ritus.
Ayurveda divides a year or 12
months into six seasons of approximately two months each.
1. Early Winter or Hemanta Ritu
2. Late Winter or Shishir Ritu
3. Spring or Vasanta Ritu,
4. Summer or Greeshma Ritu
5. Rainy Season or Varsha Ritu, and
6. Autumn or Sharad Ritu
The seasonal variations can effect
the human body and have to be taken
into consideration for designing our
daily prescribed routines to negate mistakes in intelligence in adapting to
changes in nature within and around
us. As humans, we are part of the ecology of life around us, the cycles of earth
interact with the cycles of our bodies.
Adaptation to changes outside is one of
the three pillars of our anchors for
health and is a crucial to health and
well being. As the saying goes: “As in
the Universe, so within us...”
Hemant and Shishir Ritus, consisting of four months starting November
(broadly after Sharad Purnima) are
considered winter cold season in most
parts of India. According to Ayurveda,
like increases like, so the winter season
— which shares a number of characteristics with Kapha dosha — will tend to
increase Kapha, predisposing us to
Kapha seasonal aggravations, especially
if it is a key player in your constitution.
These will be mostly felt in the seat or
‘home’ of Kapha eg head, throat, nose,
mouth, tongue (hence the emphasis on
oil pulling, tongue cleaning, Jal neti,
Nasyam, and Kriyas such as Bhastrika
and Kapalbhati), chest, stomach and
joints — unctuous in its attributes and
cannot take dryness, hence foods rich
in good natural fats.
When out of balance, Kapha can
lead to accumulation and stagnation,
dullness of the mind, lack of motivation, depression or attachments.
To avoid this accumulation, one of
the most important things you can do
to balance kapha is to get plenty of
exercise, maintain metabolism and
move cellular waste or Kleda from the
body to bring lightness by encouraging
Sveda or Sweat. As the healing capacity
of the body tissues increase, Good
nourishment for proper structural
repair is recommended in the winters.
Our Metabolism, digestive fire or
agni according to Ayurvedic cycles is
at its best capacity during winter season; also the reason why we have a
rich appetite at this time of the year.
Nourishment is therefore maximised
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through what we eat, as nutrition
reaches the tissues with efficient
metabolism at this time of the seasonal year.
This Kapha tendency when in balance, gives internal bala or strength to
the human body at the time of winter
bringing endurance to the body.
On the flip side, if we don’t nourish
ourselves well in the winter with good
fats, nutrition dense foods, it can lead
to imbalance in vata, leaving us anxious
and ungrounded, nagging seasonal ill
health, compromising our immune system. Neglecting a wholesome diet in
the winters, rich in fats and nutrients
can lead to auto digestion or catabolising of our own tissues (Autolysis) due
to our naturally heightened metabolism
at this time of the year.
1IEBF54121C54495D1>4<965CDI<5
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Applying regularity and routine
brings structure to our days and pacifies aggravations. The body requires
more fuel to stay warm and healthy in
the winter months — igniting the
digestive capacity. Our digestive fire or
agni is high at this time, so our diet
should naturally be nourishing and
substantial as our system will deliver it
efficiently for repair and building of tissues.
Foods that have the potential to be
building blocks should be on our diet
plan. Proteins via vegetarian and non
vegetarian sources. Fats, Vitamin C rich
Amla, Sea Food, Nuts, coconut, pumpkin, Red carrots, Apples, Heavy lentils
like Black dal with Ghee, Avocados etc.
We can eat oilier and richer foods best
in this season to keep the body warm
and nourished. Eat a spoon of Sesame
or Flax seeds (toasted in small batches

he ancient sages of Ayurveda
knew that how we spend our
days alters the course of our
lives, and emphasised the
practice of dinacharya. While
times and experiences may
change over millennia, the need
for a daily routine may be more
important today than ever. Even
one or two practices, everyday
healthy rituals will help keep
your body and mind energised.
We can use early morning as
a window of opportunity to go
back in time to change, heal and
re-pattern early negative
patterns. Each new day ushers
in a cascade of new possibilities
and a shower of second chances.
We can focus on encouraging
the smooth flow of prana in
these early morning hours.
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and grounded cursedly) everyday or
sprinkle on your dals.
Lukewarm water or warm spiced
herbal tea and tisanes, soups to save the
body from needing to equalise the
outer with inner temperatures. A teaspoon or two of Chyavanprash before
night time along with some warm
turmeric milk will increase energy,
immunity, and inner strength through
the winter
FI1I1=?B3?BB53D5H5B39C5
Kapha tends to stagnate easily. One
of the best ways to get it moving again
is to engage in physical activity,
increase circulation, warm the tissues
and break a sweat. Balam or our
strength is maximum at this time of the
year.
Start your day with a short but
invigourating morning routine. You will
feel more motivated if you are up by
about 7 am as sleeping in or rising in
kapha hours leave us feeling heavier
and sluggish.
If you are feeling overextended and

Here is a summary of your
suggested morning routine.
● Wake up with the Sun,
ideally at Pre-dawn
● Rinse mouth and splash eyes
with cool water
● Massage gums or gargle with
sesame seed oil, ending with
a warm water rinse
● Drink a glass of warm water
● Eliminate
● Brush and scrape the tongue
● Jal Neti (time permitting)
● Administer Nasya (nasal) oil
● Meditate
● Exercise appropriately for
your constitution
● Abhyanga (Self massage with
warm oil) before a shower

overwhelmed, exercise like walking, tai
chi, or gentle yoga will help bring some
grounding.
If you are feeling sluggish and
heavy, a more vigorous workout will
help move the Kapha energy from
building up. Include invigorating backbends like Ustrasana, Dharunasana to
remove heaviness and sluggishness.
Surya namaskars and Vinyasa practices with deep slow breaths, a sequence
Pranayma, brisk walking and dancing
are recommended during winters. They
help in maintaining the body heat.
Surya Namaskars are best enjoyed now
with mind on strength, grace in transition and unhurried breaths. One can
build on range of movement and
endurance by increasing the number of
Surya namaskars in Winter months.
We must also try to increase our
sunlight exposure in this time of the
year. Sunlight in this phase of
Dakshinayana or Southern Solstice
gives out energy unlike in the Northern
solstice when the Sun absorbs energy to
all beings leaving us weaker and low on
energy.
Abhyangam or Oil Massage for your
body regularly with warm oils is high
recommended according to Ayurveda.
A great night time routine, If short
on time, is to give yourself a foot massage at least as often as you can. My
personal favourite is Apricot or
Almond oil with Lavender essential oil
added.
A little care and a lot of mindfulness goes a long way in keeping our
body healthy and happy. Bring in joy by
staying happy and calm and watch your
life transform.
The writer is a Yoga practitioner,
teacher and founder of Om Yoga Shala
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a small part of our existence, and that
as soul we have an existence that
extended before this life and will
extend beyond this life, then what is
valued in the rest of our eternal existence?
D853?==?49DI?6<?F5
The commodity that is most valued in the realms beyond this world,
to which we all will go, is spiritual love.
The soul is measured not by our financial records, but by the amount of love
we have radiated to others. Did we
love God? Did we love our fellow
beings? Did we love all creation? Love
is translated into thoughts, words, and
deeds that are expressed in kindness
to others. It is expressed in how much
we care about others. It is demonstrated by how much we give of ourselves
to help or serve others.

hen we come into
this physical life, we
are gifted a certain
number of breaths.
These breaths correlate to a measure of time counted by
seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks,
months, and years. This is our real
capital. We may think that the most
important pursuit of life is the financial exchange of making money and
spending it. But when we look at the
big picture, the most important pursuit of life is making the best use of
the time we have been given. We are
here to accumulate spiritual wealth.
Instead, we have been caught up by
the attractive and colourful sights of
this world that we think will bring
monetary gain. At the end of this life,
we will find that we have worked for

W

the wrong goal, and that we will leave
this world with nothing.
The fact is clear that no matter
what we do with our life, our life will
end one day. If we choose to play the
game of life by investing all our time
in the acquisition of wealth and property, we will be forced to leave it all
behind in the end. When our last
breath is taken, we must hand over our
bank account and properties to those
we have left behind. It stays in this
world, while our soul departs this
world.
It is true, no doubt, that the world
is based on an economic system in
which we have to work to make a living to exchange it for the goods and
services we need to take care of ourselves and our family. Spirituality does
not require us to negate life and to live
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off others, but rather to earn our own
honest livelihood. But we should
seek a healthy balance. We need to
take stock of our money and our land,
but also we need to take stock of how
we spend our time.
Real happiness is finding joy and
contentment in life. Most people,
when faced with a terminal disease,
no longer care about money. The
things that matter to them are their
family, what they have accomplished
in life, and their faith in God. These
are intangible gifts. Love becomes
more important. Love for their family, love for God, and what they did
to express their love for humanity are
the gifts they take with them into the
beyond.
So how best can we use our
time? If we know that this life is but

G893871=5C8?E<4G5@<1I/
As children, a popular game has
been “Monopoly,” in which one circles
a game board through the throw of the
dice. In this game, one lands on spaces
with the names of properties. Players
are given cash to spend, and they can
buy the property with that cash.
Then, they are able to build homes
and hotels on that property, and
charge rent each time another player
lands on that spot. This game is quite
long and children can spend hours
engaged in it. It is so engaging they
often forget about their homework or
their other sports activities. This
game of high finances or “Monopoly”
is very similar to the game of the
world, which has little to do with the
true game of God.
God has another game going on.
It is a game based on the law of love.
It is a game in which God loves us and
wants us to love God back. This love
is not only between God and each created being. It is also having love for
the entire family of God. God wants
us to play the game of godly love.
G81D9C7?4µC71=5?6<?F5/
It is the game wherein we experience God’s love for ourselves, and
radiate that love to all around us. God
is an ocean of bliss and love. When we
connect with God, we are bathed in
that ecstasy. It is more enjoyable than
any game of this world. It is a happiness far beyond any possible in this
world. We can play God’s game of love
through meditation, the process of
taking our attention away from the
world outside and focusing it within.
It is through God’s Game of Love that
we experience the riches that lay latent
within us, which will bring us unfathomable joy, Light and bliss.
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he US Presidential election reiterated the obvious that
the dividing line between a Dictatorship and a
Democracy is thin. The drama was a reminded of
events that took place hundred years ago in Germany and
Italy, that saw rise of Hitler and Mussolini from nationalist
democrats to exploitative autocrats. We must remember that
a democracy’s success or failure is determined by the values of the people at helm. A Democracy is not exactly a system of governance in which there are rulers and subjects. It
is an arrangement in which the representatives of the people are given the responsibility to run the State on the principles of summum bonum. Leadership in an ideal Democracy
has to be values driven, not power driven. Naturally, it is the
character of the leadership that will ensure the sanctity of
the system. There are no subjects in a Democracy. There are
only citizens who have inalienable rights. They have obligations, too. To uphold the values enshrined in the constitution. Governments derive their powers from the consent of
the governed. Whenever a government becomes destructive
of these ends, people have a right to change the government.
The underlying assumptions are that the leadership that runs
the government will accept the people’s verdict. The catch
is what if it doesn’t ? Democracy becomes dictatorship. This
threat is always there. And everywhere. It is the leadership
character that is critical. One man and his cohorts can make
a Democracy degenerate into totalitarian regime. This possibility is always there. It is for this reason that maintaining
the sanctity of democratic institutions is a crucial requirement. The checks and balances need to be continuously
strengthened to ensure survival of a Democracy. The citizens have a holy duty towards this. Above petty interests, they
need to rise. After all, who lives if the Democracy dies. We
saw how Hitler killed Democracy in Germany. And all in
the name of racial superiority which is a direct anti-thesis
of Democracy that rests on the foundation of the golden rule
that all men and women are created equal. Democracies thrive
when they are responsive and welcome dissent. It is rather
in the interest of Democracy to encourage dissent. Liberalism
is the soul of dissent. Criticism is the feedback that helps a
Democracy evolve. In corona times, we find that Heads of
State have developed a propensity to consolidate power. Even
in proclaimed and seasoned democracies. According to
Economist Intelligence Unit, the present times have been the
worst for democracies. The threat to Democracy was not from
military coup but by elected governments. Why this has happened needs to be deliberated. The biggest stakeholder is the
citizenry. It must rise to the occasion. Particularly when institutions that were to be neutral become partisan. Fear and
half-truths are driving the corona times and chaos has become
the order. Clues can be picked up from an interesting dialogue between Lord Ram and Sugriva when the latter refuses to rule Kishkindha stating that he wants to renounce and
opt for sanyas. Lord Ram then delivers the golden rule that
sanyasi is the ideal person to rule. This is what Plato said
much later that philosophers should be kings. Abdicracy is
the essence of Democracy.
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e all experience mood swings.
But what exactly is a mood
swing? This can be explained as
to a prompt change in mood from happiness to anger, irritability, and even depression. Some of us often describe mood
swings as a “roller coaster” of feelings.
When these feelings are very strong they
can cause disruption. Some times we
come across terms like anxiety and
depression. Please understand that these
two are different from each other. There’s
a marginal difference between anxiety
and depression. When someone starts
panicking about something it’s called anxiety, whereas, in depression, usually an
individual doesn’t talk and becomes quite.
Have you ever thought why we have
mood swings? It’s due to Hormonal
changes. The neurotransmitters like
Dopamine and Serotonin and hormones
like Oxytocin plays a crucial role in our
behaviour.
Neurotransmitters are chemical messengers that control countless functions
and processes in your body, from sleep to
metabolism. One of the neurotransmitters
— Dopamine plays a huge role in terms of
motivation and reward. When you put
some efforts in achieving your goals and a
sense of satisfaction on getting success is
partly due to a rush of dopamine.
Therefore, times when you feel a little
demotivated, helpless and tired of certain
tasks, this is often to dysfunction within
your dopamine system. For Serotonin,
experts believe that low serotonin levels
result in depression. In terms of Oxytocin,
it is said that if this high then the person
is happy and sees good in everything
Every single problem has its solution.
To regulate your mood swings, exercise
the following methods:
● Include protein in your diet: By
adding protein to your meals can help

e all have many wishes.
However, the nature of wishes may undergo a big change
with age. For example, a child might
wish to play games, eat fast food, go to
a fun park, etc., whereas an old person
may wish to sit in a park peacefully, eat
simple foods, watch some spiritual programme, etc.
I have chosen ten wishes, which are
common in old age or should be. But
before I get into the details of these
wishes, it is important that we understand that they have to be managed.
Let me begin with my favourite
wish, that is enjoy the company of God.
This I try to ensure through several
ways. I try to recite “Rama” as much
as possible in the twenty four hours that
I have. Even during sleeping hours, I try
to chant whenever there is break in
sleep. Then, I love to see Lord Krishna’s
photo; He is so beautiful. I do namaskar
to Him many times during the day. The
list goes on. What do I expect in return?
I need guidance from the Omniscient.
Who else? Similarly, I need His help,
which is several times during the day.
Shaktis of all kinds are always required.
Who else than the Omnipotent to provide. Same is applicable for resources;
the Master of the universe is the one to
approach. The list is long; I need
peace, sukha, protection, support, etc.
The next big wish is to qualify for
a great next birth. I am genuinely
desirous of being born in a family of
pure and prosperous. (Bhagwad Gita
6.41) I apply myself very seriously to
deserve this privilege. I disseminate
God’s instructions in order to become
dearest to Him. (18.68-69) I try to follow God’s instructions as much as my
nature permits. I wish to become
exceedingly dear to God. (12.20) The
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slow the absorption of carbohydrates in
your blood and increase the discharge of
dopamine, which can improve your mood
and energy.
● Exercise: It is important to keep our
physical and mental health in good shape.
Exercise stimulates chemicals within the
brain that improve your mood and make
you feel more relaxed. The brain releases
feel-good chemicals throughout the body.
Physical activities enhance self-esteem
and reduce depression.
● Say no to unhealthy food: It’s said that
processing those carbohydrate-heavy
foods can cause you to feel an unpleasant
feeling. Researches have proved that eating healthy can drastically change your
mood and improve your way of life.
● Meditation: When you meditate at that
point of time you channelise your mind

and energy to one thing with your
Subconscious, unconscious and conscious
mind.
● Get proper and adequate sleep: People
that are sleep deprived experiences negative moods like anger, frustration, sadness
etc. Therefore, it’s important to have an
equal amount of oxygen supply and CO2
release.
● Music Therapy: Music can lift your
mood, boost happiness and reduces anxiety. It also helps in improving our focus.
Therefore, choose the genre of music you
like and let the sound heal you from
inside. Your body is your temple. Stay
healthy, worship your mind, body and
soul.
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third wish is to finish all my responsibilities/duties up to date, that is when
I leave my body. There are always some,
but my wish is to keep fulfilling them
as they arise. The fourth and a very
important wish is to be able to live a
normal life till the very last day, if my
Lord will be so kind. I make multiple
sacrifices in order to gain this boon. I
eat in a very controlled way, my habits
are on the good side, my enjoyments
are healthy, etc. Surely, I hate to be
dependent physically on anyone. So far
so good; I am able to manage almost
all my personal works except cooking
and cleaning my room.
Then, comes financial security. I
have worked all my life to ensure this,
and I continue to earn my living even
now. It is tough to be materially active
as well as please the Lord by my spiritual acts, but the kind Lord helps me
in achieving this difficult balance. The
idea is also to leave my descendents in
a comfortable financial position. This
is part of my legacy. There are other
aspects of my legacy as well. My
descendents are excellent to say to least.

We, human beings, have the responsibility to leave the world better than
when we came in. Regular consultations go on with them in order to leave
them with the best sanskars that I can
manage. In order to do that I have to
practice them, otherwise my wise
counsel will not be effective. Surely, I
wish to have the satisfaction of having
a life well lived. So far so good in this
regard with my hundreds of spiritual
articles published in various newspapers and tens of books, which are purchased in good numbers in books-fairs.
And I wish to leave with my name
unblemished; no one should question
my character.
It is a tall order for anyone, but lot
can be managed in the remaining time.
To begin with, we must have clarity
about what is desirable, what is possible, etc. Then, we must get serious to
achieve all those wishes. If you have a
good connection with God; He will
help generously as He is helping me. I
thank God for His mercies.
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QTaTPRWTS
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iscrimination at places of
D
worship is not new to
India. Irrespective of any belief
systems, social prejudices,
inequity and favouritism exist,
though the forms and degree
vary from religion to religion.
However, it surprises us that
such practices still exist and
often gets patronised in the
State of Kerala, which tops in
almost all kinds of social parameters, including the Human
Development Index (HDI).
The issue becomes more serious, especially when practices
of discrimination are observed
in temples owned by the
Devaswom Board, rather than
by any individual or family or
community.
The recent news about separate toilets being made available only for Brahmins by
Kuttumukku Mahadeva temple
managed by Devaswom Board
at Thrissur in Kerala, surfaced
in social media and was criticised by all. The temple authority had to withdraw its decision
under pressure. True, we see
the practice of separate toilets
in most educational institutions
for staff and non-staff (students
or other visitors). But they are
two forms of arrangements
not based on any superiority of
one type of people over others.
The basis has never been caste,
religion and race for such common facilities. Had the temple
authority earmarked separate
toilet for the priest or temple
staff, the move could have
been justifiable.
It is worth mentioning here
that Devaswom Boards in
Kerala were established with a
noble purpose to undertake the
management of the temples of
Princely States of Travancore,
Cochin and Malabar, to regulate their finances, maintenance and removal of preexisting discriminatory practices (if any).
They were created by the
Travancore-Cochin Religious
Institutions Act (1950), regulated, empowered and expanded by subsequent laws passed
in the State Legislative
Assembly of Kerala. Though
the
establishment
of
Devaswom Board was considered to be an important reformative step, in reality, the tem-

ples owned by the Board have
become one of the most discriminatory places for worship,
persisting even in the 21st century. Several forms of social and
economic differentiation such
as separate queues based on
payment, ban on the entry of
non-Hindu devotees or visitors,
priority to Brahmin for the post
of priests, ban on entry on the
basis of gender, removal of
shirt, etc, continue to be practised in these religious institutions.
The price discrimination
for Darshan (auspicious sight of
a deity/idol) is found in Kerala
only among the temples managed by Devaswom Board. The
most visited Devaswom temples have provisioned separate queues based on payment,
which simply means higher fee
for entry into shorter and easier queues to save time, while
ordinary people, who cannot

afford to pay or do not want to
pay at all, face longer queues to
take the Darshan of the deities.
Moreover, all the devotees do
not get similar kind of Darshan
in the temple, some form of
product differentiation is also
applied to justify differential
price, where devotees can get
Darshan of deities at a close
range if they pay higher.
This practice is found in
the Sree Krishna Swamy temple in Guruvayoor, one of the
most popular religious centres
in Kerala, where a VIP queue
system exists with a payment of
Rs 1,000 for “Special Darshan”.
In another surreal practice,
most of Devaswom Board temples do not allow non-Hindus
to enter temple. A controversy
had erupted in the State in 2007
when purification rituals were
performed by the temple
authority after some religious
ceremony of former Union

Minister Vayalar Ravi’s grandson took place at the previously
mentioned Guruvayur temple,
since the Minister’s wife was a
Christian. Similarly, legendary
singer KJ Yesudas, a recipient
of prestigious national awards
such as Padma Shri, Padma
Bhushan and the Padma
Vibhushan, who had sung
some of the most popular
devotional songs in praise of
various Hindu deities, was not
allowed to enter the Guruvayur
and Kadampuzha Devi temple
in Malappuram for being a
non-Hindu. Later, he was
allowed to enter the famous Sri
Padmanabhaswami Temple in
Thiruvananthapuram, which
is not under any board, after
years of waiting (Outlook Web
Bureau 2017).
Similarly, Sabarimala
Temple, another Devaswom
Board owned institution, do
not allow the entry of women

aged between 10 and 50. One
may call it diversity, but it
could have been better if the
restrictions were made wholly
on a voluntary basis, by making people aware of the old
beliefs and practices of this
ancient temple, and allowing
the devotees themselves to
decide whether to visit the
temple or not.
It can also be found that
Devaswom temples have not
been considering people
belonging to Scheduled Caste
and Scheduled Tribes for the
post of temple priest. Their first
Scheduled Caste (SC) priest
was appointed only in 2017, by
the Travancore Devaswom
Board (Balan 2017). It is noteworthy that Kerala had unique
culture prior to the formation
of Devaswom Board, where
most of the temples were
owned by a caste or community
itself, who uses to appoint

their own caste people as temple priest. This practice can still
be noticed in many parts of the
State where rituals related to
marriage and birth are performed by own caste people,
expert in mantra vidya (chanting hymns) rather than by
Brahmins.
Hovever, there exists scores
of private/trust run temples in
Kerala which have been
appointing persons from
Scheduled Caste & Scheduled
Tribal communities as their
priests for many decades.
Popular
temples
in
Thiruvananthapuram such as
Kollampuzha Devi temple in
Attingal, Elambrakode Devi
temple
in
Pallikkal,
Mullanalloor Devi temple in
Navayikulam have priests
belonging to Paravar and
Kuravar caste of SCs while
priests of Venkamala Devi temple belong to Kaani communi-

ty of Tribals.
Similarly, the medieval
practice of verifying “janau”
(sacred thread) of people by
removing the upper wear
(shirt) is still practised in the
temples owned by Devaswom
Board, especially in Travancore
region. For example, Sharkkara
Devi temple, Sreekandeswaram
temple, Pallippuram Devi temple, all in Thiruvananthapuram
follow
this
custom.
Interestingly, this practice is
abandoned or discontinued by
non-Devaswom Board temples.
The pertinent question is
whether Hindu temples are
getting more rigid or more liberal over the time. The answer
is both yes and no. We can
notice wave of liberalism in
temples all over the country,
and the temples in Kerala are
no exception of it. But we can
still notice such discriminatory practices in most of the temples owned by Devaswom
Board i.e. Pattambi Guruvayur
temple and Mulayankavu
Bagavathy temple (both in
Palakkad), Vadakumnatha
temple and Kadampuzha temple (both in Thrissur), Kalari
Bagavathi temple (Maruthur,
Pattambi, also in Palakkad),
Angadippuram
temple,
Thirumittakodu temple,
Thirunavaya
temple,
Thiruvilwamala temple, and
Sabarimala temple. Such discriminatory practices are not
only bringing bad name to the
religion but to the State as well.
It is very surprising that
despite the fact that
Communist Party of India
(Marxist) and their allies,
which claim to be religion-neutral and frequently proclaim
themselves as a perennial supporter of social progress, did
not initiate any reforms in the
temples owned by State. It raises doubt on the intention of
political dispensation if they
want to continue these practices to vilify Hindu religion
especially when these practices have been opposed by
most of Hindus.
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businesses, and civil society
members have been grappling
with mitigating the Covid-19
pandemic.
The whole world is now
looking towards a potential
vaccine, with a couple of candidates displaying outstanding results in various phases of
clinical trials. But it is critical
to understand that a vaccine
alone cannot be a magic bullet
that can “end” the pandemic —
we need social and behavioural changes that can help tackle the disease till an efficacious
vaccine or a drug is discovered,
and even after that. How do we
ensure that people continue to
follow simple measures like
wearing masks, hand washing
and physical distancing? The
answer lies in effective public
health communication.
The Covid-19 global pandemic has exposed the fault
lines in how we communicate
about public health. The pandemic has made it evident that
public health communication is
not only an important but
indispensable part of our
response to mitigate the ongoing global challenge.
According to the World
Health Organization, in times
of public health emergencies
like the one we are currently in,
people need to know what
health risks they face and what
actions they can take to protect
their health and lives. Accurate
information provided early,
often, and in languages that
people understand, trust, and
use, enables individuals to stay
informed and make choices to
protect themselves, their fam-
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ilies and communities from
foreseeable health hazards.
Another factor that effective public health communications can help address is misinformation. The WHO has
identified an “infodemic” sur-

rounding the coronavirus —
that is, “an overabundance of
information and the rapid
spread of misleading or fabricated news”. Coupled with the
nature of the pandemic itself,
where new evidence around the

disease is constantly coming to
light — this has led to a deluge
of information which has made
it difficult for the general public to sift fact from fiction, especially on the Internet. Over the
past months, we have seen the
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circulation of several harmful
“fake news” about the pandemic that has the potential to
hamper response efforts and
affect public behaviour.
This is where a clear and
robust public health commu-

nication strategy can go a long
way in dispelling myths and
“fact-checking” misinformation. This is why, throughout
the pandemic, the Indian
Council of Medical Research
has taken proactive steps to
communicate regularly and
effectively through press releases, website updates and via
social media to help ensure that
accurate information reaches
the public.
Specific portals for information around Covid-19 and
on vaccine development have
been created, as well as a clinical registry for Covid-19. The
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare has also facilitated regular media interactions.
In this context, it is also
necessary to ensure that any
kind of public health messaging echoes through every rung
of society and comes from
sources that are trusted by the
target audiences of those messages. We all remember the Do
Boond Zindagi Ki campaign,
carried out as part of the polio
elimination campaign in India.
This iconic slogan became
the cornerstone of this massive
campaign and, delivered by
Amitabh Bachchan, created
much-needed awareness, even
among hard-to-reach populations. The media also played a
key role in the campaign, in
fact, no public health communication strategy can hope to be
successful without the support
of the media. During the current pandemic, slogans such as
Do Gaj Doori Hai Zaroori and
Jab Tak Dawai Nahi Tab Tak
Dhilai Nahi have helped communicate the importance of
taking precautionary measures.
This is not the first pan-

demic we have seen, nor will
this be the last. But today, we
have a real opportunity to
invest in building a conducive
environment for public health
communications in the country. And for that to happen, we
need to encourage collaboration between technical experts
— doctors, scientists, public
health researchers — and
communication experts —
social and behavioural scientists, communicators and the
media.
For technical experts, now
is the time to arm ourselves
with an arsenal of communication tools, so that we can
effectively communicate
nuances of a complex disease
and its effects to the larger public in a way that is understandable and engaging. For
communicators, this is a time
to leverage increasing public
interest in health and engage
more and more technical
experts to champion public
health issues in the community. Only if we come together
can we create an environment
where everyone has access to
timely, accurate and trusted
information that can directly
impact their health and save
thousands of lives in the long
run.
(Rajnikant Srivastava is
Director of Regional Medical
Research Institute (ICMRRMRC) in Gorakhpur, and
Scientist G & Head, Research
Management, Policy, Planning
and Communication, ICMR
Headquarters and currently
heads the communications unit
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CWXbfTTZU^[[^fcWa^dVWh^daWTP[cWaTVX\T^]h^da
^f]TeT]XUh^dUTT[[TcWPaVXR7TP[cWfXbTSPhbPWTPS
PaTVaTPcU^ah^d7TP[cWfX[[X\_a^eTP]ScW^bTfPXcX]V
U^acWTcTbcaT_^acbfX[[WPeTaTPb^]bc^RT[TQaPcTH^d
RP]WPeTP_TPRTUd[P]S_^bXcXeTcX\T]^fH^da
_^bXcXeTP]SUaTbW^dc[^^Zc^fPaSb[XUTfX[[VdXSTh^dc^
[TPSPQTccTa[XUT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dfX[[UTT[]Tf
T]TaVhcWPcfX[[_dbWh^dc^V^PWTPSfXcW^dc\dRW
TUU^acbP]S_PhaXRWSXeXST]SbCW^bTX]Pacb\dbXR
P]S[XcTaPahUXT[SbfX[[WPeTPV^^ScX\T4eT]cW^bTX]
cWT_bhRWXRP]SWTP[X]V_a^UTbbX^]bfX[[S^fT[[>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d]TTScX\TP]Sb_PRTc^d]STabcP]S
cWTX]cT]bXchX]aT[PcX^]bWX_bTb_TRXP[[hX][^eT
aT[PcX^]b

CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSc^cPZTRPaT^Uh^daWTP[cWH^dRP]
VTccWTcWX]Vb\PcTaXP[XbTSX]P\dRW^aVP]XbTSfPh
?aTeT]cX^]XbQTccTacWX]VbPaTd]STaR^]ca^[H^VP
?aP]PhP\P]S\TSXcPcX^]fX[[QTaTYdeT]PcX]V3^]³c_[Ph
S^Rc^ac^h^dabT[U8Uh^dPaTbdUUTaX]Vb^\TWTP[cW
PX[\T]cXcXbQTccTac^V^U^a_a^_TaR^]bd[cPcX^]P]SbcPac
cWT\TSXRX]T>]cWTf^aZUa^]cP_a^\^cX^]XbX]cWT
RPaSbU^ab^\T6^^SaT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcWbT]X^abfX[[_Ph
aXRWSXeXST]SbCW^bTU^]S^UaTPSX]VP]S[TRcdaX]VfX[[
UX]SP\_[TcX\TU^aQ^cW>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWXbXbcWT
cX\Tc^QTWP__hH^dfX[[T]Y^hPV^^SaP__^acfXcWh^da
aT[PcXeTbc^^;^eTfX[[QTPccWTRT]caTbcPVT^Uh^da[XUT
CWXbXbTXcWTaP]TfaT[PcX^]bWX_^aP_^fTaUd[aTQ^]SX]V
^UP]^[S^]T

BcaTbbP]SP]gXTchPaT[XZT[hc^PUUTRch^daWTP[cWcWXb
fTTZ1P[P]RTX]TgTaRXbTU^^SP]SfPcTaX]cPZTP]S
VTccX]VPST`dPcTaTbcXbaT`dXaTS]^f1aTPcWX]V
TgTaRXbTbP]S\TSXcPcX^]PaT_PacXRd[Pa[hdbTUd[U^ah^d8U
h^dPaTfPXcX]V^]cTbcaTbd[cbcah]^cc^f^aahc^^
\dRW5^Rdb^]cWT_^bXcXeTBdaa^d]Sh^dabT[UfXcW
_^bXcXeT_T^_[TF^aZfXbTcWTfTTZfX[[QTTXcWTa
QdaST]b^\T^a]^]TgXbcT]cP]Sh^d\PhQTUTT[X]V
bcdRZ:]^fcWPch^dS^]^cWPeTc^bcPhX]PbXcdPcX^]
cWPcXb]^cWTP[cWh^af^aZPQ[TU^ah^dH^d\PhUX]SP
[^c^U\TbbPa^d]Sh^d7PeTUPXcWX]h^dabT[UP]S6^S
RWP]VTbPaT_^bbXQ[T>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccWXbRP]
QTP\PZT^aQaTPZ_TaX^SCWXbXbPcX\Tc^QTR[TPa
PQ^dcfWPch^dfP]c^dc^Uh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_b

;dRZh]d\QTa !!
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[QTPRcXeTP]SUTT[T]TaVTcXRH^dfX[[
QTU^RdbbTSP]Sf^d[SfP]cc^_Pbbh^dacX\TX]
RaTPcXeT_dabdXcbH^dPaTUX[[TSfXcW]TfXSTPbP]S
cW^dVWcbH^daRdaX^db\X]SfX[[ZTT_h^d^RRd_XTS
H^da\dbR[TbPaT[XZT[hc^PRcd_TgTaRXbTaTVd[Pa[h>]
cWTf^aZUa^]ch^d]TTSc^cPZTUXa\STRXbX^]b1T
_a^\_cP]SPVVaTbbXeTfWT]XcR^\Tbc^QdbX]Tbb
eT]cdaTb^cWTafXbTh^d\Ph\Xbbb^\TV^^S
^__^acd]XchCX\TXbP_cU^abcdST]cbP]SY^da]P[Xbcb
CW^bTU^RdbTSP]SR[TPaPQ^dccWTXaV^P[bfX[[]^cUX]S
SXUUXRd[chc^\^eTPWTPS>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]c^UUTa
fWPch^dWPeTc^h^da_Pac]TaCWT_XRcdaTXb]^ceTah
V^^S^]cWTT\^cX^]P[Ua^]c0SXUUTaT]RT^U^_X]X^]b
fXcWcWTT[STabXb[XZT[h

CWXbfTTZPWTP[cWhP]S_^bXcXeTT]eXa^]\T]cfX[[PSSc^
h^daRWPa\P]SPccaPRcX^]H^dfX[[Va^fQ^cW_WhbXRP[[h
P]S\T]cP[[hCWXbXbPV^^SfTTZc^_P\_Tah^dabT[U
fXcWPb_P^aP\PbbPVTH^d\XVWcT]Sd_b_T]SX]VP
V^^SP\^d]c^]_Tab^]P[XchVa^^\X]VCWXbfTTZXb
_PacXRd[Pa[hV^^SU^abcdST]cb>]cWTf^aZUa^]cP
RWP]VT^UaTbXST]RTY^QXb[XZT[hU^ab^\TCWXbXb]^cP
V^^SfTTZU^ac^R^]SdRc_Pac]TabWX_QdbX]TbbH^dcT]S
c^^eTaaTPRcZTT_h^daUX]P]RTP]SfPeTaX]V\X]Sd]STa
R^]ca^[<^]ThcaP]bPRcX^]QdbX]TbbbW^d[SQTS^]TfXcW
VaTPcRPaT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaT[XZT[hc^VTc
X]c^P]P\QXcX^db_Pac]TabWX_fXcWPQT]TUXRXP[X]U[dT]RT
H^dPaTZX]SVT]Ta^dbP]Sf^d[S\PZTP[[TUU^acbc^fX]
cWTWTPac^Uh^da_Pac]Ta

H^daWTP[cWf^d[SQT^]cWTd_bfX]VcWXbfTTZH^d\Ph
VTcWT[_Ua^\PWTP[TafW^\PhbdVVTbcPV^^ScWTaP_h
5^[[^fh^daX]bcX]RcbPQ^dcfWPcXbQTbcU^ah^daWTP[cW
H^dfX[[UTTSh^dabT[UfXcWcWT[PcTbcX]U^a\PcX^]PQ^dc
WTP[cWXbbdTb>]cWTf^aZUa^]ch^dPaTP`dXRZ[TPa]Ta
P]SfX[[aTP[XbTh^da\XbcPZTbUPbc<hbcTaXTbTgRXcTh^d
P]Sh^dfX[[TeT]cahb^[eX]VcWT\X]cWXbfTTZ2WTRZ
h^daPVVaTbbX^]P]SWPbchSTRXbX^]bfWXRW]^c^][h
WPa\h^da_Tab^]P[XchQdc\PhRPdbTX]YdaXTbc^^1T
RPaTUd[fWT]cP[ZX]Vc^h^dabT]X^ab>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]cS^]^c^eTaaTPRcc^bXcdPcX^]bcWPcRP]RWP]VTcWT
T`dPcX^]^UPaT[PcX^]bWX_h^deP[dT:TT_P[[cWTf^\T]
X]h^da[XUTWP__hPbcWThQaX]VV^^S[dRZH^d\PhUX]S
h^dabT[UPccaPRcTSc^b^\T^]T^[STacWP]h^d]^f

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa &
;dRZhR^[^da <X]c6aTT]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da 8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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H^daPQX[Xchc^Q^d]RTQPRZUa^\cWTc^dVWTbc^U
bXcdPcX^]bfX[[fX]h^d\P]hPS\XaTabCPZTRPaT^U
h^daWTP[cW4hTb\Ph]TTSh^daPccT]cX^]5XgP]
P__^X]c\T]cfXcWP]ThTb_TRXP[Xbc]TTSQTCWXbXbcWT
cX\Tc^TgTaRXbTaTVd[Pa[hP]ScPZTPQaTPZUa^\cWT
WTRcXRbRWTSd[T<TSXcPcX^]P]SfP[ZX]VX]\^a]X]V
W^dabfX[[S^f^]STab>]cWTf^aZUa^]cb^\T
d]Tg_TRcTSbXcdPcX^]b\PhU^aRTh^dc^aTU[TRcP]S
QaX]VRWP]VTbX]f^aZX]Vbch[T1TRPaTUd[X]h^da
X]cTaPRcX^]bfXcWcWT^__^bXcTbTgPcf^aZH^dfX[[QT
PSP_cPQ[TP]SeTabPcX[TcWPcfX[[WT[_h^dc^^eTaR^\T
cWTRWP[[T]VTb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaTPWP__h
P]SR^]cT]cTS_Tab^]H^dfX[[T]Y^hcWTfPa\cWP]S
PUUTRcX^]Ua^\h^daT[STabP]S[^eTUa^\cWTb_^dbT

CWXbfTTZWTP[cWbW^d[S]³cQTPRPdbTU^af^aahU^ah^d
CWXbXbPVaTPccX\Tc^VXeTcW^dVWcc^fWPch^dPaTS^X]V
c^X]RaTPbTh^daWTP[cWP]SeXcP[Xch8Uh^d]TTSaTbc^a
TgTaRXbTR^]bXSTaXcP]SPSSX]h^dabRWTSd[T>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]cP_^bXcX^]^U_^fTaXb_aTSXRcTSU^ah^dH^da
WPaSTUU^acbS^]TX]cWT_PbcfX[[aTP_aXRWSXeXST]SbH^d
fX[[UX]SPWPa\^]X^dbQP[P]RTQTcfTT]\TTcX]Vh^da
_a^UTbbX^]P[R^\\Xc\T]cbP]Sb_T]SX]V`dP[XchcX\TfXcW
UaXT]SbP]SUP\X[hCW^bTfW^PaTf^aZX]VbT[[X]VQdhX]V
_a^_TachfX[[TPa]PWdVT_a^UXccWXbfTTZ>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ccWTaTXba^\P]RTX]cWTPXa0ccWT\^\T]cTeT]Pb
h^dbcadVV[TfXcW[XUTh^dRP]cPZTcX\T^dcc^U^aVTc
PQ^dcTeTahSPhWPbb[TbP]ST]Y^hcWTR^\_P]h^Uh^da
_Pac]Ta

CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSRPaTP]SWTP[X]VT]TaVhP]SbTTZ
UT\X]X]Tbd__^ac1T[^eX]VP]Sbd__^acXeT^Uh^dabT[U
_PacXRd[Pa[hXUh^dPaTUPRX]VWTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbCWX]Z
_^bXcXeT[hP]ScadbcX]cWTd]XeTabT³bWTP[X]VT]TaVh>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]cdbTh^daRaTPcXeTXSTPbc^cda]cWTcXST
Pch^daf^aZ_[PRTX]h^daUPe^daATcWX]Zh^da
bcaPcTVXTb8Uh^d³aT[^^ZX]VU^aP_^bXcX^]]^fXbP
_^bXcXeTcX\TH^daTUU^acbPaTeP[dTSCWXbXbP[PaVT[h
[PXSQPRZfTTZfXcW_[T]ch^UcX\Tc^aTRWPaVTh^da
T]TaVh>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]c[^eTZ]^RZbPch^da
WTPacH^dfX[[T]Y^hPV^^SaT[PcX^]bWX_fXcWh^da
R^[[TPVdTbH^dfX[[UX]ScX\Tc^]dacdaTh^da[^eT8U
h^dWPeTQTT]X]P[^]VcTa\R^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_
U^ab^\TcX\Th^dPaT[XZT[hc^UX]SXcaXbX]V

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da 1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^d\XVWcUX]ScWPch^daWTP[cWRWP]VTb
SaPbcXRP[[hH^dRP][TcV^^U^[S]TVPcXeXchBdSST]
X]bXVWcbP]SPUTT[X]V^UVaTPc^_cX\Xb\\PZTXc_^bbXQ[T
c^[TcV^^U^[SVadSVTbP]SUTT[UPQd[^dbPQ^dccWT
UdcdaTPVPX]CahX]V]TfbcdUUU^^SP]ST]Y^hX]VcWT\Xb
P[b^X]SXRPcTS>]cWTf^aZUa^]ccWXbXbPcX\TfWT]h^d
RP]Tg_TRc]Tf^__^acd]XcXTbc^R^\T^]h^dafPh1T
aTPShc^cPZTcWT\^]0V^^SfTTZU^a\TSXP_T^_[T
P]S_^[XcXRXP]b>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c[^eTabfX[[WPeTP
V^^ScX\TCW^bTX]PR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_fX[[cda]Xc
X]c^Pbca^]VTaQ^]ScWPcXb\dcdP[[hbd__^acXeTP]S
QT]TUXRXP[8Uh^d³aT[^^ZX]VU^ab^\T^]TcWXbXbcWTcX\T
c^\TTc_T^_[TH^d\XVWcQT_[TPbP]c[hbda_aXbTSQh
W^fcWX]Vbf^aZ^dc

CWXbfTTZh^dUTT[b_XaXcdP[aT[XVX^dbP]Sf^d[SVTc
X\\T]bTQT]TUXcbf^aZX]VX]PVa^d_BTTZX]VPSeXRT^U
h^da6dad^]WTP[cW\PccTabXbX]SXRPcTS8Uh^dWPeT
WTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbSXbRX_[X]T^aSTaP]SR^\\Xc\T]cPaT
cWTfPhbc^V^PQ^dcXcH^dUTT[\^aTR^\U^acPQ[TfXcW
caPSXcX^]P[cWTaP_h^UWTP[X]VU^ah^dabT[UaPcWTacWP]
R^]bd[cX]VPS^Rc^a>]cWTf^aZUa^]cSXaTRch^daT]TaVh
X]c^PY^QfWTaTb^\TP\^d]c^U_[P]]X]VWPbP[aTPSh
V^]TX]c^5^Rdb^]h^dabcaT]VcWb=Tf^__^acd]XcXTb
fX[[R^\TP[^]VcWTfPh\PZX]Vh^dPW^_TUd[P]S
eXQaP]c_Tab^];dRZXb^]h^dabXST>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_
Ua^]cXUh^dPaTRdaaT]c[hR^\\XccTSh^dfX[[\^eTc^cWT
]Tgc[TeT[5^ab^\TcX\Th^dPaT[XZT[hc^WPeTP
_TPRTUd[WP__h_TaX^SX]h^da[^eT[XUT

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da 6^[ST]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh
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CWXbfTTZX]SXRPcTbd]_aTSXRcPQX[XchX]WTP[cW5^[[^f
h^daX]cdXcX^]^]WTP[cWXbbdTb8UPSXPV]^bXbfWTcWTa
_^bXcXeT^a]TVPcXeTS^Tb]³cUTT[aXVWc^ah^dS^]³c
UTT[R^\U^acPQ[TfXcWh^daWTP[cWRPaT_a^eXSTaVTcP
bTR^]S^_X]X^]^aP]Tf_a^eXSTaH^dPaT[XZT[hc^
^eTaS^X]X]Sd[VT]RTbcWXbfTTZ:TT_PRWTRZ^]
h^daP[R^W^[R^]bd\_cX^]CWXbXbP[b^PVaTPccX\Tc^
PRRTbbcWTVaTPcb_XaXcdP[Q^^Zb^UcWTf^a[S>]cWT
f^aZUa^]ch^dPaTPch^daRaTPcXeTQTbcP]Sh^da
_^_d[PaXchfX[[b^Pa0_a^\^cX^]^aP]PSSXcX^]P[
RWPaVTPccWTf^aZ_[PRTXb[XZT[h1dbX]Tbb\T]fX[[S^
fT[[>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccW^bT[^^ZX]VU^a[^eT\Ph
WPeTc^fPXc^aR^\TPRa^bbcWTfa^]VRW^XRT
4gXbcX]VaT[PcX^]bWX_b[XZT[hc^UTT[bcPV]PcTS<T]cP[
cT]bX^]fX[[aT\PX]
;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da ATS
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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erception drives a being, which sets
the terms of how you set your
dream destination, steer through
the course of life, react and respond to a
situation. That is subject to how one’s
mind is inherently framed, coming as it
may as Karmic carryover from the past,
and which naturally differs from personto-person, making every being unique.
Each of us, thus reflect varying mindtraits and thereby thought process. It is
often found that a talented person
becomes subject to failures and frustrations of one’s own making. Remember,
talent alone would not suffice. You need
to have an organised mind to make the
most of your indwelling potential.
The other day, I had an interesting
dialogue with a very talented person,
who came seeking guidance: “Sir, though
I was not keen, but on my parents insistence, I twice attempted Indian
Administrative Services examination, but
narrowly missed. I am quite good at
studies and yet, could not get through.
Why? What lies in store of my destiny?
What discipline should I prefer?” Well,
the basic reason for failure is your disoriented thought process that makes you
misdirect your energies towards unpro-

(
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ductive ends so much that you fail to put
in your qualitative best towards priority
preferences. In so far as your indwelling
potential is concerned, you may do well
either in philosophy or law. “If I have to
take up law, why not become a law
maker? I am keen to do good for the
society. So, what better than joining politics?” He countered.
Remember, the world doesn’t move
to your asking. Better, look for the
indwelling potential, and follow it. There
is a lot of difference in becoming a
lawyer or a law maker. Let us now have
look at your astrological pointers to the
disciplines suited to you. The 4th cusp
sub-lord identified with study option is
Saturn posited in a Jupiter owned sign
Pisces and conjunct Ketu. That, in the
first place, points to the possibility of trying to unearth subtle realities of life,
which remains the prerogative of philosophy. Second, Jupiter and Saturn combination fits in well with law faculty. Even
the 10th sub-lord identified with career
prospects is again Saturn, implying similar indications as offered by 4th house
markers. Both the Sun and Mercury, are
trine to Uranus and Neptune. It speaks of
your extraordinary talent and organising

ability, having a fertile imagination
backed by intuition, both vital to success
in either Law of Philosophy.
Now coming to your desire to
become law maker, you need to understand your fault lines that may stand in
way of success in this field. Your lagna
marked with your identity, happens to be
Sagittarius. Incidentally the 12th cusp
identified with failure and frustration too
falls in Sagittarius sign itself. The lagna
lord Jupiter too is tenanted in 12th
house. That makes you vulnerable to
become a victim of your own making,
because you seem to be tactless and
undiplomatic. That makes it difficult for
you to be in accord with a variegated
mass of people, each having varying
mind-traits.
Now, look at the mind-signifying
Moon posited in Virgo sign. It is placed
adverse to Uranus and Neptune. That
makes you subject to self-delusionary
perceptions and beliefs, often distanced
from ground realities. And not open to
look beyond for either a reality check or
explore other options suited to your
indwelling potential. You may not
acknowledge truth in its first appearance,
and would rather passionately continue
to pursue your own dream perception on
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hope against hope, till pushed to the
wall. This, read together with Saturn
conjunct Ketu, makes you a habitual
escapist, who may not take challenges in
time. It also brings in self-defined perfectionist streak, not able to digest contrarian view, if any. You wish from others to
remain true to your line of thinking, failing which you become overcritical, when
you will not hesitate belittling others
through your sarcastic remarks.
Intelligence signifying Mercury opposite
Saturn brings in a fixated one track
mind. If that would not be enough, Mars
opposite Uranus makes you temperamental. Mars is also opposite mischievous Neptune, which makes you vulnerable to suffer from inferiority complex in
the event of disappointment, at times
warranting even medical intervention.
Sun placed adverse to Venus makes you
too much touchy and sensitive, which
makes you get overexercised even on
trivial matters, which you stretch beyond
due. What comes out is that you are not
accommodating enough that may qualify
you to successfully pursue politics.

CWTf
faXcTaXXbPP]PPbca^[^VTaeePbcdRR^]bd[cP]c
P]Sbb_XaXcdP[RR^d]bT[[^a2
2^]]TRcf
fXcWWWX\PPc
CT[)((  ((' '"&!&"('& "&!&!
4\PX[)QQWPaPcQWdbWP]_PS\PST^/V\PX[R^\

